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ABSTRACT 
Friction is everywhere and important in our daily life as well as in industry. In general, 
dry friction acts as a resistance to the relative motion and dissipates energy of a system; 
however, under certain conditions, it can cause self-excited vibration of a system, 
which is known as friction-induced vibration. Friction-induced vibration can 
potentially cause problems like wear, fatigue failure, and noise, among which brake 
squeal is a typical engineering problem. As a comprehensive understanding of friction-
induced vibration has not been achieved, friction-induced vibration is still a 
challenging research topic. The aim of this research is to carry out a theoretical study 
of the dynamic behaviour of nonlinear/non-smooth friction-induced vibration of 
phenomenological mechanical models. Discrete and continuous mechanical models 
with dry friction that involve nonlinear contact stiffness, stick-slip motion, or 
separation and reattachment at the contact interface are proposed, and numerical 
simulations of the transient dynamic behaviour of the non-smooth frictional systems 
are implemented. Their complex dynamic behaviour and the influences by various 
system parameters are predicted. In addition, a reduction strategy for the complicated 
frictional systems is presented and validated via theoretical and experimental results, 
which is a preliminary step in analysing complicated systems (real structures) with 
nonlinear/non-smooth friction behaviour in future research.  
The main objectives of the research work reported in this thesis are: 
1. To carry out the transient dynamic analysis of non-smooth friction-induced vibration. 
A varying time-step numerical algorithm, which combines Runge-Kutta method that 
is specifically for the second-order differential equation of motion and the bisection 
method, is proposed (Chapter 3). This algorithm ensures the accuracy of the results of 
the non-smooth vibration in which the motion states keep switching among distinct 
motion states of separation and reattachment, or stick and slip, which is testified by 
providing the same results of a classic non-smooth stick-slip vibration of a single-
degree-of-freedom model. 
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2. In consideration of improving previous research on theoretical mechanical models 
with the assumptions that the contact stiffness is linear or separation is ignored, a 
nonlinear 2-degree-of-freedom slider-on-moving-belt model developed from 
Hoffmann’s model and the theoretical formulations are proposed (Chapter 4), in which 
a cubic contact spring is included; loss of contact (separation) at the slider-belt 
interface is allowed and importantly reattachment of the slider to the belt after 
separation is also considered. The stability and dynamic behaviour of the system are 
investigated. Complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) indicates that the roles of the 
preload and the nonlinear stiffness on the stability of the nonlinear system are not 
monotonous. Transient dynamic analysis (TDA) shows that separation and 
reattachment could happen. Ignoring separation between bodies in sliding frictional 
contact in vibration is unsafe as this may underestimate the vibration amplitude, and 
predicts incorrect effects of the key parameters on the vibration, thus considering 
separation is very important. Moreover, frequency domain results show the necessity 
of implementing both CEA and TDA in the study of nonlinear friction-induced 
vibration and the importance of considering separation from the frequency domain 
point of view. Finally, non-smooth Coulomb’s law of friction is introduced in the 
nonlinear 2-degree-of-freedom (2-DoF) slider-belt model. Numerical results show that 
diverse dynamic behaviour of this 2-DoF system with nonlinearity/non-smoothness 
can be generated when both of the stick-slip and mode-coupling instability are 
involved. 
3. Separation, reattachment and impact are considered in the study of friction-induced 
vibration of a system having an elastic disc, excited by the in-plane stick–slip vibration 
of a moving mass-damper-spring slider attached to a rigid wall that is dragged around 
on the disc surface at a constant rotating speed (Chapter 5). Theoretical formulations 
and the numerical procedure for the current non-smooth system are developed. 
Numerical results show that separation and reattachment could occur in a low speed 
range well below the critical disc speed in the context of a constant rotating load. 
Poincare maps of the system of the two distinct cases (considering separation and 
ignoring separation) are plotted which exhibit the diversity of nonlinear dynamic 
behaviour of the system and the importance of considering separation. Furthermore, 
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the roles of the key system parameters on the vibration are investigated. Time-
frequency analysis reveals the time-varying properties of this system and the 
contributions of separation and in-plane stick-slip vibration to the system frequencies. 
One major finding is that ignoring separation, as is usually done, often leads to very 
different dynamic behaviour and possibly misleading results.  
4. Based on the idea of mode synthesis method, a reduction strategy for complicated 
frictional systems is put forward, in which the natural contact interfaces and the 
tangential friction force are involved, and its applications and experimental validation 
are presented (Chapter 6). Firstly, its application to a theoretical multi-degree-of-
freedom model with linear contact verifies the accuracy and feasibility of the strategy. 
The influence of the system parameter, and the mode number that is used in the 
reduced model on the stability of the reduced model are investigated. The reduced 
model is capable of preserving the key features (bifurcation of the eigenvalue and 
unstable frequencies) of the original model. Furthermore, a specific reduction strategy, 
for a real pad-on-disc test rig and its corresponding finite element model which involve 
direct contact of the interface, is proposed. The results of the reduced model with a 
small number of modes of the substructures correlate fairly well with theoretical results 
of the full model and the test results in terms of predicting mode-coupling instability 
and unstable frequencies, which validates this promising method for future work on 
friction-induced vibration of complicated frictional systems or real structures. 
Key Words: Dry friction; Nonlinear vibration; Contact; Stick-slip vibration; Non-
smooth dynamics  
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rF  friction force [N] 
Fn normal force [N] 
μ coefficient of friction  
μs coefficient of static friction  
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Ω rotating speed (rad/s) 
N the initial load between the two contact bodies in Chapter 5 
F pre-compression force acting on the mass in Chapter 4 
P contact force [N] 
M mass matrix of the system 
C damping matrix of the system 
K stiffness matrix of the system 
NLf  Nonlinear force vector 
fr friction force vector 
exf  external force vector 
fK  asymmetrical matrix due to friction 
Φ  mode shape matrix 
iφ  mode shaper vector for the ith mode  
q  modal coordinate vector 
( )iq   modal coordinate corresponding to the ith mode 
J  Jacobian matrix 
T transformation matrix 
 eigenvalue of the discrete system 
knl nonlinear stiffness [N/m3] 
  circular frequency 
i  the ith natural frequency/ imaginary part of the eigenvalue i   

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i   real part of the eigenvalue i  
i square root of -1  
  density of the annular plate [kg/m] 
h  thickness of the annular plate [m] 
*D  Kelvin-type damping coefficient of the annular plate [N/(m/s)] 
D  flexural rigidity of the annular plate 
   damping factor of the plate 
w , 0w  transverse displacement of the disc and its initial value [m] 
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pC

 diagonal matrix of p p2   
dC

 diagonal matrix of d d2   
pK

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dK

 diagonal matrix of 2d  
n  normal load vector 
superscript u tangential DoFs on the interface between the pad and the disc 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Problem overview 
Dry friction results from the contact of solids (without lubricants) that are sliding 
relatively to each other or that have a tendency to do so. In general, it is supposed to 
dissipate the mechanical energy and acts as a resistance to the relative motion, which 
has been utilised in mechanical components like dampers and brakes. However, dry 
friction can induce self-excited vibration under certain conditions. Friction-induced 
vibration is a certain kind of oscillations that often occurs in engineering as well as in 
our daily life, and in most cases is undesirable. Waves within vibrating solids may lead 
to the radiation of sound, which appears frequently as noise and music. Two common 
examples of the sound in our daily life caused by friction are: (1) noise produced by a 
chalk being pushed across the blackboard, (2) music generated by a violin bow sliding 
across its strings. In engineering, examples include squealing railway wheels of a train 
on a sharp curved track, brake squeal of automobiles and aircraft, the drill string 
vibration, truck judder and data loss of the hard disc drive. Brake squeal is a common 
and annoying problem that happens in the brake system of an automobile, when 
braking action takes place between the rotor and brake pads. It is shown that brake 
noise was once among the top 10 noise problems in the early 1930s. Nowadays, brake 
noise is perceived as a lack of quality by customers, which leads to large warranty cost 
every year and effects the brand reputation as well. Numerous works concerning 
friction-induced vibration problems have been conducted during decades in terms of 
different applications and scales, which shed light on the nature of friction-induced 
vibration. While better understanding has been achieved, friction-induced vibration 
problem is still ongoing along with the development of the industry.  There has been 
no single solution for friction-induced vibration problems. Moreover, nonlinearity 
aggravates the complexity of dynamic systems. In friction-induced vibration problems, 
non-smoothness is one of the important features of dry friction. Besides, non-
smoothness due to the contact and the impact often appears during the vibration of 
frictional systems. The lack of comprehensive understanding of friction problems 
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especially the dynamic behaviour of nonlinear/non-smooth frictional systems is a 
major motivation of this research. 
1.2 Aim and objectives 
The Aim of this project is to study nonlinear/non-smooth friction-induced vibration 
problem of a general nature. The mechanisms of friction-induced vibration, the 
nonlinearity and parametric contributions are theoretically examined.  
Objectives are: 
1. To build up a low degree of freedom model and study the effects of friction and 
nonlinearities, including the contact status (slip, stick and separation) and the nonlinear 
contact stiffness, on the mode coupling instability.   
2. To analyse the nonlinear friction-induced vibration of an elastic plate and moving 
slider system, in both time and frequency domains, considering in-plane and out-of-
pane non-smoothness due to stick-slip and contact loss.  
3. To propose a model reduction strategy applicable for frictional systems and apply it 
to a 9-degree-of-freedom system for theoretical validation as well as a real test rig with 
experimental validation. 
1.3 Scope and description of contents 
This PhD thesis summarises the progress made by the author in the understanding of 
nonlinear/non-smooth friction-induced vibration during the dual PhD program. 
Chapter 2 offers a literature review on the studies of friction-induced vibration which 
covers research in many aspects, in particular the instability mechanisms, dynamic 
behaviour, nonlinearities of friction problems, analysis approaches and model 
reduction of complex structures. Chapter 3 introduces the basic knowledge of the 
thesis and transient dynamic analysis algorithm for non-smooth vibration. Firstly, 
exhaustive introductions of the four main instability mechanisms for friction-induced 
vibration are offered through four examples. Then the fundamental dynamic theories 
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in terms of the multi-degree-of-freedom system and the elastic plate are described. 
Finally, a strategy for solving the non-smooth problem is proposed. Chapter 4 attempts 
to study the mechanisms and dynamic behaviour of a nonlinear 2-degree-of-freedom 
slider-belt model. The contact is described by a linear and a cubic nonlinear spring. 
Theoretical derivations of the system with considering the changes of the contact state 
(in contact and separation) are formulated. The effects of nonlinear stiffness and the 
preload on the stability and the vibration amplitude of the system are studied. 
Moreover, the roles of contact status (stick, slip and separation) on the vibration of the 
system are predicted. Chapter 5 presents the study of a non-smooth friction-induced 
vibration of a continuous model. The theoretical formulations of an elastic plate 
excited by a rotating slider system are presented on the base of friction dynamics and 
the moving load theory. Nonstationary dynamic behaviour of the system in time and 
frequency domain and the roles of key parameters of the system on the nonlinear 
friction-induced vibration are analysed numerically. Chapter 6 introduces a reduction 
strategy aiming to reduce the orders of complex frictional system. The feasible of this 
method is tested by reducing a multi-degree-of-freedom model as well as a real pad-
on-disc system with theoretical and experimental supports. Chapter 7 summarises the 
interesting findings and important conclusions of the PhD project and gives the plans 
of future work. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Fiction in general 
Friction is a very complex physical phenomenon. Dating back to ancient times, the 
importance of friction was recognised by human, such as utilising the friction force to 
generate fire, creating wheels, painting, etc. Scientific explorations on friction have 
been conducted for centuries. Nowadays, with the development of engineering, and 
the increasing demands of comfort and the cost reduction, the crucial role of friction 
in numerous industry applications, such as manufacturing industry, automotive and 
aerospace areas, are highlighted. 
Friction is an important subject of tribology, which studies the interacting surfaces 
with relative motion and covers several disciplines in both science and technology. 
Additionally, tribology also comprises the study of lubrication (lubricants) and wear. 
Lubrication is an efficient way to reduce friction and wear. Common machinery 
components, like bearings, seals, gears, have lubricants. Wear is a younger topic than 
others which results in material loss or surface damages and even failure of the system. 
The study of the nature of the rubbing surfaces [1], such as the origins of friction [2], 
energy dissipation [3, 4], wear [5, 6], lubrication [7], and friction modelling [8], has 
achieved many remarkable findings which facilitate the development of tribology. 
Dry friction refers to the friction occurring between two clean surfaces without 
lubricants. Ding [9] reviewed some recent works on the dynamics of mechanical 
systems with friction. Systems with friction exhibit diverse behaviour, especially when 
it comes to friction-induced vibration problems. Friction-induced vibration causes 
growing deformation or noise [10-13] which arouses large attention of researchers. 
The important role of the nonlinearity in friction-induced vibration has been 
recognised. The detailed descriptions of the nonlinearity/non-smoothness in frictional 
systems will be given in Section 2.4. Up to now, because of the elusive properties of 
friction itself, friction-induced vibration is still a challenging topic. 
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2.2 Mechanisms of Friction-induced vibration 
Several disciplines of the study of friction-induced vibration have been developed 
during the century. A large amount of literature devoted to explore the reasons for the 
occurrence of friction-induced vibration, which is one important branch and gave 
important contributions to current research attempting to solve this problem. From the 
literature review [12], it has been known that the mechanisms of friction-induced 
vibration mainly fall into four categories, which are the negative friction-velocity slope, 
stick-slip, sprag-slip and mode-coupling instability. Several other mechanisms are also 
found as reasonable explanations for some friction-induced vibration problems.  
2.2.1 Negative friction-velocity slope 
In earlier researches, Mills[14], Fosberry and Holubecki [15], Sinclair and 
Manville[16] lead the idea that the decreasing feature of the friction with the increasing 
of the relative velocity accounted for the instability of a brake structure, which is 
known as the negative friction-velocity slope instability of the friction-induced 
vibration. In the same research line, the negative damping effects due to the negative 
friction-velocity slope were investigated by many researchers [17-20] and reviewed in 
Ref. [12]. Ouyang et al. [21] considered the effect of negative friction-velocity 
relationship on the parameter resonances of a disc model rotating in a high speed range. 
Yuan [18] predicted that although unstable vibration of the system can be caused by 
mode-coupling even when the slope of the friction-velocity relationship is positive 
under certain conditions, instability was more likely to happen with a negative slope 
which was the main reason for brake squeal of some brake systems.  
On the other hand, Chen and Zhou [20] found that, in a laboratory test rig, unstable 
vibration sometimes occurred at the negative slope stage of the friction-velocity 
relation, but sometimes at the positive slope stage. The decrease of friction with respect 
to the velocity was not an essential reason for the brake squeal. As the negative slope 
theory can explain [22, 23] only a limited number of engineering problems, this kind 
of mechanism receives less attentions in recent years.  
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2.2.2 Stick-slip instability 
The stick-slip phenomenon due to dry friction, that was early identified in the study of  
tribology [1, 16], has been observed in dynamics by many researchers. Two distinct 
motion states (stick and slip) are involved in the vibration process. The stick-slip 
instabilities are responsible for many problems in the mechanical engineering [24-27] 
and geodynamics [28, 29]. Macro slip-stick between two elastic materials at a very 
low moving velocity was observed in the experimental research [30]. Stick-slip 
happens when the friction at the interfaces follows particular friction laws with the 
different static and kinetic friction coefficients, such as the most general Coulomb’s 
law friction, the friction law with a decreasing friction-velocity relationship [31, 32], 
and even the friction law in which the kinetic friction coefficient is greater than the 
static one [33, 34]. 
Various studies focus on the characteristics of stick-slip motion which are influenced 
by the system parameter values, laws of friction and operation conditions [34-39]. 
Berman et al. examined the different origins of stick-slip between the solid-solid 
surfaces in Ref. [40]. The periodical stick-slip motion of a classical mass-on-moving-
belt model was studied analytically in Ref. [41]. The critical belt speed for the 
transition of pure slip motion to stick-sip motion was derived. In Ref. [42], three 
motion states in the vibration of an undamped spring-block system including the 
continuous sliding motion, the oscillatory sliding without sticking motion and the 
stick-slip motion were discussed and the analytical expression of the limit cycle 
amplitude of the oscillatory sliding motion was obtained. In Ref. [43], the stability 
around the equilibrium points and bifurcation behaviour of a classical mass-on-a-belt 
system with a decaying friction coefficient were investigated by the first order 
averaging method. Depending on the system parameters, two kinds of stability before 
reaching the stick-slip cycle were found: one was that the system only had an unstable 
fixed point, the other was that the system had a stable fixed-point with a stable limit 
cycle. Additionally, the oscillation patterns of the stick-slip motion of a coupled 
spring-mass system were studied in Ref. [44]. Pascal [45] explored the sticking and 
non-sticking orbits of a two-degree-of-freedom model under a harmonic excitation. 
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The bifurcation of systems with stick-slip and the unstable stick-slip behaviour were 
also explored by many researchers [46-49]. Popp and Stelter [46] explained the 
excitation mechanism of the violin string. Rich dynamic behaviour of the stick-slip 
motion of two discrete and two continuous models, including stable vibration, 
bifurcations, periodical and chaotic vibration, was clearly illustrated. Ref. [50] 
investigated the bifurcation and stability of systems with dry friction by the mapping 
approach, which gave insight into the unstable stick-slip phenomenon, and also 
provided an efficient and simple way to study bifurcation and stability of non-smooth 
problems. Diverse stick-slip motion and chaos were observed in a three-degree-of-
freedom model with dry friction [51]. Li et al. [52] investigated the stability and 
bifurcations of a nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom slider-belt system, in which a 
cubic spring and damping are considered.  
2.2.3 Mode-coupling instability 
Mode-coupling [53] or mode locking [54, 55] instability essentially is a kind of 
geometry-induced instability, which are generally acknowledged as the main 
mechanism for squeal in brakes [12, 56] and has gained many attentions in the friction-
induced vibration area [57-65].  
North firstly reported that brake squeal was due to the friction force with a constant 
friction coefficient. A later model [53] illustrated the coalescence of two modes of a 
frictional system and the evolution of eigenvalues with varied system parameters. It 
was pointed out that the system turns to be unstable as the real part of the eigenvalues 
becomes positive after coalescing. The properties of the mode-coupling instability of 
a two-degree-of-freedom model with a sideling spring are studied [57, 58]. In Ref. [58], 
the inclined spring in the system coupled the horizontal and vertical vibration of the 
system. The friction force caused the asymmetry of the system, which leaded to a 
complex eigenvalue problem. The system became unstable, when the friction 
coefficient was beyond the critical value that resulted in a positive real part of the 
eigenvalues. The key point of the later paper [57] is that increasing damping was 
shown to destabilise the system within certain damping values, which was not a 
conventional role of damping. Hultén [66, 67] proposed a new kind of mode-coupling 
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mechanism. The coupling of the system is not due to the inclined spring but the friction 
forces in two orthogonal directions [66, 67]. Chen [59] investigated the eigenvalues of 
8 car brakes through experimental and numerical analysis. The unstable frequencies 
of the in-plane and out-plane modes calculated from the complex eigenvalue analysis 
showed a good agreement with the brake squeal frequencies tested in experiments. It 
is predicted that the coupling of the in-plane and out-of-plane modes of the brake was 
the main reason for squeals above 3 kHz. Additionally, the distributions of the 
heterogeneities of the contact played an important role in mode lock-in instability. 
Uniformly distributed contact stiffness was more likely to produce mode-coupling 
instability, while the heterogeneous contact was a stabilising factor [68]. 
2.2.4 Sprag-slip instability 
Sprag-slip instability was firstly studied by Spurr [69] to describe the brake squeal. 
Despite of the complexity of the friction model, this theory makes sense even when 
the friction coefficient is constant. Sprag-slip is due to the constrained interactions of 
the system in various degrees of freedom, in which the sprag angle of the structure is 
an important criterion for the occurrence of sprag-slip behaviour. Sinou et al. [70] 
proposed a nonlinear mass-belt model to study the truck judder problems. The 
influences of parameters on the sprag-slip stability are examined.  
Another notable line of research, parallel to sprag-slip, is about the existence and 
uniqueness of the solutions of the frictional system [71-75]. The inconsistent solutions 
in a multi-degree-of-freedom system are called Painleve paradox. Following this 
theory, a friction impact oscillator was exemplified by Leine et al. [76]. The 
formulations in this work did not have an asymmetric stiffness matrix that was the 
cornerstone of the mathematical framework for brake squeal, which also result in 
unstable vibration depending on the values of a geometric character of an angle and 
the friction coefficient. Champneys and Varkonyi [77] showed the complexity in terms 
of inconsistency and indeterminacy that can arise when a system consisted of two 
unilateral frictional contact. Charles and Ballard [75] developed the strategy for 
studing Painleve paradox in the frictional system with finite numbers of contact points.  
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Hoffmann et al. [78, 79] examined the sprag-slip instability through a beam-on-belt 
model. The sufficient criterion for the occurrence of sprag-slip was the nonexistence 
of the steady-sliding state. Adding damping will not make significant contributions to 
the characteristics of sprag-slip vibration. Moreover, Ref. [80] addressed that the 
stiffness relations in the system were the essential condition for the absence of the 
steady-sliding state. 
2.2.5 Other mechanisms 
Besides the four broadly accepted mechanisms, friction-induced vibration can be 
explained by other reasons, such as the creep-slip [81], the follower force, the moving 
load, and the friction couple. In Refs. [53, 82-85], friction was also modelled as a 
follower force, whose direction is always at the tangential direction of the contact 
surface and changes with the surface deformation. Mottershead and co-works 
produced a series of works [86-88] to explore the effects of the follower force on disc 
brake squeal. Ouyang et al. [89] discovered that a moving load produced by friction 
were able to induce instability of a brake-disc system. The friction couple [60, 90, 91] 
was found as one factor accounting for the instability. In Ref. [91], a vibration model 
consisting of an elastic disc with two rotating oscillators acting on each side of the disc 
was developed. The instability of the disc due to the friction couple was studied. 
Furthermore, Kinkaid et al. [92] proposed a four-degree-of-freedom model to describe 
the braking process. Interactions between the three in-plane degrees of freedom 
changed the direction of the friction force, which was recognised as a new reason for 
brake squeal. Chen et al. [93] suggested that the ploughing, asperity deformations and 
adhesion, that resulted in fluttering friction forces, were responsible for the squeal 
generation. Refs. [94, 95] analysed the instability of a simplified friction system caused 
by the time delay between the normal force and the friction force.  
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2.3  Mechanical models 
2.3.1 Low-degree-of-freedom models 
A fair amount of researchers devote to use simple models of a few degrees of freedom 
(DoFs) to study the fundamental causes of friction-induced vibration phenomenon. 
Although some features of the original structures are omitted, the studies of these 
simple models often offer insight into friction-induced unstable vibration, which are 
valuable from either a theoretical or a practical point of view. After the development 
of the lumped parameter models [53, 90, 96] by early researchers, other successful 
lumped parameter models for the study of brake squeal were developed, which 
involved more degrees of freedom, more distinct configurations or more complicate 
friction models. Some work was reported in Refs. [43, 46, 58, 61, 92, 97-104].  
The slider-on-moving-belt systems are one kind of classic models used in the study of 
friction-induced vibration [46, 58]. Andreaus and Casini [98] studied the responses of 
a single-degree-of-freedom model with dry friction. The influences of the constant 
speed of the moving base, the driving force and the friction model on the dynamic 
behaviour of the system were investigated. In Ref. [100], stick-slip and impact motion 
of a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator excited by a frictional moving base and 
restricted by a unilateral rigid or deformable obstacle was studied. The slider-on-
moving-belt model was also used for the study of stick-slip motion considering a 
statistic velocity [105] and stochastic friction coefficients[106]. 
Analytical work on the limit cycle and stability analysis of the classic slider-on-
moving-belt has been reported in Ref. [43, 107-109]. Luo and co-workers [110-112] 
analysed the stick-slip motion through the analytical theory for non-smooth systems. 
Recently, Brunetti et al. [113] proposed a multi-degree-of-freedom lumped system, 
which gave insights into the vibration and contact behaviour during the braking 
process and can also be utilised in the study of joints. The analytical solution of a 
system with dry friction which included 2 stick-slip motion trajectories during one 
period were derived [109]. Li et al. [114] proposed a self-excited smooth and 
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discontinuous oscillator with dry friction. Bifurcation analysis of the system offered 
insights into friction-induced vibration with the geometric nonlinearity.  
Jarvis and Mills [90] were the first to proposed a 3-DoF pin-disc model. Both the 
analytical study and the simplified experiments have had a considerable inspiration to 
later research. Earles and co-workers produced many articles on the investigations of 
the sprag-slip mechanism related to brake squeal. In some of their early papers, lumped 
parameter models containing one pin on one side of a disc were used [115]. In later 
work [116, 117], systems containing a pair of pins which located on each side of the 
disc were developed. Damping of the pin was found to make the system more unstable 
under certain conditions [117]. Furthermore, Tworzydlo et al. [118] built a pin-on-disc 
test rig to investigate the correlations between the instability predicted through 
analytical calculations and the test results. Emira [119] conducted the parametrical 
study of the vibration of a typical pin-on-disc model, in which the pin was rotating. A 
three-DoF mechanical model containing a rigid body, constrained by a horizontal 
spring, a vertical spring and a torsional spring in the centre of pin, is used.  
Plenty of other interesting simple models have been proposed in literature [92, 103, 
120-122]. Bengisu and Akay [123] analysed friction-induced vibration by using a 3-
DoF model with a exponentially expressed friction model. Luo and Thapa [103]
analysed the periodic motion and local instability of a simplified brake system
analytically, which provided a good understanding of nonlinear and non-smooth
vibration of brake systems. Shin et al. [99] modelled the disc and pad system as a
model having two single-degree-of-freedom systems in friction contact. It was
reported that either increasing the damping of the pad or the disc potentially reduced
the stability of the system. Wagner et al. [121] reviewed a number of small models and
developed a new 2-DoF system including a rigid rotating disc in point contact with
two point pads. The stability of the wobbling disc motion was studied with various
values of the key parameters (the normal pre-load, the rotating velocity and the friction
coefficient), which gave a clear insight into the causes of the instability of the friction-
induced disc vibration. Rusli and Okuma [124] proposed a 2-DoF model and a multi-
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DoF model in which rough contact was involved. Low frequency squeal was more 
likely to occur at a rough surface with a low contact stiffness value. 
A recent study [125] suggested that the number of degrees-of-freedom should not be 
too small. Moreover, an efficiency method was proposed which gave a guidance for 
the minimum mode shall be used in the reduction of complex systems.  
2.3.2 Continuous models  
The continuous components, like beams and plates, which have infinite numbers of 
DoFs, have been used in the study of friction-induced instability mechanism, or 
theoretical analysis of vibration characteristics. Flint and Hultén [60] proposed two 
continuous models to model the pad and disc system. The simpler one modelled the 
brake as a beam which was in contact with the pads that were modelled as elastic 
foundations. Additionally, an extended brake model assembled by a beam, rigid bodies 
and finite spring elements was developed. This paper showed a useful way of 
modelling complex systems as reduced number degrees of freedom models that were 
suitable for sensitivity analysis. Results showed that the mode coupling resulted from 
the deformations of the pad and the follower force were the key factor in the instability 
of the system. Meziane et al. [62] presented a comprehensive study on an analytical 
beam-on-beam model which showed a close correlation to the experimental results. 
Hochlenert et al. [126] proposed two theoretical models that one contained a beam 
component and another contained a plate, and verified that discretisation method could 
be used for the stability analysis of continuous systems. It concluded that the kinetics 
of the system in all of the three dimensions should be all considered in the study that 
the brake squeal mechanism is concerned. 
Discs are key components in a wide range of mechanical applications such as turbine 
discs, brakes, clutches, computer drives, and saws. A series of works that used 
mechanical models, having an elastic disc subjected to a rotating slider system, to 
investigate the friction-induced vibration have been reported in Refs. [19, 127-130]. 
Mottershead [129] reviewed the vibration of both stationary and rotating discs under 
the friction force and other kinds of load. In Ref. [82], parametric resonances in a disc 
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with a rotating mass-spring-damper system were studied in the subcritical speed range, 
in which the friction force was treated as a follower force. Ouyang et al. [130] 
examined the transverse instability of an elastic disc under the action of a moving 
friction slider with stick-slip vibration. Interesting Poincare maps of the disc’s 
transverse vibration and the slider’s horizontal stick-slip vibration were shown with 
various parameter values of the system. 
Other analytical disc-pad models were reported in Refs. [131-136]. Spelsberg-
Korspeter et al. [133] proposed a new model that contained a rotating Kirchhoff plate 
in contact with an idealised elastic pad. In that paper, both of the stretching and bending 
vibration of the rotating plate due to distributed friction forces were investigated. In 
Ref. [135], the wave pattern and the limit cycle of the stick-slip motion of a simplified 
rotating disc brake system, which was in the frictional contact with a pad under the 
uniform pressure, were analysed. 
2.3.3 Finite element models    
The models with low degrees of freedom lumped systems or continuous components 
were usually used for the theoretical study of friction-induced vibration. In recent years, 
the finite element method (FEM) becomes a widely-used tool for dealing problems 
with more complex structures, loading process or boundary conditions, which has 
provided new insights into the brake squeal problem. Although different finite element 
models were employed in different research, most works focused on the dynamic side, 
rather than developing distinct finite element models.  
One of the basic uses of FEM is to investigate the natural frequency and modes of 
complex systems. A series of research using the complex eigenvalue analysis have 
been put forward, which mainly have two directions: the stability analysis of the 
stationary discs [137-140] and the rotating brake systems [84, 141] . Liles [137] is one 
of the earliest researchers, who conducted the finite element analysis of a real brake 
and verified the results by comparing with experimental results. Dai and Lim [140] 
introduced the theoretical relationship between the friction and the contact force into 
a finite element (FE) model by building up distributed springs between the contact 
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surfaces and eventually proposed a combined finite element model. Kang [142] 
proposed a rotating pad and disc FE model in which the brake is modelled as hat shape. 
Results showed that the mode coupling and the negative slope of the friction-velocity 
relationship are the two reasons for brake squeal, and the latter one can explain brake 
squeal even when the mode coupling is absent. Wei et al. [143] investigated the 
influences of key parameters, such as the rotating speed, the friction coefficient and 
the braking pressure, on the instability of a brake model using Abaqus. Comparisons 
between experimental results and complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) results verified 
the feasible of the numerical analysis and also showed that CEA may sometimes 
overestimate and sometimes underestimate the unstable frequency.  
The investigation of squeal propensity is one of the popular topics [18, 144, 145]. 
Blaschke [144] examined the squeal propensity by a FE model, in which the contact 
between the pad and disc was not assumed as a ‘imaginary’ spring. A new approach, 
by which the contact force was directly calculated from the state of the system, was 
proposed. In recent years, the relation between the in-plain vibration of the rotor and 
squeal was recognised gradually [146, 147]. Kang [147] considered the damping shims 
which were modelled as the constrained-layer insulator in the FE model. One 
significant finding was that the in-plane torsion mode could easily lead to brake squeal, 
and this kind of squeal propensity could not be suppressed by the damping shim. In 
Ref. [63], the unstable dynamic behaviour of a system with an elastic torus, whose 
inner radius was in friction contact with another rotating torus, was studied 
numerically. The energy flow during transient vibration showed that more energy was 
added in the system and the energy dissipation at the friction surfaces decreased when 
friction-induced self-excited vibration occurred. Moreover, the energy dissipated by 
friction of the unstable system was much smaller than a stable one.  
2.4 Nonlinearity in frictional systems  
As it is known, most systems actually behave nonlinearly in reality and the nonlinearity 
plays an important role in the engineering applications such as mechanical systems, 
aerospace structures, etc [148]. In the research area of nonlinear systems, a number of 
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researchers focus on studying dynamics of nonlinear oscillators, such as Duffing 
oscillator [149], Van der Pol oscillator or SD (smooth and discontinuous) oscillator 
[150, 151], or developing methods to solve nonlinear problems, which offers useful 
results for the study of nonlinear dynamics of mechanical systems. In the frictional 
system, nonlinearity could possibly arise from the materials, the friction force, and the 
contact [152]. Research on the nonlinear friction-induced vibration has been carried 
out through experimental, analytical [52, 153] and numerical approaches [154-156]. 
In this subsection, related studies are reviewed.  
2.4.1 Terminology of the non-smooth nonlinearity 
Mechanical systems with non-smoothness have gained large attentions and the non-
smooth dynamics has been an important research topic. The non-smoothness may be 
generated by clearance, constraints, dry friction, hysteresis and others [157].  
When the term ’non-smooth’ or ‘discontinuous’ is used, it should be stated that which 
physical quantities of the system are considered to be ‘non-smooth’. The terminology 
of non-smooth dynamical systems can be classified as three types [158] which refer to 
the right hand side of the differential equations (shown in Table 2.1): (1) the system 
with a purely elastic one-sided support is a non-smooth continuous system, (2) the 
system with dry friction is a discontinuous system, (3) the system with impact is an 
impulsive kind of non-smooth system.  
In terms of friction-induced vibration, as it is known, even for the simplest friction law, 
the direction change of the friction force results in the non-smooth characteristic of the 
dynamic system. Stick-slip is a typical non-smooth vibration in friction-induced 
vibration problem, and many studies on it have been reported in Section 2.2.2. On the 
other hand, as the frictional system is composed of components that are in contact 
rather than linked together as a whole system, thus separation or impact may occur 
during the vibration which indicates that the system itself is potentially non-smooth. 
Moreover, more than one non-smooth characteristics shown above can be involved in 
the dynamic system with friction. The change scenario of the motion state will be 
stated in specific problems. 
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Table 2.1 Non-smooth and discontinuous systems 
Model (1) Elastic support 
 
 
(2) Dry friction 
 
 
(3)Impact 
 
 
Right hand 
side of the 
differential 
equations 
 
Non-smooth 
continuous 
 
Discontinuous 
 
Impulsive 
 
Some researchers study the non-smooth dynamics of structures like gears [159], joints 
[160] and rubbing rotors [161-166] with friction but self-excited friction-induced 
vibration is not the main concern. Cao et al. [160] reviewed the non-smooth models 
(the impact and frictional models) for space deployable mechanisms and studied the 
non-smooth dynamics of the system with joints and clearance. The dynamic behaviour 
of the systems with non-smooth characteristics can be very complex. Yuan et al. [161] 
investigated the bifurcations of the rotor under rubbing and impact. Jiang and Chen 
[166] reviewed the researches on nonlinear dynamics of rotor/stator rubbing in engines. 
There are many other works on non-smooth dynamics in which friction is not involved, 
for example the multibody system dynamics with impact [167, 168].  
2.4.2 Nonlinear nature of friction 
Friction itself at contact surfaces is a complicated nonlinear phenomenon [169]. 
Characterising the friction force has been a focused research topic for a long time [170, 
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171]. So far, friction is recognised to be related to many factors through tribology study, 
such as the properties of the material, the humidity, the temperature, the sliding speed, 
the acceleration and the compression force. The development of a quantitative 
perspective of the sliding friction relies on the contributions of a lot of researchers [49, 
172-174], among which some early researchers are: Leonardo da Vinci, who was the 
first engineer who observed that friction force is proportional to the normal load at 
1495; Guillaume Amontons, who rediscovered these results after 200 years and 
described the proportionality of the frictional force to the normal force, known as 
‘Amontons’ laws; Leonard Euler, who introduced the concept of static and kinetic 
friction coefficients through analytical as well as experimental study; Charles 
Augustin Coulomb, who made outstanding contributions of the examination of dry 
friction including quantitatively confirming Amontons’s results, substantiating the 
difference between static and kinetic friction and establishing the well-known 
Coulomb law of friction; Bowden and Tabor [175], who firstly claimed the importance 
of roughness of the contact surface and the real contact area in friction; and so on [176]. 
As tribology is not the main interest of this thesis, the readers of interest can refer to 
Refs. [175, 177].  
2.4.2.1 Basic laws of friction 
Friction modelling is a very large topic in terms of the applications of friction and the 
scale across macroscopic to microscopic, which progresses with the evolution of 
industry. Here, friction laws generally used in friction dynamics are introduced.  
A large number of friction laws belong to the classic friction law which assumes that 
the friction force is proportional to the normal force and independent of the apparent 
contact area, and opposes the motion [178]. The first conventional law of friction 
discovered by Amontons is given by Eq. (2.1)： 
  r n rsgnF F v   (2.1) 
where   is the friction coefficient, nF  is the normal force, and rv  is the relative 
velocity.   
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Coulomb’s law of friction, shown in Fig. 2.1, states that the kinetic friction coefficient 
is independent of the velocity.  
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 
k r
s r
k r
      0
( )     0
    0
r
v
v v
v

 

            (2.2) 
Fig. 2.1 The Coulomb’s law of friction 
in which s  and k  denote the static and kinetic friction coefficients respectively, 
and rv  is the relative speed between the surfaces in contact. The non-smooth 
characteristic of Coulomb’s friction brings mathematical difficulties and extra 
programming work for dynamic study.  
The velocity weakening characteristic of the friction coefficient with respect to the 
velocity at small values was observed by early researchers [38]. Among the various 
friction models, the velocity-dependent friction is universally used in different 
applications [8], which is also a general feature of friction. The simplest friction model 
with the decreasing feature is given by Eq. (2.3), and depicted in Fig. 2.2 (a). 
 r s 2 r( )v v     (2.3) 
in which s  and 2  are constants and 2  is the gradient coefficient of r( )v . 
Fig. 2.2 (b) shows another friction model that illustrates the nonlinearly deceasing 
characteristic of the friction coefficient dependent on the velocity. This relation can be 
fitted by an exponential function, in the following form [43]: 
 
r| |
r 1( ) e a vv       (2.4) 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 2.2 Velocity weakening friction laws: (a) the friction model with a negative 
slope (b) the friction model described by the exponential function 
The Stribeck effect of friction in dependence of the velocity was originally discovered 
in the lubrication area, which has been a commonly seen friction model in the studies 
on dry friction [41, 46]. There are several formulations that can describe this 
phenomenon: the friction coefficient firstly decays and then increases with the relative 
velocity. Fig. 2.3 (a) shows one friction-velocity curve [41] which combines the 
Stribeck effect with Coulomb friction, expressed in Eq. (2.5): 
 3r s r 1 r 3 r( ) sgn( )v v v v       (2.5) 
in which 33 11 s 3 s2 2( ) / , ( ) /m m m mv v         , and s , m  , mv  are constants. 
Additionally, in order to reduce the tedious computation procedure for dealing with 
the discontinuity in the classic Coulomb’s law of friction, and allow the analytical 
methods to be easily applied, several smooth friction using different functions (linear, 
exponential [123, 179], and trigonometric [50, 180]) were described. The smoothened 
friction model is an easily used model that allows standard numerical techniques to be 
directly applied. When Eq. (2.5) is smoothen by an arctangent function, one gets Eq. 
(2.6) and the friction-velocity curve is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (b): 
    r 1 r o r2( ) arctan *v c v v   (2.6) 
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in which  o rv  follows Eq. (2.5), 1c  is a parameter determined by the slope of the 
original friction law  o rv .  
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.3 Stribeck friction law: (a) Stribeck+Coulomb friction ( s 0.4  , 0.23m  , 
0.5mv  )  (b) Smoothed Stribeck friction ( 1 400c  ) 
Apparently, the above classic friction laws describe the intrinsic properties of friction. 
In more recent years, friction models that can describe more friction phenomena are 
proposed. The rate and state dependent friction laws, stemming from geodynamics 
[181-183], recently have been applied to other problems as well [184]. Eq. (2.7) shows 
the Dieterich-Ruina law, which has the best agreement with the experimental results 
of rock friction[185], formulated as:  
0
s
0
ln lnv va b
v L
                   (2.7) 
where τ is the shear stress,   is the effective normal stress, v is the slip rate, v0 is the 
reference velocity, μs is the static friction coefficient at v = v0, constants a and b depend 
on material properties, L is the critical slip distance, and θ is the state variable.  
For control purposes, the so-called dynamic friction models, such as LuGre model, 
Dahl’s model [186], and Bristle model [187], are developed, which introduce 
parameters to describe the friction phenomenon including the Coulomb friction, 
Stribeck friction, viscous, pre-sliding friction, time-dependent sticking friction and 
frictional memory. Canudas de Wit et al. [188] presented a six-parameter model called 
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the LuGre model, which is able to capture the various friction behaviour, but the price 
paid for this is that six parameters need to be identified. Eqs. (2.8)- (2.10) show the 
formulations with six parameters 0 , 1 , 2 , sv ,  , and s : 
 0 1 2 r n
d
d
r
zF z v F
t
          (2.8) 
The friction interface is likened as contact between the bristles on two rigid bodes. The 
bristles on the lower part is assumed as rigid. The bristle deformation of the upper part 
is defined by  
 0 rr
r
d | |
d ( )
z vv z
t g v
    (2.9) 
in which r( )g v  is a parameter-dependent function with the general form: 
 r s| / |0 r s( ) ( )e v vg v
         (2.10) 
and 0  is the characteristic bristle stiffness, 1  is the damping parameter, 2  is the 
viscous damping coefficient, rv  is the relative velocity, z  is the average of the 
bristle direction, nF  is the contact normal force,   is the Coulomb friction 
coefficient, s  is the static friction coefficient, sv  is the Stribeck velocity, and   
is a constant parameter. Some other dynamic friction models can be found in Refs. 
[178, 189, 190]. 
2.4.2.2 Applications of nonlinear friction in dynamics 
Berger [8] reviewed a vast body of literature in various engineering areas and 
examined the implications of the use of different friction models. He pointed out that 
developing an appropriate and ultimately useful model including a dynamic model and 
a friction model was a challenging task.  
Discontinuity of the friction model is one basic source of the nonlinearity in friction 
problems [11, 12]. Non-smoothness or discontinuity in dynamic systems may result in 
bifurcations of the system [191]. Some works on non-smooth stick-slip vibration have 
been reviewed in Section 2.2.2. Moreover, Shin et al. [192] used the negative 
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relationship between friction and velocity in the dynamic analysis of a system which 
consisted two single-degree-of-freedom systems in parallel. It is found that the 
conventional role of damping that was supposed to dissipate energies now had more 
complex effects on the vibration. Stable vibration, stable stick-slip motion and even 
chaotic vibration can occur depending on the damping value. Kim and Perkins [107] 
derived the analytical solution of the non-smooth stick-slip motion using the 
Harmonic/Galerkin method. Awrejcewicz [120] conducted the analysis of the stick-
slip vibration of a rigid plate, which had both rolling and sliding motion on a moving 
belt, and the Stribeck friction was considered. Vielsack [193] examined the decelerate 
velocity effect on the friction-induced vibration using four different friction models. It 
showed that even for the positive slope friction-velocity relationship, stick-slip 
vibration could happen. The simulation results with four different friction models were 
similar, which indicated that it was the decaying velocity that played the fundamental 
role in the stick-slip motion of the system rather than the friction models. Heilig and 
Wauer [194] investigated the stability of a brake system using two kinds of contact 
models, in which friction was velocity-dependent, and found that the inner resonance 
accounted for the instability. Moreover, the contact model, which considered the 
direction change of the friction with the deformation of the brake, brought no 
additional effects, which leaded the conclusion that a general contact model was 
sufficient to describe the contact properties. In Ref. [195], the Wojewoda's hysteresis 
loop friction model was used to analyse the dynamics of the classic slider-belt system. 
It is noticed that the system can form multiple limit cycles of which the amplitude was 
affected by the velocity and the brake pressure. 
Many works used the smooth friction laws in the study of friction-induced vibration 
[27, 196-199]. Van de Vrande et al. [198] used a smoothed friction law to simulate the 
dynamics of the drill spring, which predicted that non-smooth kind of nonlinearity 
could happen even for a problem with the continuous friction model. However, the 
smoothed friction causes stiff equations of motion, which largely increase the 
simulation time. Leine et al. [200] proposed a switch method for the non-smooth 
problem. Additionally, the advantage of this method was that it could directly work 
with general ODE solver in software such as Matlab and Maple with high accuracy. 
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Several other works used rate and state dependent friction laws for dynamic study. The 
importance of the varying normal load on the motion of sliding system subjected to 
rate/state dependent friction was examined in Refs. [37, 184]. In Ref. [201], the 
stability analysis of 2-Dof system with a velocity related dynamic friction model was 
carried out for the brake-induced vibration of trains. The analytical expression of the 
critical speed for the bifurcation was obtained through the Routh–Hurwitz criterion. 
Elmer [42] studied the nonlinear behaviour of a harmonic spring-block systems, in 
which friction was modelled as a sticking-time-dependent static friction force and a 
velocity-dependent kinetic friction force.  
There are several researchers using LuGre model in their work on friction-induced 
vibration [202-204]. Jia and Li [204] carried out experimental and numerical study on 
the brake with the LuGre friction. Results showed that the tangential motion of the pad 
undergo pure sliding or stick-slip, and may become chaotic depending on the 
parameter values. Hoffmann [202] predicted that the influences of LuGre model on 
the mechanism of mode-coupling instability were rather small in most of the parameter 
ranges. Comparison to the pure velocity-dependent friction model, determination of 
the instability boundary of the sliding motion were more complicated with LuGre 
friction. Li and Ding [205] considered the LuGre model in the study of a self-excited 
3-DoF model. With the decreasing of the velocity, the vibration changed from the pure 
sliding motion to combinations of pure sliding and stick-slip motion, finally to the 
stick-slip motion with oscillations. The viscous damping coefficient played an 
important role in the tangential and torsional vibration of the system, that could lead 
to chaotic vibration at very large values.  
As the dynamic friction model itself is complicated, it is not surprised to find that 
classic friction laws have much wilder applications in the theoretical study of friction-
induced vibration than the dynamic ones so far.  
2.4.3 Nonlinear contact stiffness 
Contact is one of the significant nonlinearity sources in friction-induced vibration. 
During the past decades, several contact force models have been developed for 
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different applications, such as the pure elastic Hertz’s contact law [206], and the 
dissipative contact force models [207]. Experiments show that the deformation-
loading relationship between the disc and pad was highly nonlinear [155]. The contact 
between the pad and the disc can be modelled as polynomial nonlinear contact springs 
which were easy to be treated by general nonlinear techniques [208-212].  
Liu [213] considered the polynomial nonlinear contact in the study of an aircraft brake 
squeal. The nonlinear contact springs to fit the first and third order of the compression 
curve of the pad under loading were involved in the study of friction-induced vibration 
that produced new findings on disc brake squeal [214, 215]. In Ref. [216], a complex 
nonlinear modal analysis method was utilised which also showed its efficiency in 
terms of the limit cycle prediction. In [217], theoretical analysis of a friction-induced 
vibration system with a cubic nonlinear contact stiffness was carried out through new 
techniques developed from the classic methods.  
The nonlinear properties in the structures were taken into account in the sprag-slip 
vibration [70]. Stability of the nonlinear system was investigated through eigenvalue 
analysis of the Jacobian matrix of the linearised system. The centre manifold approach 
turned out to be a much more efficient method for studying the amplitude of the 
nonlinear system than solving the time response. Sinou and Jézéquel [61] proposed a 
nonlinear 2-DoF model on the base of the linear one [66, 67]. The critical friction 
coefficient for mode-coupling was derived through Routh–Hurwitz criterion and the 
damping effects on mode-coupling instability and the vibration amplitude of the 
nonlinear model were analytically analysed.  
2.4.4 Change of contact due to dynamics  
As known, the tangential friction can result in oscillations in the normal direction, 
therefore the change of contact does not only affect the normal force but also the 
friction force either [17], which could potentially lead to separation between the 
friction interfaces [218]. The phenomenon of a pin separating from a disc was detected 
in both the numerical simulations and test results [118]. Elmaian et al. [219] performed 
an exploration on the motion configurations of a phenomenological model, which 
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facilitated the understanding of friction-induced vibration in the automobile. Three 
kinds of the main mechanisms (stick-slip, sprag-slip and mode-coupling) for friction-
induced vibration as well as separation can be observed during the motion. The contact 
states were taken into account in the principle of classifying the noise categories. 
Nonlinear simulations by Chen et al. [95] showed that the time delay between the 
normal force and friction force can lead to squeal, and the encounter of separation 
between two sliding surfaces was a main nonlinear factor that gets squealing vibration 
bounded. 
Besides being observed in experiments, contact and loss of contact phenomenon were 
considered in many finite element simulations of the brakes [63, 136, 220-222]. Massi 
et al. [222] studied the dynamics of a simplified finite element disc-pad model. Both 
of the complete separation and the local detachment between the surfaces of the pad 
and the disc were detected. In particular, the contact situations determined the strength 
of the brake squeal because they affected the final limit cycle of the vibration. Sinou 
[136] pointed out that the contact nonlinear springs as well as separation resulted in 
the appearance of harmonic components and combinations of the harmonic 
components of the unstable vibration.  
In addition, Baillet and his co-workers [145, 220, 221, 223], and Adams [218] carried 
out the research on the local unstable behaviour of smooth contact surfaces of the 
deformable solids, in the form of the wave propagation. In Ref. [221], the local 
instability of a deformable pin/disc model, generated by the propagation of stick-slip, 
slip-separation and stick-slip-separation kind of waves at the interfaces were studied 
through an explicit dynamic finite element program (PLAST3). Due to the variation 
of the local contact state, the global friction coefficient, which was defined as the ratio 
of the friction force over the normal force, can be smaller than or equal to the local 
friction coefficient of the node, which is assumed as a constant. A later paper [223] 
showed that the occurrence of impacts at the interface generated by steady-self pulse 
corresponding to the periodic peaks of the structure vibration. Meziane et al. [145] 
investigated the instability of a pad-disc tribometer through a finite element software 
PLAST3 with experimental validation. It highlighted that stick-slip-separation and 
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stick-slip waves accounted for the different noises of squeal. Wang [224] studied the 
stability and nonstationary vibration of a 4-DoF pad and disc model with nonlinearities 
from the Stribeck friction model and contact loss. It showed that tangential stiffness of 
the system is important to the configuration of stick-slip vibration, on the other hand, 
the normal stiffness of the pad and disc, and the contact stiffness are key factors that 
influence the behaviour of separation. 
2.5 Analysis methods 
Friction-induced vibration has been investigated through various experimental [225-
228] and theoretical methods. Theoretical study through analytical or numerical 
methods gives insights to friction-induced vibration problems and offers useful 
guidance to set up test-rigs. To carry out the simulation or analysis, complex 
eigenvalue analysis and dynamic transient analysis are two big categories. Ouyang 
[229] reviewed the relevant research on the numerical analysis of automotive disc 
brake squeal. The pros and cons of both methods were stated.  
2.5.1 Complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA)  
Complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) is a useful tool for stability analysis and provide 
sufficient estimations for the onset of unstable motion. Besides, Routh–Hurwitz 
criterion is another useful method for stability analysis [61, 201, 230].  
The preceding section has involved several works on the CEA of the linear system [58, 
64, 101]. Generally, analytical expressions of eigenvalues can be obtained in linear 
problems. Kang [231] formulated the equation of motion of a system with a rigid pad 
and distributed springs, and derived the analytical expressions of the eigenvalue. The 
mode coupling between the rigid pad and contact springs was investigated.  
For a nonlinear system, basically, its stability can be investigated through the complex 
nonlinear eigenvalue analysis of the corresponding linearised system [214, 229, 232]. 
Sinou et al. [214] built a nonlinear finite element brake model and studied the 
instability of the system with a stationary disc. The main steps of the nonlinear stability 
analysis are: (1) calculate the equilibriums of the nonlinear system; (2) linearise the 
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nonlinear system around its equilibrium point; (3) derive the Jabobian matrix of the 
linearised system; (4) calculate the eigenvalues of the Jabobian matrix; (4) simulate 
the evolution of the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient or other parameter values. 
That paper showed that even if the dominant vibration frequency of the transient 
response sometimes can be different from the unstable frequencies of CEA, this did 
not mean that new unstable frequencies arose during the vibration. The new 
frequencies could be harmonic components of the unstable frequencies or 
combinations of them.  
Additionally, Bajer et al. [233] described a new complex eigensolver in Abaqus to 
simulate nonlinear CEA of a simplified brake model with velocity-dependent friction. 
Liu et al. [139] used Abaqus to implement the stability analysis of a simplified pad-
disc system and found that the influences of hydraulic pressure and the rotating speed 
on the stability of the system are not significant. Moreover, the role of the viscoelastic 
damping on the instability of a brake system was examined [234] through the CEA of 
Abaqus. Adding the viscoelastic damping could stabilise some of the unstable modes, 
but resulted in new mode-coupling between other modes.  
Ref. [136] concluded that although unstable frequencies predicted by CEA could be 
overestimate or underestimate the unstable vibration, it gave insights to the instability 
of the nonlinear system. Massi et al. [222] investigated the unstable dynamics of two 
numerical disc-pad models (linear and nonlinear model) and identified that CEA of the 
linear model was convenient to predict the onset of instability, and transient dynamics 
analysis of the nonlinear model was able to obtain the development of the instability 
with the nonlinearity during the braking process. Some unstable modes predicted by 
CEA were the same with the results of transient dynamic analysis in terms of the 
frequency values. But as CEA relies on the linearisation of the nonlinear systems 
around its static position, thus one of the main limitations of the CEA of linearised 
systems is that the results only accurate around its static state [229].  
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2.5.2 Transient dynamic analysis (TDA) 
Unlike CEA, TDA of the nonlinear system is important for the observations of the true 
evolution of the motion when the vibration is far away from its static state, or the 
system is time varying [217, 229].  
In the literature about TDA of complex structures, Ref. [156] introduced a nonlinear 
contact model in a simplified disc model. The loading process was highlighted as an 
important factor in the squeal propensity. Wang et al. [235] considered to cut grooves 
on the surface of the pad to eliminate the brake squeal of a laboratory rig. The transient 
responses with different grooves were calculated numerically. Results showed that the 
friction noise can be reduced largely when the angle of the grooves is at 45 or 90 
degrees with respect to the rotating direction. In Ref. [62], both of a mechanical model 
and a test-rig of a beam-on-beam system were built up. Theoretical analysis of the 
transient response gave explanations of the unstable phenomenon observed in 
experiments, and showed that the contact states (stick, slip or separate) and the relative 
velocity played much more important roles in the vibration than the external normal 
force.  
On the other hand, transient dynamic analysis also has limitations, such as the long 
computation time issue and the subsequent storage problem. Furthermore, Ref. [236] 
pointed out that for the analysis of high frequency vibration, results obtained through 
different numerical methods were not identical. The rule of choosing a suitable 
numerical method should refer to the specific application. AbuBakar and Ouyang [237] 
studied the correlation of the results between CEA and TDA. It addressed that although 
the unstable frequencies could be predicted by transient analysis, due to the limitations 
of the model and algorithms, frequencies obtained from the transient analysis could 
not cover all the unstable natural frequencies predicted by CEA. 
2.6 Model reduction 
As known, the excessive time cost is one major drawback of the dynamic transient 
analysis, which makes parametric study hard to be performed. On the other hand, 
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although stability study of the friction-induced vibration by solving the non-
symmetrical eigenvalue problem of a large system with friction is feasible, it is also 
expensive from the computation cost point of view.  
2.6.1 Techniques  
Model reduction is a good solution to overcome the high computational cost of 
large/complicated structures, and at the same time can preserve the key features of the 
original high-order model. Besselink et al. [238] reviewed the model reduction 
techniques that usually applied in structural dynamics and control. Popular model 
reduction techniques in structural dynamic analysis are related to mode superposition 
for the full system and component mode synthesis (CMS) [239] for substructures. 
Balanced truncation is the most popular model reduction method in the area of systems 
and control, owing to its advantage at preserving the stability properties of the original 
high-order systems. In addition, Krylov subspace based method is widely applied in 
the reduction of large electronic circuits [238], but can be also used to give good 
approximations of the system’s transfer function in structural dynamics. Furthermore, 
reduction techniques are often utilised in the study of uncertainties in dynamics [240, 
241].  
2.6.2 Applications in friction-induced vibration  
In the study of friction-induced vibration, many reduced order models have been 
proposed these years in order to save the computational time [215, 242]. Do et al. [242] 
proposed a completely new strategy that coupled the control approach, the homotopy 
and CMS techniques to reanalysis the stability of friction-induced vibration problem . 
Brizard et al. [243] applied model reduction techniques in the investigation of the 
stability of a disc-pad system and gave enrichment suggestions for two popular model 
reduction methods. The classical CMS technique caused errors regarding to the 
frequencies, divergence rates and shapes. That paper suggested that the precision of 
the system reduced by CMS method can be improved by adding the tangential 
attachment modes. For the method using a reduced basis of the unstable coupling 
modes of the full model, better results will be achieved if the first-order approximated 
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static response to the friction force or the tangential attachment modes were included. 
In a later paper, Fazio et al. [244] proposed a reduction strategy aiming to reduce the 
number of contact points, by which improvements on the stability analysis of a real 
brake were gained.  
Kappagantu and Feeny [245] pointed out that with proper orthogonal modes (POMs) 
built from experimental data, a reduction of a multi-degree-of-freedom system with  
the stick-slip kind of non-smooth vibration can reflect the dynamic characteristics of 
the original system, including the occurrence the bifurcation of the original full system. 
Another work [246] used proper orthogonal modes (PODs) from the chaotic vibration 
tested in experiments [247] to reduce a frictionally excited Euler–Bernoulli beam.  
Loyer et al. [248] tested the performance of two kinds of model reduction bases in the 
study of the nonlinear behaviour of a friction destabilised elastic layer. One was the 
conventional modal truncation, and the other considered both of the fundamental 
frequencies and the harmonic components due to nonlinearity. It concluded that both 
reduction bases gave good accuracy. However, for the second method with harmonic 
bases, including more unstable modes was not necessary as the improvement of the 
accuracy is inconspicuous.  
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3 Basic Theories of Friction-induced Vibration and 
Transient Dynamic Analysis Algorithm for Non-
smooth Vibration 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter mainly introduces the basic knowledge related to the thesis and the 
transient dynamic analysis algorithm for non-smooth vibration. As is known, friction-
induced vibration has been a long-term issue in various engineering applications. 
Constantly ongoing engineering problems arouse the attention to investigate the 
instability mechanisms of friction-induced vibration. As reviewed in Chapter 2, the 
mechanisms mainly fall into four categories: the negative friction-velocity slope, stick-
slip instability, mode-coupling instability and sprag-slip instability. In Section 3.2, the 
fundamental dynamic characteristics of these four kinds of friction-induced instability 
are explained in detail through classical examples reported in the works of Hoffmann, 
Popp, Spurr, Ouyang et al. 
Lumped mass systems and plates are very often used models for the study of friction-
induced vibration. Fundamental theory of mechanical vibration, including the 
analytical formulations of discrete systems and elastic annular plates are presented in 
Section 3.3. Especially, the modal analysis method of multi-degree-of-freedom 
systems, and the derivation process of an annular plate are described in detail. For a 
comprehensive theory of mechanical vibration, readers may refer to books [249, 250]. 
Because of friction, complex properties such as nonlinearity, non-smoothness, 
discontinuity and asymmetry, can be involved in the dynamic system. Transient 
response is a very useful result to reveal the dynamic characteristics of the system. In 
Section 3.4, a numerical method as well as an algorithm for simulating transient 
dynamic response of the non-smooth systems are presented, which are very useful to 
the study of following chapters. 
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3.2 Mechanisms of friction-induced vibration 
3.2.1 Negative friction-velocity slope 
Various kinds of friction laws are developed during the past decades. Negative 
gradient of the friction coefficient with respect to the relative velocity is a common 
feature of most friction laws. In this part, a friction law that reflects this deceasing 
feature is used to give an insight to the idea of the instability caused by the negative 
slope of the friction law. 
A one-degree-of-freedom mass-spring-belt model, shown in Fig. 3.1 is used. In Fig. 
3.1, the slider is a point mass, referred to as m, x describes the horizontal displacement 
of m, k is the spring stiffness, c is the damping, Fn is the normal compression force, 
and 0v  is the velocity of the moving belt. There is friction contact between the mass 
and the moving belt. Although this model is simple, it involves friction in a smart way 
as friction is a primary factor affecting the dynamics of the system, which is very 
suitable for mechanism study. This system is a classic model that can be used for study 
of various friction-induced vibration problems.  
m
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Fig. 3.1 The one-degree-of-freedom mass-spring-belt system 
According to Newton’s second law, the equation of motion of the system is expressed 
as: 
 r r( )mx cx kx F v      (3.1) 
in which r r( )F v  is the friction force function of rv , and rv  is the relative velocity 
between the mass and the belt, defined by Eq. (3.2): 
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  r 0v x v   (3.2) 
Assuming the friction force rF  is proportional to nF , with coefficient r( )v  known 
as the friction coefficient, the friction force is expressed as r n( )v F . In the following, 
the relation r r n( )F v F  is used, if there is no further clarification. Here, friction 
coefficient function r( )v uses the expression given by Eq. (2.3), then the friction 
force is expressed as:  
 r r n s 2 0 n( ) ( | |)F v F x v F        (3.3) 
in which s  and 2  are constants. 2  is the gradient coefficient of r( )v . 
As the friction force changes direction when the relative velocity changes the sign, the 
friction force function is given by Eq. (3.4)  
 r s n 2 n 0 0( ) [ | |]sgn( )rF v F F x v x v        (3.4) 
which also can be written as: 
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 (3.5) 
By substituting Eq. (3.4) into Eq.(3.1), the equation of motion is rewritten as Eq. 
(3.6) : 
 2 n s n 0 2 n 0( ) sgn( )mx c F x kx F x v F v            (3.6) 
In Eq. (3.6), it can be found that, when 2 nF c  , the damping of the system becomes 
negative, which results in divergent vibration. Therefore, the negative slope of friction 
coefficient with respect to the relative velocity may cause negative damping in the 
system, which is recognised as one of the reasons for unstable friction-induced 
vibration. 
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3.2.2 Stick-slip vibration  
In this part, the idea of friction-induced stick-slip vibration is illustrated. Various kinds 
of stick-slip vibration from periodic to chaotic vibration are illustrated.  
3.2.2.1 Stick-slip limit cycle 
The one-degree-of-freedom mass-spring-belt model shown in Fig. 3.2 is used to study 
the stick-slip vibration. This model differs slightly from the model shown in Fig. 3.1 
as damping is not included. The same notations, which are defined in Section 3.2.1, 
are used. The friction at the interface follows the Coulomb’s law of friction. 
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Fig. 3.2 One-degree-of-freedom mass-belt model 
The mass experiences the following process: it sticks on the belt and moves with it, at 
the commencing stage. At the same time, the spring is stretched and the spring force 
keeps growing. The static friction force holds the mass to stick on the belt as long as 
the spring force is smaller than the friction capacity. However, once the spring force 
exceeds the friction capacity, the slider starts to slide. At the same instant, the friction 
regime suddenly changes from the static one to the kinetic one whose friction 
coefficient is smaller. Thus, the mass can slide further on the belt. As the spring force 
is larger than the kinetic friction force, the forward sliding (the slider slips at the same 
direction of the moving belt) velocity of the slider decreases, and at the reversal point 
of the velocity the sliding direction of the slider changes to the direction opposite to 
that of the moving belt (backward sliding). After a while, the spring is compressed and 
the backward sliding of the slider is resisted, which makes slider change its sliding 
direction to forward sliding. Then when it reaches the same speed with the moving belt 
and the spring force is smaller than static friction capacity, the mass sticks on the 
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moving belt again. The preceding stick-slip motion repeats during the vibration of the 
system. As motion states alternate, this is a non-smooth process. 
The formulations of stick-slip vibration are presented below. For stick motion, the 
displacement and velocity of the mass are given by Eq. (3.7). 
 0x v t , 0x v  (3.7) 
For slip motion, friction force r k nF F , and its direction is determined by the relative 
velocity between the mass and the moving belt. The equation of motion of the mass is 
given by Eq. (3.8): 
 k n rsgn( )mx kx F v    (3.8) 
The condition for the switching from stick mode to slip mode is: 
 s n| |kx F   (3.9) 
in which kx  is the spring force, and s nF  is the static friction capacity.  
On the other hand, the conditions for switching from the slip to stick mode are: 
 0x v  and s n| |kx F   (3.10) 
Table 3.1 shows the parameter values for the numerical calculations below. The 
vibration results of the mass are visualised in the phase plane. 
Table 3.1 Parameter values 
m  k  nF  0v  s  k  
1kg 1N/m 5kg 0.2m/s 0.4 0.2 
 
 Fig. 3.3 illustrates the phase portrait described by x  against x  of the mass, and the 
time history of the friction force. In Fig. 3.3 (a), the horizontal straight line, represents 
the stick motion as its corresponding velocity is 0.2 ( 0v ); and the curve represents the 
slip motion. The stick and slip motion in phase plane form a closed trajectory, which 
is referred to as the stick-slip limit cycle. Furthermore, Fig. 3.3 (b) shows that the 
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friction force jumps at the transition points at stick to slip or slip to stick, which results 
in the non-smoothness of the vibration.  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.3 Time response of the system. (a) Phase portrait of the slider (b) Time 
history of the friction force 
3.2.2.2 Chaotic stick-slip vibration  
In the preceding subsection, the self-excited one-degree-of-freedom stick-slip 
vibration is introduced which generates a stable stick-slip limit cycle. However, stick-
slip vibration can be very complex and crucially depends on the system parameters. In 
the current part, unstable stick-slip vibration is predicted.  
m
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Fig. 3.4 The one-degree-of-freedom mass-belt model with a base excitation 
Fig. 3.4 illustrates a model that was studied in Ref. [46], which is similar to Fig. 3.2, 
but with an external excitation. The same notation defined in Section 3.2.1 is used. Dry 
friction occurs between the slider and the moving belt, and the friction force is r r( )F v . 
u(t) is a displacement excitation, in the following form: 
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 0( ) cos( )u t u t    (3.11) 
in which   is the excitation frequency, and 0u  is the amplitude.  
The equation of motion of the system, in the non-dimensional form is given by Eq. 
(3.12): 
 1 1 r r 0( ) / cos( ) sx x F v k u x     (3.12) 
The variables and parameters in Eq.(3.12) are non-dimensionalised by  
 20 k
m
  , 
0
  , 
r r( )
s
F vx
k
 , 1 sx x x  , 0t    
The friction force r r( )F v  is expressed as: 
 r r r n r( ) ( ) sgn( )F v v F v   (3.13) 
in which r( )v  is a friction model following Eq. (3.14) and depicted in Fig. 3.5: 
 2r 0 1 r 1 r( ) ( ) / (1 | |)v v v            (3.14) 
in which all the parameters are constant: 0 =0.4, 1 =0.2,  =1.42 sm-1,  = 0.01 
s2m-2.  
 
Fig. 3.5 The friction model used in Eq. (3.14) 
Numerical calculations are performed with parameter values: ω0=1, nF /k=10, u0=0.5, 
and v0=1. Stick-slip vibration of the system under the external excitation of different η 
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is calculated. Results are given by Fig. 3.6 (a)-(e). Different types of vibration can be 
seen: single periodic vibration, double periodic vibration, multi-periodic vibration, and 
even chaotic vibration.  
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 3.6 Phase portraits. (a) 1.5  ; (b) 1.98  ; (c) 1.3   (d) 1.2   
when the degrees of freedom of the system is more than two, richer dynamic behaviour 
of the unstable self-excited stick-slip vibration may happen, for example the two mass 
model in Ref. [46]. Work on stick-slip instability has been reviewed in Chapter 2. 
3.2.3 Mode-coupling instability  
Mode-coupling instability has been accepted as the most general mechanism for brake 
squeal. Instead of relying on the friction laws to cause friction-induced vibration, this 
mechanism focuses on the contribution of the structure’s geometry on system 
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dynamics with friction, which facilitates the friction-induced vibration study from a 
different point of view.  
In this part, one model put forward and studied by Hoffmann [58] that illustrates the 
essential idea of the model-coupling instability is exhibited. The mechanical model is 
shown in Fig. 3.7. In this model, 1k , 2k  and 3k  are linear springs. The bottom end 
of spring 3k  is linked to a massless slider, which has frictional contact with the 
underneath belt moving at constant velocity v0. The friction force is denoted by rF , 
with a constant friction coefficient μ.  
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Fig. 3.7 The two-degree-of-freedom model 
The contact force between the slider and the belt is spring force 3k y , thus the friction 
force is implied as: 
 r 3F k y  (3.15) 
The equations of motion can be expressed as Eq. (3.16): 
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in which  
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It can be seen that the stiffness matrix becomes asymmetric due to the friction force 
term 3k y . Then the eigenvalues λ can be solved through the eigenvalue analysis. The 
analytical solutions of the eigenvalues for parameter values m=1, 1 150   , 2 30   , 
1 2(2 3) 3k    2 2(2 3) 3k   , 3 4 3k  , are given by Eq. (3.18): 
 
1
2
32 1 k          (3.18) 
It is noticed that friction related term 3k  is involved in the eigenvalues. More 
importantly, if 3 1k  , λ may be complex numbers with a positive real part. By setting 
μ as a control parameter, the changes of the eigenvalues are illustrated in Fig. 3.8 (a) 
shows that with the increase of the friction coefficient, one real part of the eigenvalues 
becomes positive, which means that the system becomes unstable. Additionally, Fig. 
3.8 (b) shows that the frequencies of two modes merge together when the real part 
become positive. The friction coefficient at the coalescence point is refer to as the 
critical friction coefficient. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.8 Real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues. (a) real part; (b) imaginary part 
Time histories of the vibration with different μ are shown in Fig. 3.9. The important 
role of friction in the stability of the system can be observed. When 3k  is smaller 
than one, the real part of the eigenvalues is zero, vibration does not grow, shown in 
Fig. 3.9 (a); when the real part of the system is zero but at the bifurcation point, Fig. 
3.9 (b) shows that the vertical motion of the mass grows and horizontal vibration is 
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stable; However, when  is larger than one, with the real part of the eigenvalue 
becoming positive, both of the horizontal and vertical vibration grow unbound, shown 
in Fig. 3.12 (c).  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 3.9 Time history of the vibration. (a) 3 0.9k  ; (b) 3 1k  ; (c) 3 1.05k   
The preceding analysis shows that, self-excited unstable vibration can happen even in 
a system having only two degrees of freedom with sliding friction, because of the 
mode-coupling instability.  
3.2.4 Sprag-slip instability  
Sprag-slip is a phrase firstly created by Spurr [69] to describe the vibration which he 
assumed should happen when a brake squeals. In this theory, the friction coefficient is 
assumed to be a constant value μ independent of the relative speed, and the constraint-
induced instability is revealed. In this part, an introduction of the sprag-slip mechanism 
described in Spurr’s work is presented. Because sprag-slip is not involved in the 
current work, other insights relating to sprag-slip are not reported here and interested 
reader can refer to the papers cited in Chapter 2.  
To describe the sprag-slip vibration, a perfectly rigid model is used in Ref. [69], shown 
in Fig. 3.10. In this model, a rigid rod inclines to a moving belt at one end with an 
angle θ, and is pivoted at the other end. Fn is a normal force compressing the rod on 
the belt. As a consequence, a friction resistance acts between the two relatively moving 
components. 
3k
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Fig. 3.10 The rigid bar with a moving belt model 
According to the equilibrium condition of the momentums at the pivoted point, the 
constrained relationship between the contact force P  and rF  is obtained: 
 n r tanP F F     (3.19) 
With the assumption rF P  , the friction force and the contact force are derived as: 
 nr
1 tan
FF     , 
n
1 tan
FP      (3.20) 
Eq. (3.20) shows that, the friction force can become infinitely large, when 1 tan   
is approaching to zero. Thus, this state is recognised as the rod is ‘spragged’ on the 
belt.  
On the other hand, if the rod is an elastic component, it will bend with spragging, 
followed by the increase of  . While bending, the value of 1 tan   becomes non-
zero and increases with the increase of  . As a consequence, the value of rF  drops. 
At the same time, elastic energy of the elastic component increases while bending. At 
this moment, the elastic force overcomes the spragging friction force, that makes the 
elastic rod release and go back to its original position, and   becomes smaller again. 
Subsequently, the motion of the rod repeats this sprag-slip loop. In this theory, sideling 
angle   of the structure is pointed out as a key factor in the vibration of the system. 
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3.3 Fundamental theory of the discrete system and the elastic plate 
3.3.1 Vibration of discrete systems with dry friction 
For many engineering systems, the components are continuous which have an infinite 
number of degrees of freedom. The properties of the continuous structures bring 
difficulties to dynamic analysis, for example, it is hard to obtain the solutions of the 
partial differential equations of continuous systems. Therefore, continuous systems are 
usually discretised for dynamic analysis, especially in complex problems with 
nonlinearity. In the following, the process of vibration analysis of the multi-degree-of-
freedom systems with dry friction is presented. 
3.3.1.1 The theme of complex eigenvalue analysis with friction 
To theoretically carry out dynamic analysis, complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) in 
frequency domain and the transient dynamic analysis (TDA) in time domain are two 
mainstream approaches. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages. Ouyang 
[229] reviewed the research on friction-induced vibration carried out by these two
approaches. Vibration and noise problems caused by friction, like brake squeal, are
usually associated with instability of a system. Complex eigenvalue analysis has been
widely used by researchers as it provides a convenient way to identify the natural
frequencies, modes and the stability of a system, which offers useful supports for
quenching the unstable vibration.
The motion of a system can be expressed as the equation of motion derived on the base 
of the Newton’s second law, or Lagrange’s equations in terms of generalised 
coordinates. The differential equations of motion, derived by Newton’s law, of an n-
degree-of-freedom system subjected to friction, in matrix form, generally are 
expressed as: 
rMx + Cx + Kx = f  (3.21)
in which M  , C  and K  are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, 
and rf  is the friction force vector.  
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The analysis methods for solving general vibration of multi-degree-of-freedom 
systems are quite mature and can be found in many vibration text books [250, 251].  
In terms of the systems with friction, there are many ways to incorporate friction into 
a system. It is notable that the dry friction force may relate the degree of freedom in 
the normal direction to the degree of freedom in tangential direction, e.g. friction-
loaded springs [252]. This allows friction force to be expressed by the degree of 
freedom in the normal direction, given by Eq. (3.22): 
 r ff K x  (3.22) 
in which fK  represents an asymmetric matrix generated at the friction contact, and 
  is the corresponding friction coefficient.  
The newly formed equations of motion of the system is given by Eq. (3.23) 
  fMx + Cx + K K x = 0    (3.23) 
A distinct feature of the stiffness matrix fK K  is that it is asymmetric.  
According to the theory of the multi-degree-of-freedom system, the solutions of Eq. 
(3.23) are in the form of Eq. (3.24): 
 ( ) e tt x φ   (3.24) 
By substituting Eq. (3.24) into Eq. (3.23), a quadratic eigenvalue equation can be 
derived: 
  2 f     M C K K φ 0   (3.25) 
Then the eigenvalue   and the eigenvector φ  can be solved, which may be 
complex numbers.   is expressed as: 
 ii i i     (3.26) 
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in which i  is the real part, and i  is the imaginary part that is the natural frequency 
of the system; i is square root of -1. Apparently, there are three kinds of vibration 
depending on the sign of i : 
1. when all i  are negative, the system is stable as ( ) e tt x φ decreases. 
2. when one 0i   and all other real parts are negative, the system is neutrally stable. 
The stability of the nonlinear system cannot be predicted by the complex eigenvalue 
analysis and further transient analysis are required. 
3. when one of the i  is positive, the system is unstable as ( ) e tt x φ  increases. 
3.3.1.2 Complex eigenvalue analysis with nonlinearity 
For a nonlinear dynamic system with friction, one kind of unstable vibration is implied 
by the growth of motion of the system at the steady-sliding equilibrium point. 
Generally, stability analysis is carried out by the complex eigenvalue analysis on its 
linearised system at the equilibrium point. Assuming the equation of motion of the 
nonlinear system is in the following form: 
 NL ( )Mx + Cx + Kx = f x   (3.27) 
where M  , C  and K  are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, 
and x  is the displacement vector. NL ( )f x  is the nonlinear force vector that contains 
all the nonlinear forces including the nonlinear contact forces and friction forces and 
they are functions of x  and x . The equilibrium point ex  is defined by Eq. (3.28), 
corresponding to a static nonlinear problem: 
 e NL e( )Kx f x  (3.28) 
By defining a perturbation x  around the equilibrium in the form e x x x , then one 
gets x x  and x x  . The governing equation of the linearised system is given by Eq. 
(3.29): 
 
ex
Mx + Cx + Kx = J x      (3.29) 
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in which 
ex
J  refers to the approximation of the nonlinear vector at the equilibrium 
point, which can be obtained by Eq. (3.30): 
 
e
e
) 
NL
x
x
F (xJ
x

  (3.30) 
According to Section 3.3.1.1, the complex eigenvalue problem of the linearised system 
is Eq. (3.31): 
  e2 +     xM C K J φ 0  (3.31) 
in which λ and φ  are the complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the linearised 
system. Complex eigenvalue analysis provides the local stability information around 
the equilibrium point. How the stability implied by the real part of λ has been stressed 
in Section 3.3.1.1. 
3.3.1.3 Modal analysis of an undamped system with friction 
In general, there are two strategies to solve the differential equations of motion of 
dynamic systems. One is the direct integration method. The mode superposition 
method is another popular strategy to facilitate the vibration analysis of multi-degree-
of-freedom systems, by decoupling the differential equations of motion in physical 
coordinates to independent equations with respect to generalised coordinates. The 
principle of mode superposition method is presented in this part. 
For an undamped n-degree-of-freedom system subjected to excitation forces, the 
equations of motion are expressed as: 
 r ex( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t  Mx Kx f f   (3.32) 
in which rf  is the friction force vector, and exf  is the external excitation vector. 
According to the expansion theorem, the transformation of the physical coordinates to 
generalised coordinates is given by Eq. (3.33):   
 (1) (2) ( )1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),  1,  2,  ,  iit q t q t q t i n    x φ φ φ    (3.33) 
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in which iφ  is the ith mode vector, (1) (2) ( )( ),  ( ),  , ( )iq t q t q t  are the time-dependent 
generalised coordinates. By defining a modal matrix Φ , whose ith column is the 
mode vector iφ . 
 1 2, , , iΦ φ φ φ (3.34) 
and then Eq. (3.33) can be rewritten as: 
( ) ( )t tx Φq (3.35)
in which (1) (2) ( );  ;  ;  iq q q   q   is a vector of the generalised coordinates.  
On the base of the orthogonal properties of the normal mode vector iφ , one can get: 
TΦ MΦ = I , and  T 2diag Φ KΦ = (3.36) 
in which TΦ is the transpose of Φ , and i is the ith natural frequency of the structure. 
Φ  in Eq. (3.34) is mass-normalised. 
By substituting Eq. (3.35) into Eq. (3.32), a new set of equations of motion in terms 
of ( )tq  is obtained: 
r ex( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t  MΦq KΦq f f   (3.37)
By premultiplying TΦ on both side of Eq. (3.37), and according to Eq. (3.36), the 
equations of motion of the n-degree-of-freedom system is decoupled to m number of 
independent equations, written as Eq. (3.38), with respect to    iq t  (i=1, 2, …, m): 
 2 T Tr ex( ) diag ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t  q q Φ F Φ F  
or 
   ( ) 2 ( ) ex
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n nj ji i ri i j i jj jq t q t f t f t        (3.38)
in which ( )r jf t  and ex ( )jf t  are the thj element of force vector r ( )tf  and ex ( )tf , 
respectively. m ≤ n. For large systems, usually m is chosen to be much smaller than n. 
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As friction force can be written as Eq. (3.22), then Eq. (3.38) is rewritten as: 
   2 T Tf ex( ) diag ( ) ( )t t t   q Φ K Φ q Φ f   
or 
      ( ) 2 f ( ) ex1
1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
n n
nj j ji i
i i ij i i jj
i j
q t K q t f t     
        (3.39) 
in which f ijK  is the element of stiffness matrix fK  generated from the friction 
contact. 
The solution of Eq. (3.39) ( ) ( )iq t  can be obtained through a general process of the 
forced vibration problem of a single degree of freedom system. Then the solution of 
 tx with respect to physical coordinates can be obtained by Eq. (3.35). 
3.3.2 Fundamental theory of an elastic annular plate 
3.3.2.1 The equation of motion of the annular plate 
On the base of the linear bending theory of a plate [253], the equation of motion for 
forced transverse vibration of an annular plate in polar coordinates is given by Eq. 
(3.40) [249]. 
 
2
* 4 4
2
wh D w D w f
t
          (3.40) 
where w is the transverse displacement, ρ the density of the plate, h the thickness of 
the plate and D* is the Kelvin-type damping coefficient of the plate, D represents the 
flexural rigidity of the plate: 
 
3
212(1 )
EhD
v
    (3.41) 
where v  is the Poisson ratio, and 
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2 2
2
2 2 2
1 1
r r r r 
         (3.42) 
  4 2 2w w       (3.43) 
For the free vibration of the plate, the external load f equals to zero. By using the 
method of separation of variables, the transverse displacement of the plate can be 
represented as: 
      , ,w r t W r T t      (3.44) 
After separation of variables, the governing equation of T (t) and W (r, θ) are given by 
Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46): 
      2 * 2 22d d 0d d
DT t T t T t
t D t
       (3.45) 
    4 4, 0W r W r         (3.46) 
in which 
2
4 h
D
   . 
The general solution of Eq. (3.46) can be obtained: 
 
       
      
1 2 3
4                exp i exp -i    1,2,3, ,
s s s s s s
s s s s
W r C J r C Y r C I r
C K r A s B s s n
   
  
   
   ， 
  (3.47) 
where the constants 1sC , 2sC , 3sC , 4sC  , sA , sB and   must be found from the 
boundary conditions of the plate.  
3.3.2.2 The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the annular plate with free 
outside edge and clamped inside edge 
When the boundary conditions for an annular plate are clamped at the inside radius 
and free at the outside radius, the deflection and slope must be zero at the inside radius 
a; and both of the bending moment and shear force resultants must be zero, at the free 
outside radius b. Thus, the boundary conditions become: 
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  , 0W a   ,  , 0W a
r
    (3.48) 
 | 0r r bM   , 1 0rr
r b
MQ
r

 
       (3.49) 
in which rM  is the radial moment, rQ  represents the transverse shear force, and 
rM   is the twisting moment. The moment resultant-transverse displacement relations 
are defined as Eqs. (3.50)-(3.52): 
 
2 2
2 2 2r
W v W v WM D
r r r r 
             (3.50) 
   11r WM v D
r r
 
           (3.51) 
   2 22 2 2 2r W v W v WQ D W Dr r r r r r                     (3.52) 
Substituting the expression of W (Eq. (3.47)) into Eqs. (3.48)-(3.49) and using the 
relationships of the first, second, modified first and modified second Bessel functions 
and their derivatives [254], the boundary conditions give Eq. (3.53): 
 
1
11 12 13 14
2
21 22 23 24
3
31 32 33 34
1
41 42 43 44 4
0
s
s
s
H H H H C
H H H H C
H H H H C
H H H H C
                   
  (3.53) 
The characteristic equation can be obtained through Eq. (3.54): 
 
11 12 13 14
21 22 23 24
31 32 33 34
41 42 43 44
0
H H H H
H H H H
H H H H
H H H H
   (3.54) 
in which the elements are given below: 
 11 sH J a   12 sH Y a  
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 13 sH I a   14 sH K a  
   21 1s ssH J a J a
a
        22 1s ssH Y a Y a
a
     
   23 1s ssH I a I a
a
        24 1s ssH K a K a
a
     
        231 121 1 1s ss s vH J b J bb b
             
        232 121 1 1s ss s vH Y b Y bb b
             
        233 121 1 1s ss s vH I b I bb b
             
        234 121 1 1s ss s vH K b K bb b
             
        2 2 2 3 3 241 13 31 1 1s ss b s v s b b v sH J b J bb b
                    
        2 2 2 3 3 242 13 31 1 1s ss b s v s b b v sH Y b Y bb b
                    
        2 2 2 3 3 243 13 31 1 1s ss b s v s b b v sH I b I bb b
                   
        2 2 2 3 3 244 13 31 1 1s ss b s v s b b v sH K b K bb b
                    
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For a given value of order s , the eigenvalues of Eq. (3.54) can be solved which is 
denoted by rs . Subscript s  is the nodal diameter of plate, and subscript r  is the 
nodal circle of plate. Then the nature frequencies can be obtained by Eq. (3.55): 
1
2
2
rs rs
D
h
  
     (3.55) 
After getting the eigenvalues of the plate, then substitute the roots into nnH (n=1,2,3,4). 
The relations among 1rsC , 2rsC , 3rsC  and 4rsC  can be determined by Eq. (3.53).  
For the annular plate, each natural frequency rs , there are two mode shapes (except 
0s  , there is only one mode). The two mode shapes (except s=0) are given by Eq. 
(3.56): 
            1 2 3 4, , exp ir s rs s rs rs s rs rs s rs rs s rsW r C J r C Y r C I r C K r s          
(3.56)
Therefore, the solution of free vibration of the annular plate in given by Eq. (3.57): 
          
   
1 2 3 4
0
, ,
exp i
rs s rs rs s rs rs s rs rs s rs
r s
rs
w r t C J r C Y r C I r C K r
s T t
    

 
 
   

 
(3.57)
 rsT t  is the solution of Eq.(3.45), which can be solved by following the idea of 
damped vibration of the single-degree-of-freedom system. 
3.4 Transient dynamic analysis method for non-smooth vibration 
3.4.1 Runge-Kutta method for a second order differential equation 
In dynamics, the equations of motion of a system are differential equations, of which 
analytical solutions do not exist or are hard to be obtained in some cases, for example 
in nonlinear dynamics. Numerical methods provide the possibility to obtain the 
solutions and offer the efficiency for dynamic analysis. Discretisation methods, such 
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as Runge-Kutta method, Newmark  method, and other finite difference methods, are 
often used in dynamic simulations, and each has its own advantages at certain 
problems. 
The forth order Runge-Kutta method is often used in non-stiff problems because it is 
easy to implement, and has high accuracy and good stability. The general iteration 
process is for the first order differential equations. However, numerical solutions can 
be also found directly from the second order differential equations [255] with no need 
of converting the second order differential equations into the first order ones. In this 
part, the formulas of this method [255] are given below. 
The second order differential equation is denoted as  , ,y f t y y   and the initial 
conditions are  0 0y t y  and  0 0y t y  . If a small time increment t  is used, the 
expressions of y and y  at time 0t t t   are given by Eq. (3.58), and the solutions 
at each step can be obtained following these iteration equations. 
 
     
     
0 0 1 2 3 4
0 0 1 2 3 4
1 2 2
6
1 2 2
6
y t t y t v v v v
y t t y t w w w w


     
      
  (3.58) 
where  
1 0v y t  , 2 0 11
2
v y w t     , 3 0 2
1
2
v y w t     , 4 0 3
1
2
v y w t     ,
 1 0 0 0, ,w f t y y t  , 2 0 0 1 0 11 1 1, ,
2 2 2
w f t t y v y w t       
3 0 0 2 0 2
1 1 1, ,
2 2 2
w f t t y v y w t        , and  4 0 0 3 0 3, ,w f t t y v y w t      
The validation of the accuracy of this method is implemented in Section 5.4, through 
comparing its numerical results with the analytical solution of the free vibration of a 
plate. 
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3.4.2 Numerical iteration process for non-smooth problems 
As it has been known, mechanical systems with dry friction are one kind of non-
smooth problems. Although non-smooth friction laws sometimes can be smoothed by 
a smoothing tangent function, there are some shortcomings of the smoothed friction 
law, such as high computational cost and loss of certain properties during smoothing. 
Additionally, loss of contact and the subsequent impact, that usually occur, result in 
discontinuity of the vibration, which also is a non-smooth problem. Several states may 
exist during vibration, which are governed by different sets of equations of motion. 
Thus, at the time instant of state-switching, the governing equations change to another 
set. Many numerical methods [48], such as the smooth method, the switch mode 
method, event-driven iteration method, the time-stepping method [256], and other 
useful methods [257, 258] and techniques [259, 260] are developed to deal with non-
smooth dynamic problems in different research background. 
In this thesis, dynamic response of the non-smooth systems in a very long time 
duration need to be obtained, thus finding the accurate transition point is a key step, 
otherwise the small error of the initial condition of each state can result in a completely 
different result from what it is supposed to be, after numbers of the state transition. In 
this part, a simple iteration strategy, that can be easily applied to following study which 
contains both the dry friction and separation (loss of contact), is described. The specific 
iteration process is illustrated through a flow chart (Fig. 3.11) of an example with stick-
slip, and separation and reattachment. There are three states during the vibration, 
which are stick, slip and separation, respectively. Rather than using very small time 
steps to capture the state transition point, which is computationally expensive and may 
introduce additional numerical errors, this iteration procedure can guarantee the 
accuracy by using a reasonable length of time step and only shortening the time step 
to find the accurate transition point when the corresponding command in the code is 
activated. 
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Iterate in the stick mode 
by Runge-Kutta method Stick? 
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search 
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search
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By Runge-Kutta method
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Bicection 
search
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No
No
No
No
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Reattach?
Start
  
Fig. 3.11 The flow chart of the computational procedure for stick-slip vibration with 
separation and reattachment 
During calculation, the time iteration strategy is shown in Fig. 3.12. In Fig. 3.12, blue 
dots on the time axis are the discretised time instants at the corresponding step, and 
the red dot is the time for the transition point. The iteration equation of the time at the 
non-transition point (blue dots) is expressed as: 
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Fig. 3.12 The time iteration strategy 
     n1 1t i i n t t        (3.59) 
in which i  is the step number, t  is a constant time step, n is the number of the 
transient point, and nt is the time step between the transition step and its previous 
step. Initially n is zero and n 0t  , during bisection searching loop, nt keeps being 
renewed (after finishing each bisection searching, n and nt  are renewed). Then, after 
finishing the calculation at  1t i   (the time step after the transient point), nt  is 0 
again, until the next transition happens. On the other hand, during the bisection loop, 
one has     n1t i t i t   , where i  denotes the step of the transition point. 
The advantage of this iteration relationship is that after calculation, by scanning the 
saved results, the results at a regular time step can be obtained, which can then be used 
for further FFT analysis. For example, the data at  2t i  ,  1t i  ,  1t i   and 
 2t i  (all blue dots in Fig. 3.12) can be used for the FFT analysis. 
The essential idea of the proposed algorithm is searching for accurate transition points 
between two motion states, such as stick and slip, and separation and reattachment. It 
is used to calculate the stick-slip vibration of the classic single-degree-of-freedom 
mass-on-moving-belt model (Popp’s model) in Ref. [46], and the results are identical 
to the ones in that reference, detailed results have been given in Section 3.2.2.2. 
Besides, the comparison between the results of Leine’s switch model [200] for the 
dynamic simulation of non-smooth system and the algorithm proposed in this thesis is 
implemented. Two methods show the identical stick-slip limit cycle of the example 
used in Leine’s book[158], which is not shown here for the sake of simplicity. These 
works identify the correction of this algorithm. 
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3.5 Conclusions 
This chapter presents the basic knowledge and the essential algorithm for the following 
PhD study on nonlinear friction-induced vibration. The simulations of mechanisms of 
friction-induced instability clearly show the fundamental phenomenon of the friction-
induced vibration. The theories of the discrete system and the classic continuous plate 
are the base of the entire thesis. The numerical method and the corresponding 
algorithm for transient dynamic analysis of non-smooth problems provided are very 
useful to the following study. 
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4 Nonlinear Friction-induced Vibration of a Slider-
belt Model 
4.1 Introduction 
As it is known, friction-induced vibration is one kind of self-excited vibration that can 
generate the flutter-type vibration and noise in machines and structures. Undesirable 
vibration of a system can reduce the service life of the components and largely raise 
the potential risk; in addition, friction noise is one of the major sources of noise 
pollution and also causes discomfort. Typical examples of friction-induced vibration 
include squeal of the automotive brakes and flutter of the computer hard disc drive. To 
reveal the fundamental reasons and dynamics of friction-induced vibration has been a 
challenging research topic.  
In the research field of friction-induced vibration, one important research line is to 
carry out theoretical or experimental studies using simple models. Some studies 
involve simple test-rigs to develop new friction laws, and some present mechanical 
models to investigate the instability mechanisms and diverse dynamic behaviour of 
friction-induced vibration. The phenomenological mechanical models are idealised 
simple models of a few degrees of freedom which preserve the essential features of the 
original structures and omit some less important features. The studies of these simple 
models often offer insight into friction-induced unstable vibration, which are valuable 
from either a theoretical or a practical point of view.  
For theoretical study, a mass-spring-damper slider excited into vibration by a moving 
rigid belt through friction is a major paradigm. This paradigm has two aspects that can 
be improved: (1) the contact stiffness at the slider-belt interface is often assumed to be 
linear; (2) the contact is usually assumed to be maintained during vibration (even when 
the vibration becomes unbounded at certain conditions). 
In current work, a cubic contact spring is included; loss of contact (separation) at the 
slider-belt interface is allowed and importantly reattachment of the slider to the belt 
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after separation is also considered. These two features make a more realistic model of 
friction-induced vibration and are shown to lead to very rich dynamic behaviour even 
though a simple Coulomb friction law with a constant friction coefficient is used. 
Furthermore, when a Coulomb’s law of friction with distinct kinetic and static friction 
coefficient is applied, non-smooth stick-slip vibration of the nonlinear coupling system 
results in a greater of vibration.  
In this chapter, firstly a nonlinear two-degree-of-freedom model with a pre-
compression force is introduced in Sections 4.2. The stability analysis of this mass-
spring system when there is contact and during separation is carried out in Sections 
4.3 and 4.4, respectively. In Section 4.3, complex eigenvalue analysis of the Jacobian 
matrix of the linearised system are calculated and the effects of nonlinear stiffness as 
well as the pre-load (pre-compression force) on the stability of the model are analysed. 
Subsequently, the natural frequencies of the mass-spring system during separation are 
calculated in Sections 4.4. In Section 4.5, separation and reattachment during vibration 
are numerically investigated through transient dynamic analysis. In particular the 
changes of vibration amplitudes at various loading and nonlinear stiffness values are 
compared between two cases when separation is considered and ignored. Study of the 
vibration in the frequency domain is carried out in Section 4.6. Additionally, dynamic 
behaviour of the system with stick-slip is investigated in Section 4.7. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.8. 
4.2 Theoretical formulations 
4.2.1 The mechanical model 
The nonlinear two-degree-of-freedom model illustrated in Fig. 4.1 is developed from 
a classic linear coupled two-degree-of-freedom model put forward by Hoffmann [58]. 
The current model contains a point mass m which is compressed by a vertical 
compression force F to bring a rigid massless slider against a rigid belt moving at a 
constant speed. The contact between the mass and the belt is unilateral and a linear 
spring k2 and a nonlinear spring knl together represent contact stiffness. From a realistic 
point of view, vertical separation may happen between the contacting surfaces. The 
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mass is constrained by a spring k1 and a damper c1 in the horizontal direction and by a 
grounded damper c2 in the vertical direction. Moreover, a grounded spring k3 is linked 
to the mass at a 135° angle relative to the horizontal direction, which couples vibration 
in both directions. The coordinate system defined in this chapter comprises a 
horizontal axis denoted by x and a vertical axis denoted by y, and the zero point of the 
coordinate system defined in the chapter is the position when the pre-compression 
force F (also called pre-load, and it is positive when acting in the downward direction) 
has not yet been applied and the horizontal spring has not deformed yet. Firstly, the 
belt starts to move at a constant speed. And then the static position of the mass after 
the pre-compression force F is applied is referred to as the original static state.  
m
k3
k2
k1
c2
knl
F
y
x
v0 Fr
P
c1
Fig. 4.1 A two-degree-of-freedom model with nonlinear stiffness 
4.2.2 Equation of motion in friction contact 
During vibration, if the mass and belt are in contact, then contact force P acting on the 
slider (positive when P is a compressive force) is expressed as:  
   32 nlP k y t k y t   (4.1)
Since the focus of this chapter is on the influences of the nonlinear stiffness and 
separation on the instability, rather than the effects of friction characteristics, firstly a 
constant friction coefficient μ at contact point is assumed. Friction force rF  in Fig. 
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4.1 is assumed to be proportional to the contact force P , which is expressed as 
rF P . According to Eq. (4.1), friction force is rewritten as Eq. (4.2) : 
      3r 2 nlF t k y t k y t   (4.2)
The equations of motion of this system can be formed as: 
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(4.3)
The basic parameters of this system are taken as constants, shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Parameter values of the linear part of the system 
m k1 k2 k3 c1 c2 
5 kg 100 N/m 50 N/m 60 N/m 0.32 0.32 
It should be stressed that the above equations of motion Eq. (4.3) are valid only if the 
following condition is satisfied: 
  0P t  (4.4)
If the value of the contact force drops below zero during vibration, loss of contact is 
identified to happen, and then the system is governed by another set of equations of 
motion, to be discussed in the following section. 
4.2.3 Separation and reattachment 
Loss of contact happens when contact force drops to zero. When loss of contact occurs, 
except for the friction force rF , contact stiffness 2k  and nlk  no longer make 
contributions to the system. The mechanical model of the mass-spring-damper system 
during separation is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.2 The mechanical model during separation 
The equations of motion of the mass-spring-damper system during separation are 
given by Eq. (4.5): 
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   (4.5) 
As the contact surface of the belt is assumed to be rigid in this model, the condition 
for staying in separation only depends on the vertical motion of the vibrating mass m, 
which is given by Eq. (4.6): 
   0y t   (4.6) 
When y becomes negative, the mass is identified as getting reattached with the moving 
belt again. Then the system follows the equation of motion Eq. (4.3) until separation 
happens again. The switching between the two states (in contact and loss of contact) 
repeats during the vibration. Therefore, other than the nonlinearity from the nonlinear 
polynomial contact, the non-smooth vibration due to separation is another kind of 
nonlinear problem.  
The initial conditions for Eq. (4.5) are calculated from Eq. (4.3) at the last moment 
in contact. Also, the state of the mass before reattachment is the initial condition for 
the equation of motion in contact (Eq. (4.3)).  
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4.3 Complex eigenvalue analysis of the whole system in friction 
contact 
In this section, a classical stability analysis of the nonlinear system in friction contact 
is performed. Firstly, the equilibrium points of the system are determined by solving 
the nonlinear equations in the static condition. Then the local linear approximation 
about the equilibrium points is used to obtain the Jacobian matrix of the linearised 
system which also preserves the distinct stability behaviour of the original nonlinear 
system [261, 262]. Finally, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of this system are 
calculated in order to study the local instability of the system at the equilibrium points 
for various values of parameters.  
4.3.1 Equilibrium points 
The equilibrium points (fixed points) are the static states of the mass, as their velocity 
and acceleration are zero when the system is static. The equilibrium points denoted by 
 e e,  x y  are the solutions of the algebraic Eq. (4.7). As Eq. (4.7) here is a set of non-
homogeneous equations due to the pre-load term, equilibrium points are usually 
determined numerically. The equilibrium position in vertical direction are given in 
Table 4.2.  
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 (4.7) 
When k1=100 N/m, k2=50 N/m, k3=60 N/m, F=20N, knl=200N/m3, the roots of ey  are 
given below, and corresponding ex  can also be calculated by substituting ey  into 
Eq. (4.7): 
Table 4.2 Equilibriums in y direction 
Friction coefficient Root 1 Root 2 Root 3 
µ =0 0.1186 + 0.6384i 0.1186 - 0.6384i -0.2372 
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µ =0.2 0.1155 + 0.6327i 0.1155 - 0.6327i -0.2311 
µ = 0.4 0.1126 + 0.6275i 0.1126 - 0.6275i -0.2253 
µ =0.6 0.1099 + 0.6226i 0.1099 - 0.6226i -0.2198 
µ =0.8 0.1073 + 0.618i 0.1073 - 0.618i -0.2146 
Table 4.2 shows that although there are three roots of ey , only one root has the 
physical meaning because the other two are a pair of complex conjugates. Moreover, 
the coordinates of equilibrium point of this problem are not only determined by the 
parameters of the linear system but also affected by the friction coefficient, the normal 
pre-compression force and the nonlinear contact stiffness. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.3 Vertical displacements of equilibrium points versus normal pre-
compression force F  (a) and nonlinear stiffness nlk  (b) 
The change of the static vertical position of the mass with respect to the normal pre-
compression force F  and nonlinear stiffness nlk  are presented in Fig. 4.3 (a)-(b). 
Fig. 4.3 (a) shows that the vertical positions of the equilibrium points decrease with 
the increasing pre-compression force, and a larger nonlinear stiffness value offers more 
resistance to the vertical displacement shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). On the other hand, Fig. 
4.3 (b) shows that if there is no pre-compression force, the nonlinear stiffness would 
not affect the equilibrium position. This means that the pre-compression force not only 
contributes to the system dynamics independently but also makes the nonlinear 
stiffness affect the equilibrium points of the nonlinear system. Thus the normal pre-
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compression force is an important factor for the equilibrium points of the original 
nonlinear system.  
4.3.2 Eigenvalue analysis of the system at the equilibrium point 
One of the classical ways to perform the stability analysis of a nonlinear system is 
using the linear approximate method to analyse the stability of the linearised system 
around its equilibrium. In order to use this method, the equations of motion of the 
nonlinear system is converted into a set of first-order differential equations. The 
transformation relationships are designated as: z1=x, z2= x , z3=y, z4= y , thus Eq. (4.3) 
is transformed into Eq. (4.8): 
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By expanding the nonlinear equations in a first order truncated Taylor series at the 
equilibrium point [261, 262], the Jacobian matrix is given by Eq. (4.9): 
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The stability is manifested by the real parts of the eigenvalues λ of the Jacobian matrix. 
These eigenvalues reflect the features of the local stability around the equilibrium point 
 e e,  x y . If all the real parts of the eigenvalues are negative, the system is stable; 
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otherwise, as long as the real part of any eigenvalues is positive, the equilibrium point 
is unstable. 
It can be noted that, because ye takes non-zero values, the nonlinear stiffness terms 
appear in Eq. (4.9), unlike in other similar systems, for example, in Ref [61]. For those 
systems whose equilibrium points are zero, the nonlinear terms do not make 
contributions to the Jacobian matrix of the linearised system.  
By setting the friction coefficient   as a control parameter, the changes of the 
bifurcation points of this system are studied for various values of the normal pre-
compression force and the nonlinear stiffness. Here, the friction coefficient satisfying 
the following condition Eq. (4.10) for bifurcation is called the critical friction 
coefficient c . 
  cMax Re 0    (4.10)
Bifurcation behaviour is illustrated in Figs. 4.4-4.7. Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the results 
of eigenvalue analysis with proportional damping (c1=c2=0.32), in which the 
frequency and the growth rate are the imaginary part and real part of the eigenvalue 
respectively. Friction coefficient µ is the control parameter. There are two distinct 
imaginary parts and modes, and the real parts are negative when µ <µc. With the 
increase of µ, the two imaginary parts and modes merge together at µc, and at the same 
time one of the real parts becomes zero. After the bifurcation point, one of the real 
parts becomes positive, as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. Thus these results indicate that 
the system is stable when µ< µc, and is unstable when µ> µc. The scenario depicted in 
Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrates the well-known mode-coupling mechanism of unstable 
friction-induced vibration. 
As shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, µc changes with the nonlinear stiffness. Moreover, the 
evolution of µc with the nonlinear stiffness is found to be non-uniform for different 
values of the pre-compression force if one compares the results.  
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Fig. 4.4. The real (right) and imaginary part (left) of the eigenvalues versus the 
friction coefficient μ for various nonlinear stiffness. The imaginary parts are 
the frequencies and real parts are growth rates ( 20NF  ) 
Fig. 4.5. The real (right) and imaginary part (left) of the eigenvalues versus the 
friction coefficient   for various nonlinear stiffness. The imaginary parts 
are the frequencies and real parts are growth rates ( 100NF  ) 
 
In Fig. 4.4 (F=20 N), the critical friction coefficient µc becomes smaller with the 
increasing nonlinear stiffness, and µc (coloured non-solid lines) are smaller than those 
of the linear system (black solid line). However, when the normal force is greater 
(F=100 N), as shown in Fig. 4.5, for the nonlinear system µc increases with the 
increasing nonlinear stiffness (knl=50, 100, 500 N/m3), while the stability level of the 
nonlinear system (coloured non-solid lines) with respect to the linear system (black 
solid line) is complicated. For the case of knl=500 N/m3, µc of the nonlinear system is 
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greater than µc of the linear system, but µc of the nonlinear system in other cases 
(knl=50, 100 N/m3) are smaller than µc of the linear system. 
In the case with non-proportional damping ( 1 2c c ), the results of the stability analysis 
of the example c1=0.8 and c2=0.32 are shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, and other non-
proportional damping values show the same phenomenon, which is not shown here for 
the sake of simplicity. It can be found that there are two distinct imaginary parts and 
modes when µ<µc, and the real parts are negative, which shows the same features as 
the proportional damping case. With the increase of µ, one of the real parts becomes 
zero at µc, while the two imaginary parts and modes get closer but do not coalesce. 
Similarly to the proportional damping case, one of the real parts becomes positive after 
the bifurcation point, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Moreover, whether the damping coefficient 
is proportional or non-proportional, it does not influence the trend of µc with F and knl, 
by comparisons between Figs. 4.4 and 4.6, and Figs. 4.5 and 4.7. 
To further examine the evolution of the critical friction coefficient in relation to the 
pre-compression force F, eigenvalue analysis for various values of F is carried out. 
The results below are calculated by using proportional damping (c1=c2=0.32) because 
the results of non-proportional damping case give the same trend. Fig. 4.8 shows the 
changes of the critical friction coefficient with the pre-compression force F in four 
contact stiffness cases, including one linear system and three nonlinear systems with 
knl=50, 200, 500 N/m3. The results shown by the solid black line indicate that the 
normal pre-compression force does not influence the stability of the linear system, as 
the values of the critical friction coefficient stay the same. However, when the system 
is nonlinear (knl=50, 200, 500 N/m3) shown by the coloured non-solid lines, both 
nonlinear stiffness and pre-compression force influence the stability of this system. 
With the increasing normal pre-compression force, the nonlinear system (coloured 
non-solid lines) firstly is more unstable compared with its corresponding linear system 
since the critical friction coefficient of the nonlinear system is smaller; then at a certain 
value of the normal pre-compression force (which depends on the value of the 
nonlinear stiffness), μc starts to increase with the increasing normal pre-compression 
force. Moreover, in the case of a large nonlinear stiffness value of knl=500 N/m3 (the 
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yellow dotted line), within the observation range of the normal pre-compression force, 
its μc finally becomes larger than the critical friction coefficient of the linear system 
(black solid line), which means that the nonlinear system under theses parameter 
values can become more stable than its corresponding linear system. 
  
Fig. 4.6 The real (right) and imaginary part (left) of the eigenvalues versus the friction 
coefficient   for various nonlinear stiffness with non-proportional damping. The 
imaginary parts are the frequencies and real parts are growth rates ( 1 0.8c  , 2 0.32c  , 
20NF  ) 
  
Fig. 4.7 The real (right) and imaginary part (left) of the eigenvalues versus the friction 
coefficient   for various nonlinear stiffness with non-proportional damping. The 
imaginary parts are the frequencies and real parts are growth rates ( 1 0.8c  , 2 0.32c  , 
100NF  ) 
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Fig. 4.8 Evolution of the critical friction coefficient against the pre-compression 
force 
For a better understanding of the effects of nonlinear stiffness on the stability of this 
system, the evolution of μc against the nonlinear stiffness is studied. The numerical 
results are illustrated in Fig. 4.9. It is observed that when there is no normal pre-
compression force in the system (shown by the solid black line), the nonlinear stiffness 
makes no contributions to the stability of the system. In the other cases with pre-load 
(F =5, 50,100 N) shown by coloured non-solid lines, by setting their friction coefficient 
µ as the same as the linear system (shown by the solid black line), the nonlinear system 
firstly becomes more unstable as its μc decreases with the nonlinear stiffness; In the 
case of a large pre-load (F =100 N) shown by the yellow dotted line, the nonlinear 
system becomes more stable than the linear system when the nonlinearity is strong. 
However, when the pre-load is small (F=5 N) shown by the blue dashed line in Fig. 
4.9, the nonlinear system is less stable than its linear system. For example, when µ 
equals to 1.2, the linear system is unstable as its μc is smaller than 1.2; however, the 
nonlinear system can be stabilised when the pre-load is increased to 100 N while the 
nonlinear stiffness knl equals 300 N/m3 is introduced. 
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Fig. 4.9 Evolution of the critical friction coefficient against the nonlinear stiffness 
The stability results from the above eigenvalue analysis match the time-history results 
shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. In these cases for comparison, knl is 100 N/m and F is 
50 N. The initial conditions for these two nonlinear examples are (xe, 0, ye+0.01, 0). 
The critical friction coefficient μc calculated from the eigenvalue analysis is 0.28. In 
Fig. 4.10, the vibration is stable when μ is 0.279; but it grows when μ is 0.28, as 
illustrated by Fig. 4.11. This indicates the agreement on the stability between time-
domain response results of the nonlinear system and eigenvalue analysis results of the 
linearised system. 
Fig. 4.10 Transient results of vertical 
displacement (  =0.279) 
Fig. 4.11 Transient results of vertical 
displacement (  =0.28) 
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On the other hand, if the horizontal linear stiffness takes sufficiently smaller values 
than the values of vertical linear stiffness, for example, k1 =50 N/m and k2 =100 N/m, 
the changes of the critical friction coefficient with the values of the normal pre-
compression force and nonlinear stiffness, in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, show different 
behaviour from the results when k1=100 N/ m and k2=50 N/ m. Basically, when k1 =50 
N/m and k2 =100 N/ m, the nonlinear system is always more stable than its 
corresponding linear part. Moreover, with the increase of F and the knl, the stability of 
the nonlinear system is enhanced in a monotonic trend.  
 
Fig. 4.12 Evolution of the critical friction coefficient against the pre-compression 
force 
 
Fig. 4.13 Evolution of the critical friction coefficient against the nonlinear stiffness 
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To summarise, the stability of the nonlinear coupled system with sliding friction is 
much more complex than the corresponding linear system. Parametric studies show 
that the nonlinear stiffness as well as the pre-compression force play important roles 
in the stabilisation of the system. When the nonlinear stiffness and pre-compression 
force are introduced into the system, they firstly make the system unstable, which is 
not an intuitive conclusion; however, in the cases with a strong nonlinearity or a large 
normal compression force, certain combinations of the nonlinear stiffness and the 
normal pre-compression force stabilise the original unstable system. These phenomena 
can be exploited for controlling friction-induced vibration. On the other hand, the 
values of the linear stiffness of a nonlinear system are also important as they can 
influent how the nonlinear stiffness and the normal pre-compression force affect the 
stability of this nonlinear system. 
4.4 Modal analysis of the system during separation 
This section is to calculate the natural frequencies of the individual slider system 
during separation. The equations of motion of the mass-spring-damper system during 
separation, as introduced in Section 4.2.3, are shown again for the sake of convenience. 
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The eigenvalue analysis of Eq. (4.11) is a general eigenvalue problem of a linear 2-
degree-of-freedom system. Eq. (4.12) is obtained through the complex eigenvalue 
analysis process introduced in Section 3.3.2. 
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in which   is the eigenvalue. 
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By using the parameters given in Table 4.1, the natural frequencies can be calculated 
through Eq. (4.12), whose value are 2.08 and 5.26 rad/s. 
4.5 Transient dynamic analysis (TDA) 
In order to find out the influence of separation on the dynamic behaviour of the 
nonlinear system, time domain responses are calculated numerically with various 
values of the key parameters. Firstly, the numerical process of current non-smooth 
simulation is introduced. Then one example is given to show the dynamic behaviour 
of the system when it is stable. Subsequently, as this section mainly focuses on the 
vibration of the unstable system considering separation, the occurrence of separation 
when the system is unstable is illustrated; then the influences of nonlinear stiffness and 
normal pre-compression force on the friction-induced vibration considering separation 
are investigated; finally, the role of separation on the vibration amplitude is analysed 
through the comparisons between the results of two cases: (1) separation is considered; 
(2) separation is ignored. 
4.5.1 Procedure of the numerical simulation 
In this work, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, is used to calculate the transient 
responses of the nonlinear system numerically. As the state of the system switches 
between separation and slip phases, the dynamic behaviour of the system needs to be 
obtained by solving two different sets of governing equations, which brings about 
some difficulties in the numerical computation, such as determining the motion state 
and searching for the transition point for the two distinct states. The process of the 
numerical computation is as follows: The equations of motion are given by Eq. (4.3). 
The contact force is checked at the end of every single time step during numerical 
computation. If during the in-contact phase the contact force P(t) drops below zero at 
the end of a time step, the bisection method is used to find the critical contact force 
satisfying the error tolerance defined in the algorithm and the associated time instant 
and motion states (displacement, velocity and acceleration). Then separation is 
considered to take place. 
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During separation, the contact force is zero, and sliding friction force vanishes, so the 
states of the mass are calculated by a new set of equations of motion of the mass, Eq. 
(4.5). After separation, the condition for maintaining separation, Eq. (4.6), is checked 
in order to find out the exact moment for reattachment. Specifically, the vertical 
displacement y(t) of the mass is monitored at the end of each time step. If y (t) > 0, 
separation is maintained; but if y(t) becomes negative, which means that the mass is 
vibrating downward back to the original static position. Then the bisection method is 
used to find the critical point, at which y(t) is very near zero satisfying the defined 
tolerance in the Matlab codes. At this critical point, the vibration is recognised to 
switch from separation phase to reattachment phase, and the slider is just touching the 
moving belt without any contact force. After reattachment, the equations of motion of 
this system switch to Eq. (4.3) until the condition of separation is satisfied again and 
the initial conditions are calculated from Eq. (4.5) at the last step before reattachment. 
This scenario of switching between contact and separation can be repeated.  
4.5.2 Vibration of the stable system 
Whether a nonlinear system becomes stable or unstable crucially depends on the values 
of the system parameters, which has been discussed in Section 4.3. It is found that 
separation does not occur for a stable system in most situations; and even if separation 
happens under some conditions, the vibration of the system still gradually decreases 
and eventually gets back to the equilibrium point. In the following, one numerical 
example is run to illustrate this point. In this example, the parameters of the linear part 
of the system are the same with previous examples, besides μ=1, F = 2N and knl= 100 
N/m. The initial condition is (xe, 0, ye-0.1, 0). The time history of the contact force in 
Fig. 4.14 (a) shows that the contact force becomes zero occasionally at the early stage 
of the vibration, which means separation occurs. Fig. 4.14 (b) and (c) show the 
vibration of the system is stable as vibration decreases. Apparently, separation does 
not change the instability of the system and make significant contributions to the 
vibration of a stable system. Thus, stable vibration is not the interest of this work. The 
following study is devoted to explore the unstable friction-induced vibration with 
separation. 
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(a) 
(b) (c) 
Fig. 4.14 Transient response of the system. (a) Contact force; (b) Horizontal 
displacement; (c) Vertical displacement. 
4.5.3 Separation during vibration 
The parameter values in this numerical example are: k1 =100; k2 =50; k3=60; F=80; 
knl=100; μ=0.7. The critical friction coefficient μc for bifurcation with theses 
parameters is 0.28. Numerical results are given in Figs. 4.15-4.17. 
Fig. 4.15 shows the fluctuation ranges of the contact force during vibration of the two 
cases: separation is ignored and is considered. It can be noticed that the contact force 
(shown by the blue solid line) gradually grows and becomes negative when separation 
is ignored. This means that the results of the ignoring separation case are not realistic 
as the contact force should always be non-negative. For the case when separation is 
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considered (shown by the green dashed line), multi-separation events can be observed 
as the values of contact force repeat the following process during the vibration: drop 
to zero (transition from in-contact state to separation state), remain zero (during 
separation), become positive (in-contact) and drop to zero again. Furthermore, the 
fluctuating contact force is asymmetric about the original static state when loss of 
contact is considered. 
 
Fig. 4.15 Time-domain results of the contact force during the time period [0-200s] 
 
Fig. 4.16 Time response of the horizontal displacement during the time period [0-
200s] 
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Fig. 4.17 Time response of the vertical displacement during the time period [0-200s] 
Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 show that separation makes both the horizontal and vertical motion 
different from their counterparts when separation is ignored. Meanwhile the vibration 
is asymmetric about the original static state when loss of contact is considered. In 
conclusion, even in the presence of the normal pre-compression force as a pre-load, 
separation still can take place during vibration, and reattachment naturally occurs with 
separation. 
4.5.4 Effects of separation on the amplitudes 
To assess the influences of separation on the maximum vibration amplitude of the 
nonlinear friction-induced vibration, comparisons between cases of separation being 
considered (Case 1) and ignored (Case 2) are made through a parametric study for 
various values of nonlinear stiffness and normal pre-compression force.  
Firstly, the changes in the maximum amplitudes of the vertical vibration of the mass 
are obtained by varying the values of the normal pre-compression force while keeping 
the nonlinear stuffiness as a constant. The results are shown in Figs. 4.18 (knl=20 N/m3 
and μ=0.5) and 4.19 (knl=100 N/m3 and μ=0.7). These values are chosen based on the 
results of the eigenvalue analysis in Section 4.3.2, under which typical unstable motion 
of the mass can be obtained. The blue solid line represents the case when loss of contact 
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is ignored; the green dashed line is for the case when separation and reattachment are 
considered.  
 
Fig. 4.18 Maximum vertical amplitudes against normal pre-compression forces 
( 3nl 20N/mk  ) 
As shown in Fig. 4.18, a significant difference in the roles of the normal pre-
compression force on the vibration amplitude can be observed between Case 1 and 
Case 2. When separation is ignored (blue solid line) in Fig. 4.18, the normal pre-load 
barely affects the maximum amplitude of the nonlinear vibration. In contrast, for the 
more realistic case when separation is considered (the green dashed line) in Fig. 4.18, 
the maximum vibration amplitude of the mass becomes larger with the increasing 
normal pre-compression force, which is not an intuitive expectation that increasing the 
normal pre-compression force leads to greater vibration.  Moreover, at the initial 
increase of the normal pre-load, the maximum amplitudes are smaller than those in 
Case 2 (separation ignored). However, at a larger pre-compression force, the situation 
is reversed.  
For the nonlinear system with a stronger nonlinear contact spring shown in Fig. 4.19, 
a similar trend of the maximum amplitudes to that of Fig. 4.18 is found, and the 
maximum amplitudes in Case 1 exceed those of Case 2 at a much lower value of the 
normal compression force. This means that ignoring separation during the vibration 
underestimates the vibration, which is unsafe for the system. 
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Fig. 4.19 Maximum vertical amplitudes against normal pre-compression forces 
( 3nl 100N/mk  ) 
Then Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 show the changes of maximum vibration amplitude with 
respect to the nonlinear contact stiffness in two pre-load cases. Normal compression 
forces in Figs.4.20 and 4.21 are 40 N and 60 N, and µ is 0.7 and 1 respectively. The 
results clearly show that, if separation is not considered (blue solid line), the nonlinear 
contact stiffness appears stabilising. As separation does happen during the vibration, 
in fact the results with separation considered indicate that larger contact stiffness 
induces greater vibration, as shown in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21. Moreover, in Fig. 4.20, the 
maximum amplitudes in Case 1 (separation considered) initially are smaller than in 
Case 2 (separation ignored) at the same nonlinear stiffness value, but they tend to 
become larger than in Case 2 when the nonlinear stiffness is increased.  In addition, 
the maximum amplitudes depend on the normal compression force, as shown in Fig. 
4.21 (F=60 N), where even at a small value of nonlinear contact stiffness, the 
maximum amplitudes in Case 1 are greater.  
The above apparently puzzling dynamic behaviour can be explained as follows. If 
separation is ignored, after the contact force becomes negative, the contact spring gets 
stretched and it still offers the resistance force hindering the mass from moving upward 
further, meanwhile the friction force still makes contributions to the horizontal 
vibration. However, when separation is allowed, the vertical contact stiffness is lost 
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during separation which does not offer the same amount of resistance force to the 
vertical vibration; at the same time, the horizontal friction force disappears which will 
not make any contribution to the horizontal vibration. Also because the horizontal and 
vertical vibration is coupled, the vibration of this system when separation is considered 
is actually more complex. These are very interesting findings and can be exploited in 
control of friction-induced vibration. 
 
Fig. 4.20 Maximum vertical amplitudes for various nonlinear stiffness values 
( 40NF  ) 
 
Fig. 4.21 Maximum vertical amplitudes for various nonlinear stiffness values 
( 60NF  ) 
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Finally, results of the case, when k1=100 N/m and k2=50 N/m which are different from 
the linear stiffness values of preceding examples (k1=50 N/ m and k2=100 N/m) are 
calculated, as shown in Fig. 4.22. The same tendency, in both of the ignoring 
separation and considering separation cases, of the maximum vertical amplitude with 
the nonlinear stiffness and the normal force with previous results can be seen. This 
means that the relations between the linear stiffness of the horizontal and vertical 
spring like whether the horizontal stiffness is smaller or larger do not change the roles 
of separation, the nonlinear stiffness as well as the normal force, although the linear 
parameter values of the system influent how the nonlinear stiffness and the normal 
pre-compression force affect the stability of this nonlinear system shown in Section 
4.3.2.  
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.22 Maximum vertical amplitudes when 1 100N/mk   and 2 50N/mk  . (a) 
change with the nonlinear stiffness ( 20NF  ); (b) change with the normal force 
( 3nl 20N/mk  ) 
Consequently, when the loss of contact is considered, the effects of the nonlinear 
stiffness and normal pre-compression force on the evolution of vibration amplitude are 
not the same as the results when separation is ignored. Given the very important 
contributions of separation found in this work, it should be taken into account in 
models of friction-induced vibration. Flexibility of the moving belt and impact at 
reattachment after separation are other important factors to be considered in future, as 
the dynamic behaviour of the flexible moving belt is very complex [263]. The 
flexibility of the base as well as impact are involved in another model in Chapter 5. 
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4.6 Comparisons of vibration frequencies of TDA and CEA 
The aim of this section is to illustrate the deficiency of CEA, and the necessity of TDA 
in the study of the unstable nonlinear friction-induced vibration problem. The 
comparisons between vibration frequencies solved through both methods (CEA and 
TDA) are carried out. Results show that stability analysis at the equilibrium point gives 
a clear indicator for the stability of the system, while the unstable frequencies from 
CEA are not the actual vibration frequencies of the nonlinear friction-induced 
vibration system. Therefore, TDA in the frequency domain needs to be performed as 
well to give the accurate unstable vibration frequencies. 
A few examples are run and they all gives a similar phenomenon. So only some typical 
results with F=40 and knl=180 are illustrated in the following paragraphs. The critical 
friction coefficient μc for the bifurcation of the system is 0.29. 
4.6.1 Frequencies of the stable vibration 
Firstly, the dynamic transient responses with μ=0.2 are calculated. Fig. 4.23 illustrates 
the vertical vibration of the mass. The vibration is stable which also matches what is 
expected from CEA, as μ<μc. In this case, no separation happens during the vibration. 
Fig. 4.23 Time response of the vertical displacement 
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Then vibration frequencies which are calculated through the fast Fourier transform of 
the transient vibration, and natural frequencies by CEA are given by Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Frequencies of the stable system (rad/s) 
Friction 
coefficient 
CEA FFT of TDA 
ω1 ω2  ω1 ω2  
μ=0.2 5.03 5.72 5.03 5.71 
From Table 4.3, it can be seen that frequencies calculated through two different 
approaches only have a slight difference. This means that when the system is stable, 
even if CEA are based on the linearised system, its results are nearly the same as the 
FFT results of TDA. 
4.6.2 Frequencies of the unstable vibration 
Furthermore, the comparisons between frequencies of the unstable vibration calculated 
by CAE (case 1), FFT of TDA ignoring separation (case 2) and FFT of TDA 
considering separation (case 3), are carried out. The time responses of case 2 and case 
3 are shown in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25 respectively.  
FFT of the time responses of the vertical vibration during two time durations Δt1 (the 
displacement within Δt1 is smaller than 1) and Δt2, which represent the motion in 
transient state and steady state respectively, are carried out. Results are shown in Table 
4.4. 
  
 (a) 
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(b) 
Fig. 4.24 Time responses of the ignoring separation case ( 0.8  ). (a) Horizontal 
and vertical vibration; (b) Contact force. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4.25 Time responses of the considering separation case ( 0.8  ). (a) Horizontal 
and vertical vibration; (b) Contact force. 
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Table 4.4 Frequencies of the unstable system (rad/s) 
Friction 
coefficient 
CEA (case 1) FFT of TDA ignoring 
separation (case2) 
FFT of TDA considering 
separation (case3) 
Unstable 
frequency  
Transient 
frequency  
Steady state 
frequency 
(dominant) 
Transient 
frequency 
Steady state 
frequency 
(dominant) 
μ=0.8 5.36 5.37 6.33 5.37 4.7 
 
Because the system is unstable with two modes coupling together, the frequencies of 
the two modes of system are the same. This is also illustrated clearly in the frequency 
spectrums of case 2 and case 3 (Fig. 4.26 (a)-(d)). So Table 4.4 shows only one of the 
frequencies. For the steady state, when separation is ignored, although the contribution 
is tiny, the second harmonic component can be observed in Fig. 4.26 (b). On the other 
hand, when separation is considered, the contribution of the second harmonic 
components becomes larger and high-order harmonic component appears, as shown in 
Fig. 4.26 (d). 
Additionally, from Table 4.4, it can be seen that if separation is ignored, the vibration 
frequency during transient vibration (Δt1) is very close to the unstable frequency 
calculated by eigenvalue analysis at the equilibrium point. However, when the 
vibration settle down, its vibration frequency is 6.33 rad/s which is larger than unstable 
frequency 5.36 rad/s of CEA. On the other hand, when separation is considered, the 
frequency during Δt1 (transient vibration) is also close to the unstable frequency of 
CEA; however, during steady state (Δt2), the dominant vibration frequency (4.7 rad/s) 
is actually smaller than unstable frequency of CEA (5.36 rad/s).  Therefore, ignoring 
separation in the nonlinear friction-induced vibration overestimates the vibration 
frequency of the system.  
The phenomenon reflected from Table 4.4 can be explained. Because complex 
eigenvalue analysis only relies on the linear term without the higher order terms in the 
Taylor expansion of the nonlinear term, two consequences can happen: (1) when the 
vibration is near the equilibrium point, eigenvalue analysis of the linearised system 
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gives approximate eigenvalues, for example the frequency of case 2 and 3 during Δt1 
is close to the result of CEA; (2) when the vibration is far off the equilibrium point, 
especially, when the amplitude of the vibration is larger than 1, effects of the higher 
order terms of the Taylor expansion of the original nonlinear term become significant, 
so the eigenvalues of the linearised system which loses the contributions of the higher 
term, unlike the FFT of the TDA, are not accurate. Hence, the CEA of the linearised 
system are trustful when the vibration is small, otherwise FFT of the DTA needs to be 
carried out. 
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 4.26 FFT spectrums. (a) spectrum during 1t  of case 2; (b) spectrum during 
2t  of case 2; (c) spectrum during 1t  of case 3; (d) spectrum during 2t  
of case 3 
For the vibration considering separation (case 3) shown in Fig. 4.25, initially, when 
the system vibrates around its equilibrium point (vibration amplitude is smaller than 
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1), according to previous explanations, it makes sense that the frequency given by CEA 
equals to the frequency through TDA. However, in the steady state, not only vibration 
is larger than 1, shown in Fig. 4.25 (a), but also the effects of separation are involved. 
Separation makes the system switch between two states (separate and in-contact), 
which have their own vibration frequencies. The effects of these two aspects are 
excluded in the stability analysis at equilibrium points (CEA), which results in its 
frequency results being not as accurate as the FFT of TDA with considering separation. 
Additionally, the results of case 2, which ignores the effects of separation, are not 
accurate either.  
To sum up, the analysis of this part illustrates the importance of considering separation 
from the frequency point of view, and the necessity of stability analysis of the 
linearised system, as it is efficient and can give a clear indication for bifurcation; The 
most important finding is that, in nonlinear friction-induced vibration, FFT of DTA 
are necessary for the determination of unstable frequencies. 
4.7 Nonlinear vibration involving Coulomb’s law of friction 
In this section, stick-slip vibration is considered at the contact interface. Coulomb 
friction is used, with a constant kinetic friction coefficient and a smaller constant static 
friction coefficient. As separation is also considered, the vibration of the nonlinear 
system becomes both discontinuous and non-smooth. The procedure of the numerical 
calculation may refer to the flow chart in Fig. 3.11 in Section 3.4. 
In the following, some new dynamic behaviour of the system due to stick-slip vibration 
is illustrated through several examples. Parameter values of the linear part of the 
system are given by Table 4.1. The nonlinear stiffness nlk  takes 100 N/m3, 
compression force F is 20 N, and the constant speed of the belt is 0.1 m/s. 
Firstly, eigenvalue analysis of the nonlinear system, using the friction coefficient as a 
control parameter, is carried out, shown in Fig. 4.27. The critical friction coefficient 
c for bifurcation is 0.6. 
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Fig. 4.27 The imaginary part (left) and real (right) of the eigenvalues versus the 
friction coefficient  . The imaginary parts are the frequencies and real parts 
are growth rates ( 20NF  , 3nl 100N/mk  ) 
According to the value of μc, the dynamic behaviour with kinetic and static friction 
coefficients, denoted by μk and μs, located within three ranges (μk< μs<μc; μk<μc<μs; 
μc<μk<μs) are examined. 
4.7.1 Case 1: k s c     
Case 1 corresponds to the situation that the system is stable at both the stick and slip 
state. Transient responses under two sets of friction coefficients are calculated. When 
the initial condition is (xe, 0.1, ye, 0), with the horizontal velocity of the mass equalling 
the speed of the belt, which means that the system starts from the stick phase. The 
results, using μk= 0.2, μs=0.4, are shown in Figs. 4.28 and 4.29; The results, using μk= 
0.2, μs=0.5, are shown in Figs. 4.30 and 4.31. The time histories of the contact force, 
in Figs. 4.28 and 4.29, show that no separation occurs in either examples.  
For the example, μk= 0.2, μs=0.4, shown in Fig. 4.29, the horizontal stick-slip limit 
cycle can be observed and the vertical vibration also settles down to a limit cycle. Thus, 
the horizontal and vertical vibration are periodic. 
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Fig. 4.28 Time history of the contact force ( k 0.2  , s 0.4  ) 
Fig. 4.29 Phase portraits of the horizontal and vertical motion ( k 0.2  , s 0.4  ) 
However, when μs takes 0.5, which is closer to the critical friction coefficient μs, 
multiple limit cycles can be seen in Fig. 4.31. The horizontal stick-slip dynamic 
behaviour becomes diverse, and the slider’s speed even can exceed the speed of the 
belt during the vibration. Furthermore, the FFT results in Fig. 4.22 show that although 
several frequencies take part in the vibration, fundamental frequency and its super 
harmonic component make the major contributions to the horizontal stick-slip 
vibration. The vertical vibration does not have super harmonics. 
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Fig. 4.30 Time history of the contact force ( k 0.2  , s 0.5  ) 
Fig. 4.31 Phase portraits of the horizontal and vertical motion ( k 0.2  , s 0.5  ) 
 
Fig. 4.32 FFT results of the horizontal (left) and vertical vibration (right). ( k 0.2  , 
s 0.5  ) 
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Additionally, it is found that whether the system commences from the slip motion or 
the stick motion does not influence the dynamic behaviour of the system. Fig. 4.33 
shows the results with the same friction condition (μk= 0.2, μs=0.4) of Fig. 4.29, but 
initially the system starts from (-0.02,0,0,0), which leads to identical results in Fig. 
4.29. However, when the system starts from a position not far away from the system’s 
equilibrium point, stick-slip motion does not show up during the vibration, while the 
system gradually settles down to its equilibrium point, shown in Fig. 4.34, whose 
initial condition is (-0.01, 0, -0.2, 0). 
Fig. 4.33 Phase portraits of the horizontal and vertical motion ( k 0.2  , s 0.4  ) 
Fig. 4.34 Time history of the horizontal and vertical motion ( k 0.2  , s 0.5  ) 
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4.7.2 Case 2: k c s     
A system with friction coefficients with the relationship μk<μc<μs, is stable in slip 
motion and unstable in stick motion. Numerical results with μk =0.4, μs= 0.7, and initial 
condition (xe, 0.1, ye, 0) are shown in Figs. 4.35 and 4.36. Fig. 4.35 shows that 
separation and reattachment happen during the vibration as the contact force is zero 
occasionally. The phase plots of the vibration, shown in Fig. 4.36, are very 
unconventional: several limit cycles appear and repeat themselves; despite the 
commonly seen stick-slip limit cycle, the slider can slide on the belt with its speed 
passing through the speed of the belt without stick motion, called as slip1-slip2 motion; 
in addition, slip1-slip2-stick can be observed. 
 
Fig. 4.35 Time history of the contact force ( k 0.4  , s 0.7  ) 
Fig. 4.36 Phase portraits of horizontal (left) and vertical motion (right) ( k 0.4  , 
s 0.7  ) 
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Then, through the FFT analysis, the frequency domain results are calculated, shown in 
Fig. 4.37. Apparently, when the system with friction coefficients in the relationship 
μk<μc<μs, many frequency components contribute to the vibration, and the vibration is 
quasiperiodic. 
The above results are calculated when the system starts from stick motion. Also when 
the system starts from slip motion with the initial position far away from the 
equilibrium position, vibration of the mass is identical to the stick-commencing case. 
However, Fig. 4.38 shows the vibration using the same friction condition (μk=0.4, 
μs=0.7), with the initial condition (0,0,0,0) which is near the equilibrium point. It can 
be seen that the vibration gradually decreases and eventually settles down to its static 
state.  
  
Fig. 4.38 Phase portraits of horizontal and vertical motion ( k 0.4  , s 0.7  ) 
  
Fig. 4.37 FFT results ( k 0.4  , s 0.7  ) 
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4.7.3 Case 3: c k s     
Case 3 represents the situation in which the system is unstable in both slip and stick 
states. Responses under two initial conditions are calculated, but it is found that 
whether the system commences from the slip motion, stick motion, or even the initial 
condition which is very close to the equilibrium point, does not influence the eventual 
vibration of the system. Thus, only the results with initial condition (xe, 0, ye-0.01, 0) 
near the equilibrium position are shown in Figs. 4.39 and 4.40. The time history of the 
contact force illustrates that the procedure of separation and reattachment occurs 
repeatedly. Fig. 4.40 illustrates that stick-slip vibration occurs, and forms an 
interesting stick-slip limit cycle.  
 
Fig. 4.39 Time history of the contact force ( k 0.7  , s 1  ) 
Fig. 4.40 Phase portraits of the horizontal and vertical motion ( k 0.7  , s 1  ) 
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To sum up, when stick-slip motion happens in a system with mode-coupling instability, 
its dynamic behaviour becomes richer, and crucially depends on the relationship 
between the friction coefficients and critical friction coefficient for mode-coupling.  
As has been known, bifurcation of the equilibrium point only happens when the 
friction law is at least quadratically dependent on the state variables [43]. In this part, 
as Coulomb’s law of friction is used, case 1 (μk<μs<μc) and case 2 (μk <μc<μs) show 
that the system is stable when it is disturbed from its equilibrium point; while the 
horizontal and vertical motion never settle down to its static state when it is disturbed 
far from its equilibrium point. However, when μc<μk<μs (case 3), the equilibrium point 
is not stable due to mode coupling, and horizontal stick-slip always happens. Moreover, 
the vibration of the system becomes quasi-periodic. 
4.8 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the vibration induced by the sliding friction in a nonlinear two-degree-
of-freedom mass-belt model, in which a cubic nonlinear contact stiffness is introduced 
at the contact point between the slider and the belt, is studied. 
1. The effects of nonlinear contact stiffness as well as the normal pre-load on the local 
stability near the equilibrium point are studied by the eigenvalue analysis.  The results 
of both proportional damping and non-proportional damping cases show that, the roles 
of nonlinear stiffness and the pre-load on the stability of the system are complicated. 
Initially, increasing the nonlinear stiffness or the pre-load tends to make the nonlinear 
system more unstable than the linear system; but at certain higher values, they start to 
stabilise the system; at some even higher values, the nonlinear system is more stable 
than its corresponding linear system with the same friction coefficient. These 
properties can be taken advantage of in controlling friction-induced vibration. 
Additionally, the influence of the nonlinear stiffness and the pre-load in this nonlinear 
system can be different, depending on the values of the linear stiffness. 
2. Through numerical studies, the process of contact loss and reattachment of the slider 
during vibration is demonstrated. It is found that separation can happen even under a 
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large pre-load. Moreover, when separation is considered, not only the change of 
vibration amplitudes against some system parameter values is opposite to the trend 
when separation is ignored, but also the values of the amplitudes are larger in certain 
conditions. Therefore, ignoring separation, as usually occurs in simple models for 
friction-induced vibration, is likely to under-predict vibration magnitude and thus is 
unsafe.  
3. The study in frequency domain predicts that, for the nonlinear system with friction, 
besides complex eigenvalue analysis, transient dynamic analysis needs to be taken into 
account for predicting the actual unstable frequencies. Ignoring separation 
overestimates the vibration frequencies.  
4. When stick-slip vibration is involved in the coupled system, the motion of the 
system is diverse and separation happens as well, which crucially depends on the 
relations between the friction coefficients and the critical friction coefficient for 
bifurcation. Quasi-periodic vibration can appear in the nonlinear 2-degree-of-freedom 
system. 
Therefore, a major conclusion is that separation at the contact interface should be taken 
into account in nonlinear friction-induced vibration problems. 
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5 Friction-induced Vibration of an Elastic Disc and a 
Moving Slider with Separation and Reattachment 
5.1 Introduction 
Elastic discs are key components in a wide range of mechanical applications such as 
rotors and stators in some engines, brakes and clutches, computer hard disc drives, and 
saws. During the operation of these mechanical devices, dry friction plays an important 
role on the dynamic behaviour. Researchers proposed various theoretical disc models 
based on the engineering background, which are reviewed in Chapter 2.3.2. 
Mechanical models of the disc have been one kind of classic models in the theoretical 
study of friction-induced vibration.  
The main purpose of the current work is to investigate the friction-induced 
nonstationary transverse vibration of a disc subjected to a rotating slider undergoing 
vertical vibration and in-plane stick-slip vibration with separation and reattachment. A 
model containing an elastic disc in friction contact with a rotating oscillator is 
developed. Stick-slip motion of the slider takes place on the disc surface due to friction 
governed by the non-smooth Coulomb’s law of friction, which leads to the coupling 
between the transverse vibration of the disc and the horizontal (in-plane) vibration of 
the rotating slider. On the other hand, loss of contact at the friction interface of the disc, 
which is often neglected in most of the studies, is involved. Especially, the specific 
roles of separation and its importance to the friction-induced vibration are investigated. 
Moreover, impact at the instant of the reattachment is considered. Therefore, the 
current work contains both the continuous non-smoothness and the discontinuity in the 
state which increase the challenge of implementing the specific analysis. 
The structure of this chapter is: firstly, the mechanical model is introduced in Section 
5.2, followed by the theoretical development of the system including the derivations 
of the equations of motion of the system in stick, slip and separation states, the 
discussion of conditions for staying in individual motion states, and formulations of 
impact at the instant of reattachment. Then, in Section 5.3, modal analysis of the 
sannular disc and the whole system are carried out. In Section 5.4, the accuracy of the 
numerical method on simulating the vibration of the plate is verified. In Section 
5.5, dynamic behaviour of the model is analysed and numerical results show 
that separation can happen during unstable vibration at a low rotating speed 
level. Moreover, comparisons between the dynamic behaviour of the disc 
considering and ignoring separation indicate the importance of considering 
separation. Then, the effects of key system parameters on the friction-induced 
vibration of the system are examined via a numerical parametric analysis. In 
Section 5.6, the evolutions of the frequencies of the system with time are 
studied through the short time Fourier transform, which reveals the time 
varying nature of the whole system due to the transverse separation-
reattachment and in-plane stick-slip events. Finally, conclusions are given in 
Section 5.7. 
5.2 Disc model and theoretical development 
Fig. 5.1 presents the mechanical model studied in this chapter. The system contains an 
elastic annular disc, which is clamped at its inner radius a and free at its outer radius 
b, and a slider system in friction contact with the disc. In this model, a cylindrical 
coordinate system is defined, in which z is the vertical coordinate, and θ  is the 
circumferential coordinate and r is the radial coordinate. The original position of z axis 
is recognised as at the location of the plate when it is not deformed. The annular disc 
is a Kirchhoff plate which exhibits only transverse motion. The mass (slider) has a 
vertical branch and a horizontal (in-plane) branch, each having a spring and a damper 
in parallel. A vertical displacement Δ is applied on the top of the vertical branch and 
is kept constant throughout the subsequent vibration, so that a vertical pre-load is 
generated and is always present. The horizontal branch is connected with a drive point 
that moves around on the surface of the elastic annular plate at a constant rotating 
speed  Ω  . In this work, the Coulomb’s law of friction is used with a static friction 
oscillation in the horizontal direction. Such a system was studied in Ref. [130] in 
which loss of contact and subsequent reattachment were excluded. 
kcoefficient µ and kinetic friction coefficient  µ  . The slider is capable of stick-slip 
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Fig. 5.1 The annular plate and slider system in the cylindrical coordinate system (left: 
view from the side; right: view from the top) 
5.2.1 In-plane stick-slip motion of the slider 
As the friction coefficient μs is assumed to be greater than μk in this work, the slider 
can undergo stick-slip oscillation in the horizontal direction. According to the 
Newton’s second law of friction, when the slider is sliding, its in-plane equation of 
motion is expressed in Eq. (5.1): 
     0 p p k sgnr m c k t P                  (5.1) 
in which   describes the absolute circumferential angular position of the slider. r0 is 
the radial position of the slider; pc  is the in-plane damping coefficient of the slider, 
pk  is the in-plane stiffness of the slider, and P is the (total) contact force between the 
disc and the slider. 
If   is defined as the circumferential angular position of the slider relative to the 
drive point, expressed as: 
t       (5.2) 
in which t  is time, then the velocity and acceleration relation between the relative 
motion represented by   and absolute motion   are: 
,               (5.3) 
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The equation of motion with respect to absolute motion   in Eq. (5.1) can be 
reformed as Eq. (5.4), which is with respect to the relative motion  : 
   0 p p k sgnr m c k P           (5.4) 
The sliding motion can be maintained if the following conditions are satisfied: 
0 p p sr c k P    (5.5)
or  
    (5.6) 
Otherwise, the slider sticks to the plate. In this motion phase, the slider’s absolute 
circumferential velocity   and its acceleration   equal to zero, and its 
circumferential position is referred to as stick . The relative motion of the slider is 
given by Eq. (5.7) 
stickt      (5.7)
The condition for the slider staying in the stick phase is: 
0 p p sr c k P    (5.8)
5.2.2 Transverse vibration of the disc  
The equation of transverse motion of the disc under the action of the moving slider is 
given by Eq. (5.9): 
   2 * 4 4 02 1wh D w D w r r Pt r    
           (5.9) 
where w denotes the transverse displacement of the plate, r  and   are the radial 
and circumferential coordinates in the cylindrical coordinate system respectively; *D  
is the damping coefficient of the disc,   is the mass-density of the disc, D  is the 
flexural rigidity of the disc; and     is the Dirac delta function. 
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Pcan be obtained from the equation of vertical motion of slider m: 
  0P N mu cu k u u        (5.10) 
where u  and u  are the vertical motion and vertical velocity of the slider, 0u  is the 
initial vertical displacement of the slider, c is the damping coefficient and k is the 
stiffness of the vertical branch of the slider, N is the pre-load as a result of the vertical 
displacement Δ applied. 
The initial displacement of the slider 0u  equals to the static position 0w  of the plate 
where the slider locates at. When the system is at static state, 0w  can be calculated 
through Eq. (5.11), as the contact force is N : 
 4D w N     (5.11) 
Here contact force P  is defined as positive when there is contact (so that P  is a 
compressive force). Thus the condition for maintaining contact is: 
 0P     (5.12) 
If there is contact between the slider and the plate, the relationship between the 
transverse displacement w of the plate and the vertical displacement u of the slider is 
[264]: 
     0 , ,u t w r t t    (5.13) 
and therefore 
 w wu
t
 
      (5.14) 
 
2 2 2
2
2 22
w w w wu
t t
    
               (5.15) 
By substituting Eqs. (5.13), and (5.14) - (5.15) into Eq. (5.9), the equation of 
transverse motion of the disc can be derived as: 
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   
 
2 2 2 2
* 4 4 2
02 2 2
0
1 2w w w w wh D w D w r r N m
t r t t
w wc k w w
t
         
 
                        
           
  

  (5.16) 
where w0 is initial transverse displacement of the disc as a result of applying Δ to the 
vertical branch of the slider. 
Although Eq. (5.16) is applicable to both stick and slip motion states, as   and  
are zero in the stick phase, Eq. (5.16) is simplified to Eq. (5.17) which represents the 
equation of motion when the slider sticks to the disc. 
      2 2* 4 4 0 02 21w w wh D w D w r r N m c k w wt r t t    
                  

  (5.17) 
5.2.3 Coupled equations of motion of the whole system in modal coordinates   
The transverse displacement of the disc can be expressed as an infinite series of modal 
coordinates: 
      0, , ,kl klk lw r t r q t         (5.18) 
where  ,kl r   is the mode shape of the plate given by Eq. (5.19): 
     i
2
1, lkl klr R r e
hb
    (5.19) 
in which  klR r  is a combination of the Bessel functions and the modified Bessel 
functions. Subscript k denotes the number of nodal circles and l denotes the number of 
nodal diameters; i 1  . 
The ortho-normality conditions of modal functions are: 
 
2 2 4 2
0 0
,  
b b
kl rs kr ls kl rs kl kr ls
a a
h rdrd h rdrd
                      (5.20) 
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in which kl  is the complex conjugate of kl . 
Then by multiplying kl  on both sides of Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17), then integrating 
them over the whole disc surface, and by using the ortho-normality conditions shown 
in Eq. (5.20), Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) are rewritten in terms of modal coordinates 
 klq t  shown below. 
In the stick phase, the equation of transverse motion of the disc in terms of modal 
coordinates is expressed as:   
   
       
0
2
2
0
0 02 0
2 exp i
1 exp i
N kw
kl kl kl kl kl kl
hb
rs kl rs rs rsr s
q q q R r l
R r R r s l mq cq kq
hb
  


 
 
     
   
 
 
(5.21)
in which 
stick  (5.22) 
and the relative motion of the slider in the stick phase has been given by Eq. (5.7). 
The conditions for remaining in stick phase given by Eqs. (5.8) is transformed into 
Eq. (5.23): 
    210 p p s 0 00 exp irs rs rs rsr shbr c k N kw R r s mq cq kq                
(5.23)
During the sliding motion, the equations of transverse motion of the disc and the 
equation of horizontal motion of the slider are given by Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25): 
   
      
    
0
2
2
0
0 02 0
2 2
2 exp i
1 exp i
i2 i i
N kw
kl kl kl kl kl kl
hb
rs klr s
rs rs rs rs rs rs
q q q R r l
R r R r s l
hb
m q s q s s q c q s q kq
  

   

 
 
    
 
       
 
 
     
(5.24)
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and 
   
     
    
2
0 p p 0 p p
1
k 0 00
2 2
sgn exp i
i2 i i
rsr shb
rs rs rs rs rs rs
r m c k r c k t
N kw R r s
m q s q s s q c q s q kq

    
  
   
 
 
   
  
       
 
 

     
(5.25)
And because of the axial symmetry of the annular disc, the relationships in Eq. (5.26) 
are satisfied [82]: 
           , , , , , ,,  , r s r s r s r s r s r sR r R r r r q t q t        (5.26) 
One of the conditions for staying in the slip phase (Eqs. (5.5)) can be expressed in 
modal coordinates as: 
   
    
2
1
0 p p s 0 00
2 2
exp i
i2 i i
rsr shb
rs rs rs rs rs rs
r c k N kw R r s
m q s q s s q c q s q kq
   
   
 
    
       
 
     
 (5.27) 
5.2.4 Separation and reattachment 
As it is known, separation takes place when contact force P(t) drops to zero. During 
the numerical calculations, it is important to monitor P(t) at each time step, because if 
separation happens, a new set of equations of motion of the slider and disc needs to be 
used. When P(t) becomes negative, the bisection method is used to find the critical 
point at which P(t) satisfying |P(t)| ≤ ε, in which ε is a small tolerance defined in the 
Matlab codes. During separation, the contact force is zero and the sliding friction force 
vanishes. 
The transverse motion of the disc and the vertical motion of the slider during separation 
are governed by Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29) respectively: 
2
* 4 4
2
0wh D w D w
t
        (5.28)
 0 0mu cu k u u N      (5.29)
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The new equation of horizontal motion of the slider is expressed in Eq. (5.30): 
p p 0m c k      (5.30)
Separation can be maintained when Eq. (5.31) is satisfied: 
u w (5.31) 
After separation, the slider may get into contact with the disc again. Reattachment 
takes place when the displacement of the slider u equals to the displacement w of a 
point on the disc having the same coordinate as the slider. During the very short time 
interval of reattachment, denoted by r r( ,  )t t  , impact may happen. rt  and rt  are 
the starting and the ending time moments of the impact. The states of the disc and the 
slider at time rt  are determined based on the momentum theory. The procedure for 
determining the dynamic states immediately after reattachment, which was presented 
in Ref. [265] for a moving-mass-on-beam problem, is derived for the present problems 
below. 
For simplification, a simple perfectly plastic impact is assumed. The slider sticks onto 
the disc after the impact and the transverse displacement is continuous and in-plane 
motion of the slider does not change by the vertical impact, so one can get: 
             r r r r r r r,  ,  kl kl klq t q t q t t t t t             (5.32) 
Suppose the impulse at rt  is p , the equation of motion of the disc is: 
     2 * 4 4 0 r2w ph D w D w r r t tt r     
            (5.33) 
By using the same modal expansion process described in Section 3.3.2, Eq. (5.33) can 
be converted to Eq. (5.34) in modal coordinates: 
    2 0 r r2 ,  kl kl kl kl kl klq q q p r t t t           (5.34)
The velocity jump as a result of the impact can be obtained from Eq. (5.34) and given 
by Eq. (5.35): 
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         2r r 0 rexp ipkl kl klhbq t q t R r l t        (5.35) 
Similarly, the velocity jump of the slider can be obtained: 
    r r pu t u t
m
      (5.36) 
The combination of Eqs. (5.35) and (5.36) gives: 
            r r r r 0 r,  kl kl klq t q t m u t u t r t            (5.37) 
For perfectly plastic impact, the slider takes the displacement and the velocity of the 
disc at time rt .  ru t  can be expressed as Eq. (5.38): 
 
   
           
rr
0 r
0 r r r r0
,  
,  
t
kl
kl kl klk l
w wu t
t
r t
r t q t t q t
  
    
 

     
 
    
     
 


 (5.38) 
By substituting Eq. (5.38) into (5.37), and combining (5.38), then modal velocity 
klq  and vertical velocity u  time rt  are derived as: 
                r 0 r 0 r 0 r r 10r
2
,  ,  ,  kl kl kl klk l mu t r t r t r t q t Su t
S
                
  (5.39) 
               0 r r 1 r0r r 0 r
2
,  
,  
kl klk l
kl kl kl
r t q t S u t
q t q t m r t
S
   
    
  
       
    
  (5.40) 
in which  
       
      
0 r
1 r r
2 0 r 0 r0
,  
1 ,  ,  
kl
kl
kl klk l
r t
S t q t
S m r t r t
  
   

 
  
 
       
  (5.41) 
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5.3  Modal analysis  
5.3.1 Natural frequencies of the plate 
There are infinite numbers of natural frequencies of the plate. Actually, only several 
modes play dominant role in the vibration. In most analysis, to avoid expensive 
computations, truncated modal series of the disc’s displacement is utilised. The basic 
parameter values used in the following examples of this chapter are listed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 The values of system parameters 
a b r0 h E v D* 
0.044 m 0.12 m 0.1 m 0.002 m 150 GPa 0.211 10-5 N/(m/s)
μs μk k kp m ρ c cp 
0.4 0.24 
5×104 
N/m 
2×104 
N/m 
0.1 kg 
7200 
kg/m3 
0 0
The natural frequencies of the plate can be calculated by MATLAB on the base of the 
theory of the plate [249], which has been introduced in Chapter 3. The first five 
distinguish frequencies are showed in Table 5.2, in which k denotes the number of 
nodal circles and l denotes the number of nodal diameters. According to the results, all 
of them correspond to the zero nodal circle. In order to verify the accuracy for results 
from MATLAB codes, finite element analysis by ANSYS is carried out as well. The 
FE mesh has 800 shell elements in total with 80 nodes in the circumferential direction 
and 10 nodes in the radial direction. All the nodes on the inner boundary are fixed. The 
first five frequencies are also given in Table 5.2: 
Table 5.2 The first five distinct frequencies of the plate (rad/s) 
ω0 
(k=0, l=0) 
ω1 
(k=0, l=1) 
ω2 
(k=0, l=2) 
ω3 
(k=0, l=3) 
ω4 
(k=0, l=4) 
EFM results 1491.00 1514.75 1818.98 2765.54 4368.64 
Numerical results 1491.92 1516.76 1823.88 2774.19 4383.04 
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From the table given above, it can be seen that the numerical results are very close to 
the EFM results, which confirms the accuracy of numerical results.  
5.3.2 Natural frequencies of the whole system 
Due to the attachment of the mass-spring-damper system (slider system) on the plate, 
apparently the natural frequencies of the whole system are different from the natural 
frequencies of the plate. Moreover, the identical frequencies of the doublet modes of 
the symmetrical plate are split due to the attached slider. In the following, natural 
frequencies of the whole system when the slider stays stationary are derived. The 
equation of motion of this model is given in Eq. (5.9). However, in the case (the slider 
system does not rotate), the relationship between the vertical motion of the mass u and 
the transverse motion of the plate w is: 
     0 0 0 0 0 0,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  u w r t u w r t u w r t          (5.42)
By substituting Eq. (5.42) into Eq. (5.9), then the equation of motion of this system 
can be written as: 
     2 2* 4 4 0 0 02 21w w wh D w D w r r N m c k w wt r t t    
                  

(5.43)
By using the same modal expansion process described in Section 5.2.2, Eq. (5.43) can 
be converted into the equations of motion in modal coordinates, which is expressed as 
Eq. (5.44): 
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 (5.44) 
By moving the right-hand side of Eq. (5.44)  to the left-hand side of the equation and 
reforming the equation, the equations of motion of the whole system in the matrix form, 
when the first 9 modes of the disc are involved in the calculation, is given by Eq. 
(5.45): 
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      m d m d mI + M q + C +C q + K + K q = F    (5.45) 
where I  is an identity matrix, mM , dC , mC , dK , and mK  are the square matrices, 
shown below: 
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 (5.46) 
in which 
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Natural frequencies of the plate ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3, and ω4 have been obtained in the 
proceeding part. As all the above matrix are known, the natural frequencies of this 
system (Eq. (5.45)) can be calculated through the CEA analysis process in Chapter 
3.3.1, which are 850.86, 1492.55, 1516.76, 1814.90, 1823.88, 2758.02, 2774.19, 
4360.49, and 4383.04 rad/s, which are 135.42, 237.55, 241.40, 288.85, 290.28, 441.53, 
438.95, 693.99, and 697.58 in Hz respectively. Apparently, if 9 modes are used in the 
simulation, this disc-slider system, when the slider is not rotating, has 9 distinct natural 
frequencies.  
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5.4  Validation of the numerical method 
The numerical calculations in current study use Runge-Kutta method considering its 
advantage in accuracy, which is verified through comparing its results of the free 
vibration of an annular plate with the results obtained through the Newmark method 
and the analytical solution. The analytical solution is expressed in Eq. (3.57). The 
comparison results are shown in Fig. 5.2, with parameter values given by Table 5.1. 
(a) (b) 
 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 5.2 Comparisons between the time response of the annular plate by three 
methods. (a) the displacement results; (b) the zoom-in displacement results; 
(c) the zoom-in velocity results; (d) the zoom-in acceleration results. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the comparison results of the displacement, the velocity and the 
acceleration. Apparently, the results of Runge-Katta method are nearly identical to the 
analytical results, in terms of the vibration amplitude and phase angle. In contrast, the 
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results of Newmark method with the same time step size or even smaller (black dashed 
line) are not as accurate as the Runge-Katta method. Therefore, in the consideration of 
the accuracy, which is especially important in the calculations of long-term vibration 
histories and complicated problems with friction, Runge-Katta method is used in the 
following work. 
5.5 Numerical study 
5.5.1 Numerical procedure 
As the state of the system switches between stick and slip phases, and between 
separation and contact phases, the dynamic behaviour of the system needs to be 
obtained by solving three different sets of governing equations, which brings about 
some difficulties in the numerical computations. The states of the disc and the slider 
during vibration, including the contact force, the absolute circumferential speed of the 
slider and the force in the horizontal spring and damper, are monitored at each time 
step. If the results at the end of a time step do not satisfy the conditions for the system 
to stay in the same motion phase as at the start of the time step, then the bisection 
method is used to find the critical point where the dynamics switches from one phase 
to another phase. After getting the critical point, the current set of equations of motion 
changes to another set. Rich dynamic behaviour, some of which has not been seen in 
the literature, is found. 9 mode shapes are involved in this simulation, because it is 
found that 9 disc modes are good enough since more modes do not lead to noticeable 
change in vibration behaviour. The numerical procedure is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
5.5.2 Separation during vibration 
The occurrence of separation is illustrated by a numerical example. The time response 
of the contact force and transverse vibration of the disc are shown in Figs. 5.4-5.5. In 
this example, the rotating speed of the driving point is Ω=20 rad/s, and the pre-load is 
N=200N. A long time calculation is run.  
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Fig. 5.3 The flow chart of the numerical simulation for non-smooth vibration 
 
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.4 Time response of the contact force when 200NN   and 20rad/s  . (a) 
In the entire time duration; (b) Its zoom-in plot during t =[602.115, 602.15] s 
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Fig. 5.4 (a) shows the time response of the contact force during the entire calculation 
time. Although details of the vibration cannot be observed easily from Fig. 5.4 (a), it 
can be observed that the oscillating range of the contact force grows, and the contact 
force can drop to zero, which means that separation can occur during the vibration. 
Then for a clearer observation, the zoom-in view of Fig. 5.4 (a) within a short time 
interval is given in Fig. 5.4 (b). It shows that when the contact force decreases to zero, 
separation takes place, then contact force remains zero during separation. Moreover, 
multiple separation events can happen. 
The results of transverse vibration of the disc and the vertical vibration of the slider 
during one full event of the separation and reattachment process are shown in Fig. 5.5. 
As shown in Fig. 5.5, separation happens while the disc moves upward, therefore the 
growing vibration of the disc is bounded due to loss of contact. It shows that the 
duration of the separation is very short, which can be explained as follows: the pre-
load acts on the slider all the time even during separation, so the slider quickly gets 
into contact with the disc again under these parameter values. 
 
Fig. 5.5 The enlarged time response of the transverse displacement of the disc and 
the vertical displacement of the slider ( 200NN   and 20rad/s  ) 
It is found that separation may occur at different places during the vibration with a 
very high rotating speed. In the example, when N=350 N and Ω=500 rad/s, separation 
occasionally occurs, and the zoom-in results are shown in Fig. 5.6. Separation always 
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occurs at two place: the plate is going up or going down. In this example, separation 
durations are also very short.   
 
Fig. 5.6 The enlarged time response of the transverse displacement of the disc and 
the vertical displacement of the slider ( 350NN   and 500rad/s  ) 
5.5.3 The critical speed for separation 
Firstly, two numerical examples are shown to give a brief description of the critical 
rotating speed Ωc for separation. Figs. 5.7-5.10 illustrate the dynamic responses of the 
system in cases with different but close driving rotating speeds: Ω=15 rad/s and 
Ω=15.1 rad/s. 
  
(a) Time history of the contact force (b)Time history of the disc’s 
transverse vibration 
Fig. 5.7 Transient responses ( 385NN   and 15rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.8 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 385NN   and 15rad/s  ) 
(a) Time history of the contact force (b)Time history of the disc’s transverse
vibration 
Fig. 5.9 Transient responses ( 385NN   and 15.1 rad/s  ) 
Fig. 5.10 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 385NN   and 15.1 rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.7 (b) clearly indicates that separation does not happen at Ω=15 rad/s, and the 
disc vibration does not grow and only oscillates in a small constant range. However, 
at a slightly higher rotating speed of Ω=15.1 rad/s, the oscillation range of the contact 
force grows, as shown in Fig. 5.9 (a), and then several separation events take place. In 
this case, the disc vibrates in a larger range in Fig. 5.9 (b). The Poincare maps of these 
two cases shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.10 indicate that the dynamic behaviour of the 
system can be very different when the system becomes unstable. This rotating speed 
is referred to as the critical speed for separation. 
In order to study the critical speed range of this system, numerical calculations for 
various values of initial pre-load and rotating speed are carried out. Fig. 5.11 shows 
the changes of critical rotating speed Ωc for the occurrence of separation with pre-load 
N. When the rotating speed is smaller than the critical speed, the contact is always 
maintained during vibration. Otherwise, when the rotating speed is greater than Ωc, the 
slider can lose contact with the disc along with growing vibration. It can be seen that 
the critical speed for the loss of contact of this system can be low, which is much lower 
than the conventional critical speed (defined as the speed value of a rotating constant 
load which causes the resonance of the disc). Moreover, with the initial increase of 
pre-load N, the system becomes unstable and separation occurs at a lower rotating 
speed; from a certain value of N, with further increase of N, the system becomes 
unstable and separation takes place at a higher rotating speed.  
 
Fig. 5.11 The critical speed for separation 
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5.5.4 Influences of separation 
The influences of the separation on the in-plane vibration of the slider and the 
transverse vibration of the disc are studied by comparing the results of the system with 
considering and ignoring separation. The transverse vibration of the disc is observed 
at a fixed point on the disc at r=r0 and φ=1. Two sets of examples, at different values 
of pre-load N and driving speed Ω, are illustrated through Poincare maps in Figs. 5.12-
5.15 in order to reveal the dynamic behaviour. The sampling rate of the Poincare maps 
is the driving point’s speed.  
For clear observation, the results of the entire simulated time duration are divided and 
shown in several stages. As to the results of ignoring separation, shown in Figs. 5.12 
and 5.14, the entire time interval is divided into two stages. Blue crosses denote the 
motion of the first half of the total computing time, and the green dots denote the 
motions of the next half. In the results with separation, shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.15, 
blue crosses denote the motion before the first separation which is called ‘In contact-
period1’; green dots denote the motion that occurs when contact reoccurs and is 
maintained after the first separation, which is called ‘In contact-period2’; and red 
triangles denote the motion during separation.  
In these comparison cases shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, and Figs. 5.14 and 5.15, it can 
be observed that ignoring and considering separation result in different dynamic 
behaviour. In the Poincare maps of the in-plane motion of the slider, the dots or crosses 
forming the horizontal straight line represent motion in the stick phase and those dots 
and crosses away from this line represent motion in the slip phase. In all the cases 
when the contact is assumed to be maintained during vibration, shown in Figs. 5.12 
and 5.14, the trajectories of horizontal stick-slip motion exhibit transient behaviour 
initially, but finally settle down to a steady state of stick and slip motion (given by the 
green dots). The stick and slip motion can be always maintained during the steady state, 
which are not affected by the values of the pre-load and the rotating speed. 
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Fig. 5.12 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) when separation is ignored ( 200NN  , 
20rad/s  ) 
  
Fig. 5.13 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) when separation is considered 
( 200NN  , 20rad/s  ) 
  
Fig. 5.14 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) when separation is ignored ( 300NN  , 
20rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.15 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) when separation is considered 
( 300NN  , 20rad/s  ) 
However, when separation is considered, shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.15, separation 
changes the patterns of the trajectories formed by the Poincare points, which indicates 
that a variety of complex dynamic behaviour of the system can be produced, depending 
on system parameters like the pre-load and the rotating speed. In terms of the 
transverse vibration of the disc, more frequencies actually join in during the steady 
state when separation is considered, as there are more points on the Poincare plane in 
Figs. 5.13 and 5.15 (considering separation) compared with Figs. 5.12 and 5.14 
(ignoring separation). As to the horizontal vibration of the slider, it is periodic at the 
steady state (in stage 2) when separation is ignored (Figs. 5.12 and 5.14), as confirmed 
by their phase portraits. In contrast, it is quasi-periodic at steady state (in contact-
period 2 and during separation) in Figs. 5.13 and 5.15, as the collections of Poincare 
points are quite fuzzy. Further investigations on the vibration frequencies of the system 
are carried out in Section 5.6. 
As supplements to the preceding discussion on the results presented in Figs. 5.14 and 
5.15. Fig. 5.16 shows the phase portraits of the relative horizontal motion of the slider 
under the same operation conditions when separation is ignored and considered 
respectively. Fig. 5.16 (a) shows that the horizontal motion of the slider lies on a 
regular stick-slip limit cycle, during the steady state, when separation is ignored, which 
is periodic vibration. However, for the actual horizontal vibration when separation is 
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considered, the regular stick-slip limit cycle breaks out, instead an intricate phase 
portrait is presented in Fig. 5.16 (b). 
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.16 The phase portrait of the relative horizontal motion of the slider. (a) 
separation is ignored; (b) separation is considered ( 200NN  , 20rad/s  ) 
Additionally, the vibration ranges of the disc when considering separation are much 
smaller than those when ignoring separation, shown by Fig. 5.17. The reason for this 
can be explained. Because of separation, the disc cannot get further excitation from 
the slider (note that the rotating slider is the source of excitation), unlike the cases 
when contact is assumed to be always maintained even though the contact force has 
dropped to a negative value. Therefore, separation serves to maintain the vibration in 
a smaller range of magnitude. 
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.17 The time history of the transverse vibration of the disc ( 200NN  , 
20rad/s  ). (a)Separation is ignored; (b)Separation is considered 
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Consequently, the necessity of considering separation in friction-induced vibration of 
this system is obvious. As this paper focuses on the dynamic behaviour of friction-
induced vibration with separation, more numerical results with separation for various 
parameter values are provided in the following subsection. 
5.5.5 Influences of significant parameters 
To reveal the various dynamic behaviour of the system when separation is considered, 
parametric studies are carried out. In this section, the effects of the pre-load N are 
examined firstly. The Poincare map of three pre-load cases (N=385, 50 and 200N) are 
illustrated in Figs. 5.6, 5.18-5.20 respectively. The rotating speed in these examples is 
fixed at 15 rad/s.  
When the initial pre-load is small (N=50 N), there are finite points on the Poincare 
plane, shown in Fig. 5.18, which mean that the in-plane vibration is periodic; the disc 
also vibrates periodically as there are finite number of points and they are quite close 
to each other. The Poincare points of the vertical vibration are very close to each other 
and look like a dot if the same order of the axis scale of the unstable vibration, eg. Fig. 
5.20, is used. Additionally, the time history of the contact force, in Fig. 5.19, shows 
no separation happens during the vibration. 
Fig. 5.18 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 50NN  , 15rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.19 Time response of the contact force ( 50NN  , 15rad/s  ) 
At a larger pre-load (N =200 N), both of the slider’s in-plane vibration and disc’s 
transverse vibration become unstable and separation occurs, as shown in Fig. 5.20. 
As to the in-plane motion of the slider, the stick phase gets longer because of the 
larger pre-load, but then due to separation, the stick-slip vibration becomes very 
complicated. However, with further increase of the normal force (N=385 N), the 
vibration of the system becomes stable again and no separation occurs, as shown in 
Fig. 5.8 in Section 5.5.3. Therefore, pre-load N plays a complex role in the stability 
of this system and does not have a monotonous effect on the friction-induced disc 
vibration. Initial increase of N destabilises the system, while further increase of N 
leads to a stable system.  
Fig. 5.20 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 200NN  , 15rad/s  ) 
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Although the specific reasons for its complex role in this model is difficult to identify 
because of coupling of non-smooth in-plane vibration of the slider with out-of-plane 
vibration of the slider, two extreme situations can shed some light onto this matter. 
One extreme situation is: when N is zero, there is no friction force, and thus the slider 
undergoes pure sliding motion in the horizontal direction; as the running speed in this 
case (Ω =15 rad/s) is far below the critical speed (Ω =911 rad/s) for the unstable 
vibration of the disc in the moving load problem, the system is stable when the normal 
force is zero at low rotating speed. The other extreme situation is: when N is extremely 
large, the slider can hardly move, which means that the slider sticks to the disc within 
the time duration of observation and the system is also stable. Between the two extreme 
situations, horizontal stick-slip motion appears and is affected by the value of the 
normal force N; as the horizontal motion of the slider is coupled with the vertical 
motion of the slider and the transverse motion of the disc, the whole system dynamics 
is affected by the normal force in a complicated way. 
Secondly, the effects of damping, including the disc’s damping, damping of the 
horizontal and vertical dampers, are examined. When there is no disc damping (D*=0), 
the vibration of the system becomes unstable and separation occurs at a low rotating 
speed. Fig. 5.21 shows the Poincare maps when Ω=10 rad/s and N=200 N. The orbit 
of the in-plane Poincare map of the slider changes after the first separation, which is 
shown by the green dots in the left Poincare map of Fig. 5.21. When the disc’s damping 
D* is 1×10-5, critical rotating speed Ωc for separation and unstable vibration is at 12.6 
rad/s, which is a little bit higher than the no damping case. Furthermore, when D* is 
at 2×10-5, both the horizontal vibration of the slider and the transverse vibration of the 
disc become stable.  
The influences of the in-plane damping on the transverse vibration of the disc are more 
complicated. The in-plane damping can destabilise the system when the pre-load is 
large, otherwise it acts as a stabilising factor. When the in-plane damping is zero, 
shown in Fig. 5.8, the system is stable at cp=0, N=385 N and Ω =15 rad/s. However, 
when there is in-plane damping (cp=0.5), the vibration of the disc increases and it 
becomes unstable, and loss of contact happens as a consequence of the increase of 
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vibration. From the Poincare map in Fig. 5.22, after separation both of the slider’s in-
plane stick-slip motion and disc’s transverse vibration are unstable periodic motion. 
Fig. 5.21 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( * 0D  , 200NN  , 10rad/s  ) 
The influences of the vertical damping coefficient are also studied. In contrast to the 
unstable vibration, shown in Fig. 5.13 (vertical damping is zero), the case with vertical 
damping is investigated. As shown in Fig. 5.23, the slider’s in-plane motion is a 
periodic stable stick-slip motion; and the vibration of the disc is also stable and it 
oscillates within a small range around its static equilibrium position and looks like a 
dot if the same order of the axis scale of Fig. 5.23 is used. Therefore, vertical damping 
coefficient appears as a stabilising factor to the system. 
Fig. 5.22 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( p 0.5c  , 385NN  , 15rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.23 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 0.5c  , 200NN  , 20rad/s  ) 
Then the effects of the stiffness of the disc, and the stiffness of the vertical and 
horizontal springs on the vibration of the system when separation is considered are 
studied. Increasing the elasticity of the disc and the stiffness of the vertical spring 
stabilises the unstable transverse vibration of the disc. On the other hand, decreasing 
the value of the elasticity and the vertical stiffness makes the vibration more unstable. 
At sufficiently small value of E, separation does not happen in the unstable vibration.  
The transverse vibration of the disc seems quasi-periodic with fuzzy collections of 
points on the Poincare plane, shown in Fig. 5.24 (E=100GPa, Ω=11 rad/s) in which 
blue crosses denote the motions of the first half of the total computing time (stage 1), 
and the green dots denote the motions of the last half (stage 2). 
Fig. 5.24 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 100GPE a  and 11rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.25 Comparisons of the settling down time (left) and the starting time of 
separation(right). ( 300NN  and 50rad/s  ) 
When vertical stiffness k increase, it takes longer time for unstable vibration of the 
system to settle down to its steady state and for separation to take place. Fig. 5.25 
shows the comparisons between the contact force and vertical vibration of the disc of 
two cases (k=2×104 N/m and k=5×104 N/m). The system becomes stable when k is 
large enough (i.e. k=2×105 N/m).  
The role of the in-plane stiffness of the slider on the vibration of the system is complex. 
When kp=2×103 N/m, the vibration of the disc initially vibrates quasi-periodically. 
However, after separation occurs, the points, shown by green dots, on the Poincare 
section of the disc wander within a certain range and become unpredictable, shown in 
Fig. 5.26. When kp=2×104 N/m, the unstable vibration grows faster and separation 
takes place earlier. However, a large enough kp (2×105 N/m) then appears to stabilise 
the system. One extreme case is when kp=2×107 N/m, shown by Fig. 5.27, the slider 
undergoes pure slip motion and the slipping velocity tends to be the same with the 
speed of the driving point, and the vertical vibration is periodic. 
Finally, the value of the slider’s mass is found to influent the separation location in the 
vertical direction. In all the results, at low rotating range, shown above, separation 
happens while the disc is moving upward. However, the position of separation is 
changed if the mass is small (m=0.01). In this example, the zoom in results, shown in 
Fig. 5.28, illustrates that separation happens when the mass reaches its lowest vertical 
position. 
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Fig. 5.26 Poincare maps of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and the 
transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 3p 2 10k   , 300NN  , 50rad/s  ) 
Fig. 5.27. Phase portraits of the relative horizontal motion of the slider (left) and 
the Poincare map of the transverse motion of the disc (right) ( 7p 2 10k   , 
300NN  , 50rad/s  ) 
Fig. 5.28 The enlarged time response of the transverse displacement of the disc 
( 0.01m  , 200NN  , 20rad/s  ) 
Therefore, the vibration of the disc induced by the frictional moving slider is quite 
complex. Unstable vibration of the disc happens in a low speed range, and separation 
takes place along with the growing vibration of the disc. After separation, the 
transverse vibration of the disc becomes bounded; the horizontal slider exhibits pure 
slip vibration and the stick phase disappears under some parameter values. The 
different dynamic behaviour between the situations when separation is considered and 
when separation is ignored can be seen. Numerical results through a parametric 
analysis reveal the roles of key system parameters on the vibration of the system. It is 
notable that small and large values of the pre-load appear as stabilising factors to the 
system, but the intermediate values are destabilising. However, when the normal pre-
load is large enough, the in-plane damping then appears as a destabilising factor to the 
system. 
5.6 Nonstationary dynamic behaviour 
As the system actually experiences distinct motion states during vibration, the 
vibration frequencies in these motion states can be different, and thus the system is 
nonstationary and FFT analysis is no longer suitable. In this sub-section, time-
frequency analysis through the short time Fourier transform is carried out to explore 
evolution of the vibration frequency of the system studied in this paper. 
In the following, the time-frequency analysis of three examples is carried out. The 
results of the first example are shown in Figs. 5.29-5.31. The time history of the contact 
force, shown in Fig. 5.9 in Section 5.5.3 , indicates that separation starts to take place 
at 54.5s, followed by events of repeated reattachment and separation. Fig. 5.29 shows 
that there are roughly three kinds of behaviour during transverse vibration of the disc. 
Its vibration frequency during four time segments, marked as (a), (b), (c), and (d) in 
Fig. 5.30, are calculated, and the corresponding time-frequency results are shown in 
Fig. 5.30 (a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively.  
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Fig. 5.29 The time history of the transverse displacement of the disc  ( 150GPaE  , 
385NN  , 15.1rad/s  ) 
(a) t= [0, 10] s (b) t= [38, 48] s
(c) t =[50, 60] s (d) t =[100, 110] s
Fig. 5.30 Time-frequency spectrum of the transverse vibration of the disc 
( 150GPaE  , 385NN  , 15.1rad/s  ) 
Firstly, in the starting stage of the transient vibration, the vibration amplitude grows, 
and the main frequencies of the unstable modes are indicated in Fig. 5.30 (a). It can be 
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seen that there are several frequencies involved in the vibration. The values of the main 
frequencies, shown in the time-frequency power spectrum, making significant 
contributions to the vibration during t = [0, 10] s are listed in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Significant frequencies (Hz) found through the time-frequency analysis 
fΩ fh1 fh2 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 
2.4 65.5 70 133 138 200 206 269 273 
Among these frequencies, fΩ is the predominant frequency, which comes from the 
rotating driving point, and its superharmonic components 2fΩ and 3fΩ also take part in 
the vibration. Additionally, frequencies fh1 and fh2 are associated with the in-plane 
vibration of the slider whose frequency is 70Hz and splits into the two frequencies due 
to the rotation of the slider.  
The main frequencies for the transverse vibration of the disc when the slider and the 
driving point are not rotating are calculated in Section 5.3.2. The natural frequencies 
of the first nine modes are 135.42, 237.55, 241.40, 288.85, 290.28, 441.53, 438.95, 
693.99, and 697.58 in Hz respectively. It is notable that any pair of natural frequencies 
corresponding to modes of the same number of nodal diameters of this disc with a 
stationary slider are not at the same values as the natural frequencies of the 
corresponding modes of the symmetrical disc given in Table 5.2.  
f1 to f6 in Fig. 5.30 and in Table 5.3 are close to but not the same as some natural 
frequencies of the static system (135.42, 237.55 and 288.85 Hz). This is due to the 
effect of the in-plane rotation of the slider. 
Fig. 5.30 (b) indicates that, in addition to the main frequencies (fΩ, fh1, fh2, and f1 to f6), 
new vibration frequencies emerge during the transient vibration of the system due to 
unstable horizontal vibration of the slider, which are shifted from the main frequencies 
(fΩ, fh1, fh2, and f1 to f6). Fig. 5.30 (c) shows that, when separation takes place at 54.5s, 
the frequency spectrum has a sudden change. Higher frequencies show up after 
separation. At the same time, the fuzzy frequencies (in Fig. 5.30 (b) and (c)) in the 
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midst of the main frequencies disappear from Fig. 5.30 (d), which can be explained by 
the horizontal responses of the slider shown in Fig. 5.31. Fig. 5.31 (a) is the time 
history of ψ which is very complex as the switching between stick and slip motion 
relies on not only the difference between the static and kinetic friction coefficients but 
also the oscillating contact force.  
Fig. 5.31 (b) gives the frequency spectrum during t = [50, 60] s which shows that the 
obviously irregular shifting between the horizontal vibration frequency of the slider fh
and its superharmonics (nfh, n=1, 2, 3…) disappear after separation, and the horizontal 
stick-slip motion becomes periodic which can be also seen from the Poincare map 
shown in Fig. 5.10 in Section 5.5.3. When the transverse disc vibration becomes steady 
long after the first separation event, it possesses constant values of frequencies 
(including the fundamental frequency and higher frequencies) due to separation, as 
shown in Fig. 5.30 (d).  
(a) The time history of ψ (b) Its time-frequency spectrum for
t= [50, 60] s 
Fig. 5.31 The horizontal response of the slider ( 150GPaE  , 385NN  , 
15.1rad/s  ) 
The second example is computed using the following parameter values: E=150 GPa, 
N=300 N, Ω=20 rad/s. Fig. 5.32 (a) illustrates the time history of the transverse 
displacement of the disc. Firstly, the vibration grows gradually, then increases sharply 
for a while before the growth rate drops, and finally becomes bounded due to 
separation which firstly occurs around 149.5s. A time-frequency analysis is conducted 
within the time interval of t = [143, 153] s, since this time interval is very special which 
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covers different stages of the vibration (transient vibration, transition to separation and 
steady-state vibration after separation). Fig. 5.32 (b) shows that the vibration of the 
disc is mainly governed by its natural frequencies, meanwhile a number of fuzzy 
frequencies (shown by the dense red lines between the main system frequencies) start 
to make contributions to unstable transient vibration. After the transition point to 
separation, higher disc frequencies arise. On the other hand, the fuzzy frequencies 
maintain their contributions to the vibration, in contrast they disappear in the first 
example, which can be explained by the in-plane time-frequency results of the slider 
shown in Fig. 5.33 (b). 
(a) The time history of the transverse
displacement 
(b) Its time-frequency spectrum for t=
[143, 153] s 
Fig. 5.32 The transient response of the disc ( 150GPaE  , 300NN  , 
20rad/s  ) 
(a) The time history of ψ (b) Its time-frequency spectrum for
 t= [143, 153] s 
Fig. 5.33 The horizontal response of the slider ( 150GPaE  , 300NN  , 
20rad/s  ) 
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Fig. 5.33 (b) is obtained during the same time interval t = [143, 153] s, and the time 
history of ψ is illustrated in Fig. 5.33 (a). From the time-frequency results, it can be 
seen, in Fig. 5.33 (b), that the in-plane stick-slip vibration of the slider in steady state 
is quasi-periodic. 
The dynamic response of the third example is shown in Fig. 5.34. Parameter values 
used are: E=100 GPa, N=200 N, Ω=11 rad/s. In this case, there is no separation during 
the vibration which has been illustrated in Fig. 5.24. Although the vibration magnitude 
of the disc, in Fig. 5.34 (a), is bounded due to the nonlinearity of the in-plane stick-
slip vibration, how the limit cycle of the vibration evolving to is different from those 
cases in which the transverse disc vibration is non-smooth because of repeated events 
of separation and reattachment. Consequently, the time-frequency response in this case 
does not show any high frequency arising above the maximum natural frequency 
(4383.04 rad/s) of the system with slider being stationary, during steady-state vibration, 
after the transient phase of vibration (marked by t in Fig. 5.34 (a)). The vibration of 
the disc in this case is quite erratic as its frequency spectrum shows several prominent 
incommensurate frequencies and many low-amplitude frequencies emerge, vanish or 
shift with time.  
(a) The time history of the transverse
displacement 
(b) Its time-frequency spectrum for
t= [465, 475] s 
Fig. 5.34 Transient responses of the disc ( 100GPaE  , 200NN  , 11rad/s  ) 
In conclusion, the time-frequency analysis of all three examples reveals that the 
frequencies of the non-smooth self-excited friction-induced vibration problem vary 
with time in a complicated manner. The power spectrum of system frequencies is 
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nonstationary and other frequencies arise and shift between the main system 
frequencies. Higher frequencies can arise due to separation. It also shows the 
importance of considering separation from the point of view of evolution of the 
frequency with time. Moreover, the unstable in-plane stick-slip vibration of the slider 
which couples with the vertical vibration of the slider can make significant 
contributions to the frequencies of the disc’s transverse vibration. 
5.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the dynamic behaviour of a disc modelled as a thin elastic annular plate 
excited by a rotating oscillator which has a vertical branch normal to the disc and a 
horizontal branch in the plane of the disc is studied. Because of the non-smooth nature 
of friction between the slider and the disc, the slider undergoes stick-slip vibration in 
the circumferential direction on the disc. The variable in-plane location of the slider 
leads to a varying contact force at the interface between the disc and the slider, which 
affects the transverse vibration of the disc, and makes the in-plane stick-slip vibration 
and vertical vibration of the slider system coupled and complicated. During vibration 
the slider can lose contact (separation) with the disc and then reattach to the disc again. 
The equations of motion of this discrete-continuous system at three motion states (stick 
motion, slip motion and separation) are derived. The conditions for staying in each 
state are established, and impact at the moment of the reattachment is formulated. Then, 
a numerical study is carried out at various values of the key parameters. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Separation can happen during the unstable vibration of the system caused by friction.
The time duration of separation is very short. Reattachment naturally occurs following
separation.
2. The system becomes unstable and separation occurs in a low speed range of the
driving point, which is much smaller than the critical speed of the disc in the
corresponding moving load problem.
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3. When separation is considered, the disc’s transverse vibration becomes bounded 
within a smaller range; and the in-plane motion of the slider may change to a trajectory 
which is totally different from its trajectory before separation, and the stick phase 
disappears under certain parameter values. On the other hand, if contact is assumed to 
be maintained during vibration (in cases of ignoring separation), both the in-plane 
stick-slip vibration of the slider and transverse vibration of the disc can be very 
different from those cases of considering separation.  
4. More interesting dynamic behaviour of the disc and the slider when separation is 
considered is revealed through a parametric analysis. The relationship between the 
stability of the system, and the pre-load, in-pane damping and in-plane stiffness is not 
monotonous. A pre-load appears as a destabilising factor within a certain range but 
becomes a stabilising factor within another range. Disc damping and vertical damping 
of the slider stabilise the friction-induced disc vibration, while the in-plane damping 
of the slider destabilises the vibration at some large pre-load values. Within the range 
of the stiffness values of the vertical spring of the slider considered in this paper, the 
vertical stiffness stabilises the system when it is large enough. Larger in-plane stiffness 
makes the vibration grow faster and separation occurs earlier, but it becomes a 
stabilising factor when it reaches a large enough value. Additionally, separation may 
not happen when the disc is soft enough. Where separation occurs during disc vibration 
can be affected by the mass of the slider.  
5. The variation of the frequencies of the system over time is illustrated through a time-
frequency analysis. The frequency of the rotating speed, the natural frequencies of the 
disc and the horizontal and vertical branches of the slider all make contributions to the 
frequencies of the whole system. Frequencies higher than the main frequencies of the 
disc arise due to separation. The in-plane stick-slip vibration results in complex 
evolution of the frequencies of the transverse disc vibration.  
The most important conclusion of this paper is that separation should be taken into 
account in many friction-induced vibration problems. 
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6 Model Reduction of a Multi-degree-of-freedom 
System with Experimental Validation  
6.1 Introduction 
For complex large structures with dry friction, like brakes, finite element software are 
a broadly used tool for eigenvalue analysis and transient dynamic analysis. However, 
because of the large number of degrees of freedom and complex friction characteristics 
at the contact surfaces of real structures, expensive computation cost is a big issue. 
Chapters 4 and 5 indicate that the nonlinearity/non-smoothness has significant 
influences on the friction-induced vibration. As we know considering realistic factors, 
such as nonlinearity, complex law of friction or changes of contact states, in the 
simplified mechanical systems makes the problem more difficult, but it is still a 
realisable task. However, as to the real structures, it is a challenge to implement 
complicated properties of friction such as stick-slip, separation or other nonlinearities 
in the friction-induced vibration of a complicated frictional system. 
Frictional systems are composed of substructures that are in contact rather than linked 
together, thus the system has natural interfaces. The frictional interface is the key part 
of the system and contains the key characteristics (the complex friction force, contact 
states) of the system. Generally, systems having substructures and connections can be 
analysed through substructuring techniques, which are a feasible and efficient method 
for both practical and theoretical studies.  
The aim of this chapter is to study the friction-induced vibration of a complicated 
system which is different from the theoretical models studied in previous chapters. The 
work of this chapter reports the preliminary study of this new topic, and is a result of 
collaboration with some colleagues in the Tribology Research Institute of Southwest 
Jiaotong University (SWJTU), China. As it has been known, frictional systems have 
some distinct dynamic properties, for example, their stability can change with the 
friction coefficient. Thus, for the reduction of the frictional systems, a big concern is 
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whether the reduced system still can preserve these important properties of the original 
system.  
In this chapter, a reduction strategy for systems with friction is proposed, which is 
described in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 the accuracy of the method on predicting the 
natural frequencies of the system and mode-coupling instability is verified by 
comparing the results of a full 9-degree-of-freedom model and the reduced models 
with those results calculated by the general method for eigenvalue analysis. Then the 
feasibility of the reduction method for the frictional system that has rigid-body motion 
in the substructure is testified in Section 6.4. Finally, in Section 6.5, this reduction 
strategy is applied to the reduction of a complicated finite element model of a real test 
structure, followed by the validation via test results.  
6.2  Theoretical formulations of the reduction strategy 
Friction systems, like a brake system, can be modelled as two separate multi-degree-
of-freedom systems which share friction contact at the interface. Fig. 6.1 shows the 
diagram of a discrete model with a pad on the surface of a disc. The contact between 
the pad and disc is modelled as linear springs. 
Pad
Disc
Contact stiffness 
/damping
Existing disc nodes 
Existing pad nodes
Fig. 6.1 The diagram of a pad-disc system 
The physical displacements of the upper pad system and lower disc system are defined 
as vectors px  and dx , which are in the following form: 
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p p
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(6.1)
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in which superscript u denotes the tangential DoFs on the interface; w denotes the 
normal DoFs on the interface; o denotes all the OTHER degrees of freedom (DoFs); 
Thus pox , pux  and pwx  are the physical displacements of the pad in o, u and w DoFs; 
d
ux , dwx  and dox  are the physical displacements of the disc in the corresponding DoFs. 
If the pad is an n-degree-of-freedom system and the disc is an m-degree-of-freedom 
system，then px  is an n×1 vector and dx is an m×1 vector. 
Physical coordinates px  and dx  can be expressed in the mode expansion form： 
p p px Φ q  and d d dx Φ q (6.2)
in which pq  and dq  are the modal coordinate vector of the pad and disc, pΦ  and 
dΦ  are  the mass-normalised mode shape matrices of the pad and the disc as separate 
systems. If i modes of pad and j modes of the disc are used, The size of pΦ  and dΦ  
is n×i and a m×j; pq  and dq  are a i×1 and a j×1 vector respectively. 
The mode shape matrix pΦ  and dΦ  can be partition into three submatrices, 
expressed as Eq. (6.3) 
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(6.3)
in which poΦ , puΦ  and pwΦ  are the components of the mode shape vector of the pad 
in the o- ， u- and w-DoF. Similarly, doΦ , duΦ  and dwΦ  are the submatrices 
containing the mode shape components in the corresponding DoFs of the disc. 
The mass-normalised mode shape matrix of the pad and disc satisfies the following 
orthogonal conditions:  
T
p p p Φ M Φ I ,  Tp p p p p pdiag 2  Φ C Φ C ,  T 2p p p p pdiag  Φ K Φ K  (6.4) 
T
d d d Φ M Φ I ,  Td d d d d ddiag 2  Φ C Φ C ,  T 2d d d d ddiag  Φ K Φ K  (6.5) 
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where p  and d  are the nature frequencies of the pad and disc respectively. 
6.2.1 Definitions of the contact force and the friction force 
In this method, artificial linear springs and dampers are introduced to model the contact 
between the pad and disc. Then the contact force can be obtained by Eq. (6.6): 
        c p c p c d p p c d p pd d d dw w w w w w w w         p n C x x Κ x x n C Φ q Φ q Κ Φ q Φ q  
  (6.6)  
in which n  is the pre-load vector, cC is the contact damping matrix， cΚ  is the 
contact stiffness matrix, which are in the following form: 
  c cdiag ,  1,2,ic i n C  ，  c cdiag ,  1,2,ik i n Κ   (6.7) 
where cik  and cic  is the stiffness and damping of the ith contact node. 
Then, the friction force can be expressed as Eq. (6.8) , if the friction coefficient takes 
a constant value  .  
    r c d p p c d p pd dw w w w       f n C Φ q Φ q Κ Φ q Φ q    (6.8) 
6.2.2 Mode synthesis strategy  
The equation of motion of the pad and the disc in matrix can be written as： 
 p p p p p p 
       
0
M x + C x K x p
p
   (6.9) 
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T
T T T p
M x + C x K x T T T p
T T T 0
 

 (6.10) 
in which pM , pC and pK are the mass, damping and stiffness matrix of the pad; dM , 
dC  and dK  are the mass, damping and stiffness matrix of the disc. A transfer matrix 
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T is introduced which allows the dimension of the force vector acting on the pad to be 
correctly matched with the force vector on the disc’s interface even if the degrees of 
freedom of the interface of the pad and disc are different; sometimes T=I when the 
DoFs of the pad are identical to those of the disc’s. rsT (r, s=o, u, w) means the transfer 
relations between the r kind of DoF on the pad to the j kind of DoF on the disc.  
By pre-multiplying TpΦ  on both sides of Eq. (6.9), and according to the orthogonal 
conditions Eq. (6.4), the equation of motion of the pad in modal coordinates is 
expressed as Eq. (6.11): 
 T Tp p p p p p pu w q + C q K q = Φ Φ p   (6.11) 
When substituting the expression of the contact force p  in Eq. (6.6) into Eq. (6.11)，
one gets: 
       
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T T T T T T
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p p c d p pd
u w w u w w u w w
u w w u w
  
 
      
  
q + C Φ Φ C Φ q Φ Φ C Φ q K Φ Φ Κ Φ q
Φ Φ Κ Φ q = Φ Φ n
   
(6.12)
Similarly, the equation of motion of the disc in modal coordinates can be expressed as 
Eq. (6.13)  
   d d c d d c d c p p c p pd dw w w w     q + C AC Φ q K AΚ Φ q AΚ Φ q AΚ Φ q = Αn     (6.13) 
where  
     T T Td d du uu uw w wu ww o ou ow       A Φ T T Φ T T Φ T T  
Then by collecting the equation of motion of the pad and disc in modal coordinates, 
which are given in Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13), the equation of motion of the whole system 
in matrix form with respect to the modal coordinates can be expressed as: 
n  q Cq Κq f  (6.14)
in which 
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As the reduced model is a linear system, nf  does not affect the eigenvalues of the 
system. The stability or the natural frequency of the reduced system can be investigated 
by implementing a conventional complex eigenvalue analysis of Eq. (6.14). The 
eigenvalues   of the system can be calculated by Eq. (6.15) 
2   I C Κ 0   (6.15) 
The general process of conducting the stability analysis of a frictional reduced system 
is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.  
Modal analysis
Substructure 1
Natural frequency
Mode shape
Natural frequency
Mode shape
Contact 
nodes
number 
Mode shape data at the 
contact node of the pad 
part
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pad part
Mode shape data at the 
contact node of the disc 
part
Natural frequency of the 
disc part
Model reduction
Complex Eigenvalue 
analysis
Modal analysis
Eigenvalue of the reduced model
Reduced Model
Contact nodes
relations 
Substructure 2
Contact 
stiffness
Friction 
coefficient
Fig. 6.2 The flow chart of the stability analysis process of the reduced model 
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The advantage of this strategy is that the natural frequencies and the stability of the 
whole system with friction can be investigated with the information of the friction 
coefficient and only a few modal data of the substructures: (1) the mode shape 
components in the DoFs on the potential contact interface and natural frequencies of 
the substructures, when the potential contact interfaces of the substructures are set to 
be free; (2) the relations between the DoFs on the interfaces of the substructures. Please 
note that what is being presented in this section is a general approach applicable to 
linear systems with multiple contact interfaces. 
6.3  Applications to a 9-degree-of-freedom model 
In this section, a 9-degree-of-freedom model is used to verify the applicability and 
accuracy of the preceding reduction strategy in the reduction of the multi-degree-of-
freedom system. 
6.3.1 Introduction of the 9-degree-of-freedom model 
Fig. 6.3 shows the 9-degree-of-freedom undamped system with friction contact, which 
is comprised of two substructures (the upper slider part (‘pad’) and lower belt part 
(‘disc’)).  
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Fig. 6.3 The 9-degree-of-freedom model 
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The upper part is a 6-degree-of-freedom mass-spring system with four point masses 
m1, m2, m3 and m4, and linear springs. Among the springs, k5, k7 and k10 are three 
inclined springs, and the angles of them with respect to the vertical direction are  θ1, 
θ2 and θ3 respectively. The lower part is a belt modelled as a rigid body denoted by m. 
The length of m to the left end of the belt is lk1 and to the right end is lk2. m2 and m3 are 
in sliding contact, which is modelled as linear springs kc1 and kc2, with the rigid moving 
belt. The two contact points are massless sliders. The distances of the contact points 
of m2 and m3 to the mass centre of the belt are lc1 and lc2 respectively. Coulomb friction 
with a constant friction coefficient μ is considered. The definitions of the coordinates 
system are shown in Fig. 6.3. 
6.3.2 Equations of motion of the substructures 
According to the definitions of the coordinate system of the pad and the disc, the upper 
part is a 6-degree-of-freedom system described by x1, x2, y2, x3, y3, y4, and the lower 
belt is a 3-degree-of-freedom system described by x5, y5 and y6, which also can be 
described by the auxiliary coordinates xs, ys and α, which are the horizontal and vertical 
displacement of the centre of the belt and the rotation of the belt at its centre. 
Following the definition (Eq. (6.1)) of the displacement vector, the sub-displacement 
vectors of the horizontal and vertical DoFs, and the OTHER DoFs (o-DoF)can be 
written as: 
 
1
p
4
o x
y
    x , 
2
p
3
u x
x
    x , 
2
p
3
w y
y
    x   (6.16) 
As the lower part does not have the o-DoF, the sub-displacement vectors in the 
horizontal and vertical degrees of the freedom of the contact points are written as:  
   55d d
6
,  u w
y
x
y
     x x  (6.17) 
Thus, the displacement vector of the slider and the belt are given in Eq. (6.18): 
  Tp 1 4 2 3 2 3x y x x y yx ,  Td 5 5 6x y yx   (6.18) 
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6.3.2.1  The equation of motion of the upper slider 
The kinetic and the potential energy of the upper part are given in Eqs. (6.19) and 
(6.20): 
2 2 2 2 2 2
p 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2
T m x m x m x m y m y m y           (6.19) 
     
     
2 2 22 2 2 2
p 1 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 4 3 8 4 6 4 2 9 3
2 2 2
5 2 1 2 1 7 2 3 2 3 10 3 2 3 2
1 +
2
cos sin sin cos cos sin
V k x k x x k x x k x k y k y y k y
k y x k x y k y x     
        
      
(6.20)
The Lagrange equation of motion of the pad is expressed as: 
p p
p
p p
,  1 ~ 6i
i i
T V Q i
t x x
       (6.21)
in which p ix  is the ith element in px , piQ  is the nonconservative force. 
If the contact forces between m2 and the belt, and between m3 and the belt are defined 
as N  and 'N , and the horizontal friction forces are denoted by F  and 'F . Then 
piQ  are given in Eq. (6.22): 
p1 p2 0Q Q  , p3Q F , p4 'Q F , p5Q N , p3 'Q N  (6.22) 
Then the equation of the slider system is expressed as: 
p p p p pM x + K x = F (6.23) 
in which 
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where  
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p 1 2
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p 8 6
33 2 2
p 2 3 5 1 7 3
44 2
p 3 4 10 2
55 2 2
p 6 5 1 7 3
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p 9 10 2
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                
(6.24) 
and  
T' '
p 0 0 F F N N   F (6.25)
As the friction coefficient is assumed as constant value  , the friction forces are 
expressed as F N  and ' 'F N , so the above force vector pF  can also be written 
as: 
T' '
p 0 0 N N N N  
         
0
F p
p
(6.26)
6.3.2.2  The equation of the motion of the lower belt system 
The kinetic energy of the belt with respect to the auxiliary coordinates xs，ys and α is 
expressed as (6.27): 
2 2 2
d
1 1 1=
2 2 2
s sT mx my J      (6.27)
in which J  is the moment of inertia, given in Eq. (6.28) 
 21 21
12
k kJ m l l  (6.28)
The potential energy of the belt with respect to coordinates sx , 1sy  and 2sy  is 
expressed as Eq. (6.29) 
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 2 2 2d 11 12 1 13 2
1
2
s s sV k x k y k y      (6.29) 
The relations between 5 5 6,  ,  x y y , 1,  ,  ,   s s sx y y and 2sy  are given in Eq. (6.30) 
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  (6.30) 
The Lagrange equation of the lower part is written as: 
 d d d
d d
,  1 ~ 3i
i i
T V Q i
t x x
        (6.31) 
in which dix is the ith element of dx , and diQ  in the non-conservative force on the 
disc interface, which is given in Eq. (6.32): 
 d1 0Q  , d2Q N  , d3 'Q N   (6.32) 
According to the Lagrange equations, the equation of motion of the belt is written as 
 d d d d dM x + K x = F   (6.33) 
in which  
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(6.35)
6.3.2.3  The contact matrix and the transformation matrix 
As there is no external force acting on this 9-degree-of-freedom model, the contact 
force is expressed as Eq. (6.36), according to its definition in Section 6.2.1. 
 c pdw w p Κ x x (6.36) 
in which 
c1
c
c2
0
0
k
k
    Κ   (6.37) 
As the degrees of freedom of the contact points of upper part at the contact surface do 
not match with those of the lower belt system, then on the base of the definitions of 
pF  (Eq.(6.25)) and dF  (Eq. (6.34)), the transformation matrix of this problem is: 
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
      
T (6.38)
in which 
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  
                 
T T T
T T T
(6.39) 
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As there are no damping and the external force, and furthermore ouT 、 ouT  and ouT  
in the transformation matrix are non-existent, thus the assembled equation of motion 
through the idea of the preceding section is simplified as： 
   p p p c p p p cp pd
d dc p d c d
uT wT w uT wT w
w w
                    
K Φ Φ Κ Φ Φ Φ Κ Φq q
0
q qAΚ Φ K AΚ Φ

  (6.40) 
in which 
   T Td du uu uw w wu ww    A Φ T T Φ T T  
6.3.3 The equation of motion of the whole system 
Generally, the equation of motion of a system is obtained through the force analysis 
or the Lagrange equation of the whole system, which is called the direct method here 
in order to distinguish this method from the model reduction method proposed in the 
preceding subsection.  
Here, the displacement vector of the whole slider-belt model is defined as: 
 T1 4 2 3 2 3 5 5 6x y x x y y x y yz
The kinetic and potential energy of the whole system are given in Eq. (6.41): 
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(6.41) 
The Lagrange equation of the slider-belt system is expressed as: 
0
i i
T V
t z z
      (6.42)
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Then the equation of motion of the whole slider-belt model can be obtained by 
substituting Eq.(6.41) into (6.42): 
 Mz + Kz = 0  (6.43) 
in which 
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where the expression of 11pk , 22pk , 33pk , 44pk , 55pk , 66pk , 35pk , 64pk , 22dk , 33dk  
and 23dk  are given in Eqs. (6.24) and (6.35). Apparently, the stiffness matrix of the 
system K  is asymmetric.   
6.3.4 Numerical analysis: Case 1 
The theoretical formulations of the model reduction strategy and the direct method of 
the 9-degree-of freedom model are presented in the preceding sections. In this section, 
numerical simulations are carried out: firstly to calculate the natural frequencies and 
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the mode shapes of the substructures; then to implement the model reduction strategy 
using all the modes of the substructures and compute the natural frequencies of the 
system; then to compare the these frequencies with those calculated by the direct 
method to verify the correctness of the model reduction strategy; finally, to generate 
different reduced models and compare them with the full model.  
The parameter values used in this subsection are: m1=m2=m3=m4=m=1, θ1=θ2=θ3=45°, 
k1=k2=k3=k4=k5=k6=k7=k8=k9=k10=k11=k12=k13=kc1=kc2=1, lk1=lk2=1, lc1=lc2=0.5. 
6.3.4.1 Modal analysis of the substructures 
Firstly, the natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the substructures are calculated. 
The natural frequencies of the upper slider system are shown in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 The natural frequencies of the upper slider system (rad/s) 
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
1 1 1.2036 1.5578 1.7321 2.0309 
The mode shapes can also be obtained through modal analysis, thus the component 
matrices poΦ , puΦ , pwΦ  are: 
p
p
p
-0.5 0 -0.5501 0.5606 0 -0.3648
0 -0.7071 0 0 0.7071 0
-0.5 0 -0.3033 -0.2393 0 0.7751
-0.5 0 0.0795 -0.6977 0 -0.5068
0 -0.7071 0 0 -0.7071 0
-0.5 0 0.7739 0.3764 0 0.0966
o
u
w
    
    
    
Φ
Φ
Φ
According to the equations of motion of the belt, Eq. (6.33), natural frequencies of the 
lower belt system can also be calculated numerically by MATLAB, shown in Table 
6.2: 
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Table 6.2 The natural frequencies of the belt system (rad/s) 
d1  d2 d3  
1 1.4142 4.8990
The mode component matrices in the horizontal and vertical degrees of freedom are: 
 d d 0 1 1.73211 0 0 ,  0 1 1.7321u w
      Φ Φ  
6.3.4.2 Eigenvalue analysis of the full model 
After obtaining the modal information of the two substructures, the natural frequencies 
of the full system can by calculated by solving the eigenvalue problem of the equation 
of motion of the assembled system Eq. (6.40) with full modes of the substructures. 
The comparisons between the natural frequencies calculated by the substructure 
method with full modes and those calculated by the direct method, when the friction 
coefficient μ=1, are shown in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Comparisons of the nature frequencies (rad/s) 
Mode Substructure strategy Direct method
1 1 1 
2 1.07204803582823 1.07204803582823 
3 1.07204803582823 1.07204803582823 
4 1.38085112867760 1.38085112867760 
5 1.56976814436112 1.56976814436112 
6 1.77178792995748 1.77178792995748 
7 1.99913346517545 1.99913346517545 
8 2.23128655025242 2.23128655025242 
9 5.49695781610159 5.49695781610159 
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From Table 6.3, it can be seen that the natural frequencies calculated by the 
substructure strategy with all the modes of the pad and the disc are completely the 
same with those calculated by the direct method, which indicates that the substructure 
strategy proposed in the current work is correct.  
Moreover, evolution of the eigenvalues of the system with the friction coefficient, 
calculated by both methods, is also examined. It turns out that the bifurcation results 
by substructure strategy and the direct method are identical as well. Thus, only one set 
of results is illustrated in Fig. 6.4, which shows the changes of the real part and 
imaginary part of the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient. Because the system is 
a hypothetical model, the friction coefficient range under investigation is mathematical 
and thus may not reflect that of a real system.  
It can be noticed that, while the friction coefficient is growing, some frequencies of 
the corresponding mode become closer and two of them coalesce at μ=0.9, where the 
first bifurcation happens (the 2nd and the 3rd modes); then with the further increase of 
the friction coefficient, the other two modes merge together and the second bifurcation 
takes place (the 5th and the 6th modes). Then the third bifurcation takes place at μ=14.6 
(the 6th and the 7th modes), shown in Fig. 6.4 (a), at the same time one of the unstable 
mode (the 5th mode) become stable. Thus, there are still 4 unstable modes (the 2nd, the 
3rd, the 6th and 7th modes) in total. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Fig. 6.4 The evolution of the real (Growth rate) and imaginary (Frequency) part of 
the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient. (a) The change of the real part；(b) 
The change of the imaginary part 
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the substructure strategy not only can be 
realised in specific systems, but also offers the exact solutions if all the modes of the 
substructures are used.  
6.3.4.3 Model reduction 
In the following, the reductions on the 9-degree-of-freedom model are carried out, and 
the characteristics of the eigenvalues of the reduced models are analysed and compared 
with the results of the full model. The first reduced model (reduced model 1) is 
obtained by using the first three modes of the upper slider system and 2 modes of the 
lower belt system. The natural frequencies of reduced model 1 with μ=1 are listed in 
Table 6.4. 
Table 6.4 Natural frequencies of reduced model 1 (rad/s) 
Mode number 1 2 3 4 5
Frequency 1 1.0795 1.0795 1.4529 2.1606 
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Apparently, reduced model 1 only has 5 modes. By comparing with the results of the 
full model in Table 6.3, it can be clearly identified that the first three natural 
frequencies of reduced model 1 are very close to the corresponding results of the full 
model. However, the correlations of the 4th and 5th modes to the modes of the full 
model are poor. In the following, the change of the eigenvalues of reduced model 1 
with the friction coefficient is examined, illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The black dots 
represent the results of the full model (original model), and the coloured lines are for 
the results of reduced model 1. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 6.5 The evolution of the real (Growth rate) and imaginary (Frequency) part of 
the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient. (a) The change of the real part; (b) 
The change of the imaginary part 
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It can be seen that, reduced model 1 is able to simulate the first stability bifurcation of 
the system (mode coupling between the 2nd and 3rd mode), and the critical friction 
coefficient at the bifurcation point is very close to the value of the full model. The 
comparison plot of the changes of the frequencies, in Fig. 6.5 (b), show that the values 
and also the variation trend of natural frequencies with μ of the first three modes of 
reduced model 1 are nearly identical to the results of the full model. Furthermore, it 
can be known that the 4th mode of reduced model 1 (pink line) actually corresponds to 
the 4th mode of the original system, but the correlation of the fifth mode of it to the full 
system has not very clearly been shown.  
Furthermore, the eigenvalues of another reduced model (reduced model 2) with 4 
slider modes and 2 belt modes are examined. The natural frequencies of reduced model 
2 with μ=1 are listed in Table 6.5, which have a better accuracy than the reduced model 
1 as it is expected to be.  
Table 6.5 Natural frequencies of the reduced model 2 (rad/s) 
Mode number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Frequency 1 1.0796 1.0796 1.4624 1.5596 2.1245 
 
The bifurcation plot of the eigenvalues of reduced model 2 against the friction 
coefficient is shown in Fig. 6.6. Reduced model 2 is able to predict all the bifurcations 
of the full model, of which the first mode coupling is nearly the same as that of the full 
model, and the tendency of the second (4th and 5th mode) and the third (5th and 6th mode) 
mode couplings are similar to those of the full model. Moreover, the critical friction 
coefficients of the second and third mode couplings of the reduced model are smaller 
than the critical values of the full model, which over-estimate the instability, but tend 
to be safe. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6.6 The evolution of the real (Growth rate) and imaginary (Frequency) part of 
the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient. (a) The change of the real part (b) 
The change of the imaginary part 
6.3.5 Numerical analysis: Case 2 
By considering the fact that the mass of the belt is larger than the mass of the slider, 
constraints in the belt system are stiffer than the ones in the slider system and the 
contact stiffness should be also larger than the elastic constraints in the system in real 
applications, some of the parameter values in the preceding numerical analysis are 
adjusted, which change to: m=2, k12=k13=2, kc1=kc2=5. 
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There are several combinations of the modes of the slider and belt system that can be 
used in the reduced model. In the following, the analysis of two reduced models is 
carried out: reduced model 1 consists of 3 slider modes and 2 belt modes; reduced 
model 2 is assembled by 4 slider modes and 2 belt modes. Table 6.6 shows the natural 
frequencies of the reduced models and the full model when friction coefficient μ=1. 
Apparently, the results of the model with full modes calculated by the substructure 
strategy are identical to what are calculated by the direct method, in addition the 
difference between the lower frequencies of the reduced models and the full model is 
very small, which is coincident with the finding in previous subsection 6.3.4. 
Table 6.6 comparisons between the reduced models and full model (rad/s) 
Mode 
Direct method Substructure strategy 
Full model Full model 
(6+3) 
Reduced model 
1 (3+2) 
Reduced model 
2 (4+2) 
1 1.0896 1.0896 1.0867 1.0893 
2 1.1459 1.1459 1.1770 1.176 
3 1.2247 1.2247 1.2247 1.2247 
4 1.5088 1.5088 2.217 1.5715 
5 1.5883 1.5883 3.357 2.2335 
6 2.0938 2.0938 ╳ 3.2473 
7 2.0938 2.0938 ╳ ╳ 
8 3.4352 3.4352 ╳ ╳ 
9 6.4159 6.4159 ╳ ╳ 
 
The performance of reduced models 1 and 2 on simulating the changes of the 
eigenvalues of the system with the friction coefficient is investigated, which are shown 
in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. With the increase of the friction coefficient, the first 
coalescence of the frequencies is between the 5th and the 6th mode at μ=0.4, and then 
the second one is between the 1st and the 2nd mode at μ=1.35. Fig. 6.7 (b) shows that 
reduced model 1 is only capable of predicting the second coalescence between the 1st 
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and 2nd modes and with a quite accurate unstable frequency, but the critical friction 
coefficient for the coalescence is larger than the exact value. Except the natural 
frequencies of the first two modes, frequencies of the other modes of the recued model 
are not very accurate. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6.7 The evolution of the real (Growth rate) and imaginary (Frequency) part of 
the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient. (a) the change of the real part; (b) 
the change of the imaginary part 
As to reduced model 2 which contains 4 slider modes and 2 belt modes, shown in Fig. 
6.8, it can simulate all the mode coupling instabilities of the original system (full 
model). The frequencies of the first three modes of reduced model 2 are very close to 
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the corresponding frequencies of the full model. However, the first mode coupling 
predicted by reduced model 2 is still about the 1st and 2nd modes, and the second mode 
coupling is not very accurate in terms of the critical friction coefficient and the unstable 
frequency value. As a whole, reduced model 2 maintains the instability characteristics 
of the full model and can predict the quite accurate frequencies of the lower modes. 
Moreover, for this 9-degree-of-freedom system, the smallest reduced model that can 
predict all the bifurcations of the full system should contain at least 4 slider modes and 
2 belt modes. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6.8 The evolution of the real (Growth rate) and imaginary (Frequency) part of 
the eigenvalues with the friction coefficient. (a) the change of the real part；(b) 
the change of the imaginary part 
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6.4 Application to the system with rigid motion in the substructure 
As in some of the systems like car brakes, the slider part may allow rigid motion. For 
example, brake pads are pushed into contact with the disc via hydraulic pressure in a 
car disc brake. If only the pads and the disc are included in a simplified theoretical 
model, the pads must be allowed to have rigid motion. The main purpose of this section 
is to verify the feasibility of the proposed strategy on the system with rigid-body 
motion in the substructures. The system used is similar to the 9-degree-of-freedom 
system but without spring k9 and k10, so mass m3 of the slider is free in the vertical 
direction. In the numerical calculations k9 =k10=0, and other parameter values are the 
same as the ones used in Section 6.3.4. The natural frequencies of the upper slider part 
are shown in Table 6.7, which has a rigid body mode whose natural frequency is zero. 
The frequencies of the lower belt part are the same as the belt model in Section 6.3.4.  
Table 6.7 The natural frequency of the 6-degree-of-freedom slider part 
p1  p2  p3  p4  p5  p5  
0 1 1 1.4142 1.7321 2 
 
Based on the modal analysis results of the substructures, the substructure strategy 
described in Section 6.2 is implemented. The results of different reduced models and 
the results calculated by the direct method are shown in Table 6.8.  
Table 6.8 Comparisons of the natural frequency ( 1  ) 
Mode 
Direct 
method 
Substructure strategy 
Full 
model 
Full model 
(6+3) 
Reduced 
model 1 
(3+2) 
Reduced 
model 2 
(4+2) 
Reduced 
model 3 
(3+3) 
1 0.7605 0.7605 0.8001 0.8001 0.7619 
2 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 
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4 1.1243 1.1243 1.1839 1.1839 1.1434 
5 1.1243 1.1243 2.1114 1.4142 2.1111 
6 1.748 1.748 ╳ 2.1114 5.4913 
7 2 2 ╳ ╳ ╳ 
8 2.2111 2.2111 ╳ ╳ ╳ 
9 5.4966 5.4966 ╳ ╳ ╳ 
From Table 6.8, it can be seen that the model with all the modes of the slider and belt 
have identical natural frequency results of the direct method. Moreover, the reduced 
models can provide good enough lower mode frequencies. It is hard to tell the 
correspondence between the higher mode of the reduced model with that of the full 
model. To summarise, it can be proved that the reduction strategy can be directly 
applied in the eigenvalue analysis of the frictional systems which involves rigid-body 
motion in the substructure. 
6.5 Applications to a pad-on-disc system with experimental results 
In this section, a laboratory test rig with a pad sliding on a rotating disc and the 
corresponding complicated finite element model built in Abaqus are introduced. Such 
a test structure is a typical testing machine configuration in tribology research. The 
experimental and Abaqus results are provided by collaborators (Miss Xiaocui Wang 
and Mr Qi Zhang in Southwest Jiaotong University (SWJTU) ) and the permission is 
given to use them in this research work by their supervisors Prof Mo Jiliang. The 
student (Zilin Li) also participated in part of the experiments and Abaqus simulations. 
There are two goals in this section: (1) Model reduction of this real complicated pad-
disc system is carried out using the reduction strategy proposed in Section 6.2 and 
comparison between the CEA results of the reduced model and the full FE model is 
made to further validate the model reduction strategy; (2) The theoretical CEA results 
are validated with experimental results of vibration frequencies of the test rig.  
Because the test system and its FE model belong to that SWJTU research group and 
their research work is still going on, only a limited amount of experimental results and 
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numerical results are made available to be used in this PhD project. Nonetheless it is 
believed that these results provided by SWJTU are sufficient to show the model 
reduction method presented in this chapter is correct and efficient. 
6.5.1 Description of the test rig of the pad-on-disc system 
Fig. 6.9 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up for testing the friction-induced 
vibration of the pad-on-disc system, which contains two parts (an upper pad part and 
a lower disc part).  
 
Fig. 6.9 The schematic of the experimental set-up 
The pad is a friction material specimen and fixed to the upper holder. The upper holder 
consists of several components. An acceleration sensor is attached to the pad support, 
and a tangential force sensor and a normal force sensor are integrated in the holder. 
The horizontal motion of the upper hold machine is constrained by a linear bearing. 
The top of the holder is a vertical hydraulic cylinder which can generate the vertical 
compression force to the pad. For the disc part, the central area of the disc is held by 
two holders on both sides of the disc by bolts and fixed to a shaft. The upper part can 
move in the vertical direction controlled by hydraulic pressure in the cylinder and the 
disc can rotate at a constant speed.  
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An impact hammer modal test was carried out on the upper part and the lower part of 
the test rig separately, and on the whole test rig in stationary conditions (the disc is at 
rest). The test results are shown in Fig. 6.10 (a)-(c). 
(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 6.10 Test results of the acceleration PSD in dB scale (the unit is (m/s2)2/Hz ) of 
the test rig. (a) The upper part; (b) The lower part; (c) The whole machine  
Furthermore, the vibration signals of the test rig from the above-mentioned three 
sensors, when the pad was under compression force of 500 N and the rotating speed 
of the disc was at 13 rad/s, were recorded. During the sliding motion, the horizontal 
vibration of the pad is excited, and the measured vibration frequency at the low 
frequency range is 492 Hz and the vibration frequency at the high frequency range is 
1705Hz. The measured friction coefficient of the pad is in the range of 0.3 to 0.4. 
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6.5.2 Description of the finite element model  
Fig. 6.11 shows the finite element model of the pad-on-disc system which is referred 
to as the original system with respect to the reduced model in the next few sub-sections. 
It includes the key components of the real test rig. In this model, the surface of pad is 
directly in contact with the surface of the disc, and there are 274 identical numbers of 
the contact node on both interface of the pad and disc. The whole model is built in a 
rectangular coordinate system. The boundary conditions of the upper part are: the 
upper surface of the spring holder is fixed in x and z direction and free in vertical y 
direction, and the surface of the holes of the bearing bracket plate is fixed in the y 
direction and elastically constrained in the x and z directions; the boundary condition 
of the lower part are: the inner surfaces of the disc holder and the disc are clamped in 
three perpendicular directions. The element type is 3-dimensional solid element and 
the total element number of the system is 121,864 (the degrees of freedom in total are 
904,968). 
 
Fig. 6.11 Finite element model of the test machine  
As model reduction is carried out on the base of this finite element model, verifying 
the correlation between the finite element model and the test rig is very important. To 
do this, both of the natural frequencies of each substructure (the upper part and the 
lower part) having the same boundary conditions but being free at the interface, and 
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the natural frequencies of the full model are computed by Abaqus. They are compared 
with measured frequencies, which indicates that there is a good correlation of the finite 
element model with the testing machine, shown in Table 6.9. 
Table 6.9 The fundamental frequencies (Hz) by Abaqus and the modal test 
 Test Abaqus Error 
Upper part 314.8 331.44 5.02% 
Lower part 1301.5 1300.6 0.07% 
Whole system 474.2 510.91 7.58% 
 
6.5.3 Reduction of the pad-on-disc system and stability analysis  
To implement the model reduction on this pad-on-disc system, three kinds of 
information are required from Abaqus: 
(1) Natural frequencies of the upper part and the lower part, denoted by p  and d  
in Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5), when their contact interfaces are free. 
(2) The mode shape components in the interface DoFs of the pad and disc, which are 
p
uΦ , pwΦ , poΦ , duΦ , dwΦ  and doΦ  in Eq. (6.14). 
(3) The coordinates of the nodes on the contact interface between the pad and the 
disc. 
6.5.3.1 Contact stiffness in the reduced model 
As the contact in the model reduction method is described as linear springs/dampers 
between the nodes on the interface of the pad and disc, which cannot be identified 
directly from the finite element model, the surface properties must be determined by 
means of correlation between the reduced model and the full FE model. As the 
individual upper part has rigid motion in the vertical direction, there is a rigid body 
mode with zero natural frequency of the upper substructure. The applicability of the 
reduction method to systems with rigid body mode has been verified in Section 6.4. 
Thus, the reduction strategy is directly used here. 
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Firstly, a proper contact stiffness is identified by adjusting the contact stiffness value 
in the model reduction method to obtain a reduced model whose natural frequencies 
are very close to those of the full FE model computed by Abaqus, when the system is 
stationary. The natural frequencies of the stationary full FE model are calculated 
without considering friction, so the friction coefficient in the reduction process of a 
stationary system is zero. The specific procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. 
Abaqus modal analysis
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FE model
Lower part
FE model
Natural frequency
Mode shape
Natural frequency
Mode shape
Contact 
nodes
number 
Mode shape data at the 
contact node of the pad 
part
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Fig. 6.12 The flow chart of calculating the contact stiffness 
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Natural frequencies of the four reduced models in stationary (without friction) state 
with linear contact springs are investigated, in which reduced model 1 (RM 1), reduced 
model 2 (RM 2), reduced model 3 (RM 3) and reduced model 4 (RM 4) are composed 
of 10 modes , 40 modes, 80 modes and 245 modes of each of the substructures (the 
upper part and lower part), respectively. Fig. 6.13 shows the influence of the contact 
stiffness on the natural frequencies of RM 2 (40 pad modes + 40 disc modes). The 
vertical coordinate is the error between the natural frequencies of the reduced model 
and the full FE model, and zero means the results of the two models are identical. It 
shows that when the value of the contact stiffness is in a proper level, natural 
frequencies of the system are not very sensitive to the change of the contact stiffness. 
The results of RM 1, 3 and 4 are similar to these of RM 2 and thus are not shown here 
for the sake of simplicity. 
 
Fig. 6.13 The errors of the natural frequencies of the reduced model with different 
contact stiffness with respect to the full FE model 
It is found that when the system is reduced, the contact stiffness for different reduced 
models is different. The proper contact stiffness for RM 1, 2, 3 and 4, which makes 
the natural frequencies of the corresponding reduced model very close to the ones of 
the full FE model, are 3684, 8605 (black round mark in Fig. 6.13), 10970 and 12510 
N/m respectively. Table 6.10 shows the first 18 natural frequencies of the four reduced 
models and those calculated by Abaqus modal analysis. The error between the reduced 
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model and the full model of a real structure can be very small which indicates that the 
reduction strategy with the assumption of linear contact springs works well on 
predicting the natural frequencies of the real structure when it is stationary even when 
only 10+10 substructure modes are used.  
Table 6.10 Comparisons between the natural frequencies (Hz) of the FE model and 
reduced models 
Mode FE 
model 
RM 1 
(error%) 
RM 2 
 (error%) 
RM 3 
(error%) 
RM 4 
(error%) 
1 510.91 510.88 
 (-0.003) 
510.9 
 (-0.0005) 
510.89 
(-0.002) 
510.908 
(0.001) 
2 550.79 544.86  
(-1.08) 
549.74  
(-0.19) 
553.48 
(0.49) 
552.01  
(0.22) 
3 759.54 759.54 
 (0) 
759.54 
 (0) 
759.54 
 (0) 
759.54 
 (0) 
4 1027.5 1033.42 
 (0.57) 
1022.2 
(-0.52) 
1028.7 
(0.12) 
1026.8  
(-0.07) 
5 1306.7 1305.97 
(-0.05) 
1306.9  
(0.01) 
1307.2 
(0.04) 
1306.8  
(0.008) 
6 1383.8 1384.5 
(0.05) 
1383.5 
 (-0.02) 
1383.7 
(-0.006) 
1383.7 
(-0.009) 
7 1469.8 1468.8 
(-0.06) 
1470.2 
(0.03) 
1470.7 
(0.06) 
1470  
(0.01) 
8 1517.1 1516.1 
(-0.06) 
1516.9 
 (-0.01) 
1517.9 
(0.05) 
1518  
(0.06) 
9 1593.4 1593.5 
(-3*10-5) 
1593.5 
 (-3*10-5) 
1593.5 
(-3*10-5) 
1593.4 
(0) 
10 1643.1 1642.1 
(-0.06) 
1643.4 
(0.01) 
1644.7 
(0.1) 
1643.4  
(0.02) 
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11 1687 1686.5  
(-0.03) 
1686.8  
(-0.01) 
1687.2  
(0.007) 
1687.1 
(0.0005) 
12 1837.7 1837.6 
 (-0.006) 
1837.6  
(-0.008) 
1838.1  
(0.02) 
1837.9  
(0.009) 
13 2163.3 2162.1 
(-0.05) 
2161.9 
 (-0.06) 
2165.8  
(0.12) 
2166.1 
(0.13) 
14 2256.6 2248.7  
(-0.35) 
2259  
(0.1) 
2262.6  
(0.26) 
2257.7  
(0.04) 
15 2466.1 2472.5  
(0.26) 
2465.8 
 (-0.01) 
2466.4  
(0.01) 
2466.3 
 (0.006) 
16 2975.4 3061.2  
(2.88) 
2961.9  
(-0.45) 
3004.3 
 (0.96) 
2988.3  
(0.43) 
17 3161.2 3222.6  
(1.93) 
3156.1  
(-0.16) 
3166.9  
(0.18) 
3167.2  
(0.19) 
18 3255.8 3255.6 
(-0.009) 
3259.9  
(0.12) 
3264.1 
(0.25) 
3257.8  
(0.06) 
 
6.5.3.2 Stability analysis of the reduced model  
After obtaining the appropriate contact stiffness value, the friction force can be 
introduced in the theoretical reduction of the FE pad-on-disc model. In the following, 
the stability analysis of the reduced model with friction is carried out following the 
flow chart shown in Fig. 6.2. Specifically, the bifurcation of the eigenvalues of the 
reduced model with the change of the friction coefficient is examined, followed by 
comparing those results calculated by the Abaqus complex eigenvalue analysis of the 
full FE model. 
Fig. 6.14 shows the changes of the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of the 
reduced models with the friction coefficient. Firstly, it can be seen that with the 
increase of the friction coefficient, some of the real part of reduced models become 
positive, consequently mode-coupling kind of instability can happen in the system. 
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The first mode coupling is between the 1st and the 2nd modes and the second one is 
between the 6th and the 7th modes. Secondly, the results of the four reduced models 
(RM1, RM2, RM3 and RM4) are very similar, although the number of modes used in 
the model reduction are quite different (10+10, 40+40, 80+80, 245+245). It should be 
noted here that damping is not included in the CEA analyses of the reduced models 
and the full FE model. 
 
(a) 
 
(b)  
Fig. 6.14 The evolution of the real (Growth rate) and imaginary (Frequency) part of 
the eigenvalues of different reduced model with the friction coefficient. (a) The 
change of the real part (b) The change of the imaginary part 
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Moreover, Abaqus CEA of the full model is carried out for the real operation condition 
of the experiment, which is the normal compression force of 500N and the rotating 
speed at 13 rad/s. Fig. 6.15 illustrates the Abaqus CEA results of the full model. By 
comparing the results of the reduced models (Fig. 6.14(b)) with those in Fig. 6.15, it 
can found that the reduced models can capture the main mode-coupling instability 
phenomena of the whole system, which include: (1) the first coupling between the 1st 
and the 2nd modes and the second one between the 6th and the 7th modes, (2) the critical 
friction coefficient for the mode coupling in an acceptable error range, (3) a good 
enough unstable frequency range. Furthermore, as noise frequencies tested in the 
experiment are at 492 Hz (dominant) and 1705Hz, as reported in Section 6.5.1, and 
the unstable vibration frequencies of the reduced model are 531Hz and 1411.1 Hz (at 
the coalescing point of the frequency). The correlation between the reduced models 
and the experimental results is satisfactory. 
 
Fig. 6.15 Abaqus CEA results of the full model 
On the other hand, it can be seen that some of the features of the bifurcation plot of the 
full model are not captured by the reduced model, such as the unlocking phenomenon 
of the coupling of the 1st and the 2nd mode, the decrease of the 3rd and the 4th mode 
with the friction coefficient, this may be due to several reasons. Two apparent reasons 
are that Abaqus CEA is a complex process which considers the disc-pad contact area 
which is influenced by the compression force and uses a particular surface-to-surface 
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contact algorithm, which are different from the conventional theoretical complex 
eigenvalue analysis implemented in the model reduction method presented in this 
chapter. However, the important unstable features of the real complex frictional system 
are reproduced at low cost.  
The preceding results show that the reduction strategy of this chapter is applicable for 
the reduction of the complex real system with friction and the stability of the real 
frictional system can be implemented by the reduced model. Moreover, the reduced 
model is able to predict the key unstable features of the real structure, even when 
relatively very few modes of the substructures are used, which is verified by the CEA 
results of full EF model and the experimental results. With the validation, the 
advantages of the reduced model, in terms of the computational efficiency and 
applicability, are demonstrated and this model reduction method is very useful in the 
dynamic study of the friction-induced vibration of real structures. A further application 
of this method is in the dynamic transient analysis of nonlinear friction-induced 
vibration, which will not be covered within this project.  
6.6 Conclusions 
A model reduction strategy especially for the reduction of multi-degree-of-freedom 
system with substructures in friction contact is established. Its application to a 9-
degree-of-freedom system as well as a real pad-on-disc structure is carried out. The 9-
degree-of-freedom model are composed of a slider and belt substructures with linear 
contact springs. The real pad-on-disc test rig and the corresponding finite element 
model (FE model) are build up at a partner institution, and the correlation between 
them is established, which offers a trustworthy full FE model for the subsequent model 
reduction and ensures the dependability of the validation. The reduction strategy is 
shown to work well in the modal and stability analysis of the full model and agree well 
with the experiment.  
The conclusions of the model reduction work are: 
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1. For the 9-degree-of-freedom model, the eigenvalues of the whole system with 
sliding friction calculated by the substructure method, when full modes are used, are 
exactly the same as the results calculated by using the mass and stiffness matrices of 
the whole model. Importantly, the mode-coupling properties of the frictional system 
can be kept in the reduced model if a proper number of substructure modes are used. 
A properly reduced model can reproduce frequencies of the lower modes at good 
accuracy. Moreover, depending on the parameter values, the reduced models may 
overestimate or underestimate the critical friction coefficient of the system, especially 
the critical friction coefficient of high modes. 
2. The model reduction strategy can be directly applied to the frictional system in 
which the substructure has rigid-body motion.  
3. A more specific strategy for the reduction of the real pad-on-disc structure of which 
the pad and disc are directly in contact is proposed. Reduction can be implemented by 
introducing imaginary linear contact springs between the contact nodes. Results show 
that the reduced model with a proper contact stiffness value, gives nearly the same 
natural frequencies of the full finite element model. Moreover, the stability analysis 
results of the reduced models have good agreement with the Abaqus CEA results of 
the full FE model, in terms of correctly predicting the mode-coupling of the system, 
even when relatively only a small number of modes of the substructures are used in 
model reduction. Furthermore, the unstable frequencies of the reduced models can be 
related to the noise frequencies measured in the experiment. Therefore, the reduction 
strategy is feasible, and the reduced models can be implemented in the analysis of the 
real structures with friction, with its own advantages at the computational efficiency 
and low demand of modal information of the substructures.  
The current work is a preliminary step for subsequent study of the friction-induced 
vibration of complicated systems with stick-slip, separation or complex dynamic 
friction forces, and the results are promising. Further work to introduce complicated 
friction characteristics in dynamic analysis of frictional systems is one future task 
beyond this PhD project. 
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7  Conclusions and Outlooks 
Friction is everywhere in our daily life as well as in engineering. It dissipates energy 
as a stabilising factor in many cases, but can also energise a system and thus become 
destabilizing, which cause a lot of engineering problems with unstable vibration and 
uncomfortable noises. To comprehensively understand friction-induced vibration 
problem has been a challenging target. In this PhD project, the mechanisms of friction-
induced vibration in the dynamic point of view are studied in new mechanical models. 
Nonlinear/non-smooth vibration of both discrete and continuous frictional systems are 
analysed in detail. Moreover, the strategy for numerically simulating the non-smooth 
friction-induced vibration is proposed, which is implemented in MATLAB algorithms 
coded by the student. Furthermore, an idea on studying the friction-induced vibration 
of complicated friction systems rather than the idealised mechanical systems using 
model reduction is implemented in the final stage of the PhD project. 
7.1 Conclusions 
This research mainly focuses on the theoretical study of the complex nonlinear 
friction-induced vibration of a low-degree-of-freedom system and a continuous system, 
considering nonlinear/non-smooth phenomena such as stick-slip, separation and 
impact, which provides many interesting findings and gives insights to the non-smooth 
friction-induced vibration. Moreover, a preliminary study of complicated frictional 
structures, starting with the model reduction of the frictional system and followed by 
experimental validation, is carried out, which is essential to the future investigations 
of the friction-induced vibration or mechanisms of complicated frictional systems with 
non-smoothness/nonlinearities. 
The main conclusions are as follows: 
1. The mode-coupling instability of a nonlinear coupled system with dry friction is not 
only influenced by the friction coefficient but also highly depends on the nonlinear 
contact stiffness and the pre-compression force on the system. Adding certain 
combinations of the nonlinear contact stiffness and the pre-compression force can 
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stabilise an unstable linear system, which can be taken advantage of in the control of 
friction-induced vibration. On the transient vibration side, separation can happen 
during the unstable vibration, and it turns out that the pre-compression force and the 
nonlinear contact stiffness actually appear as destabilising factors. Ignoring the effect 
of separation is found to be unsafe and potentially predicts incorrect roles of the system 
parameters. Importantly, separation should be taken into account in nonlinear friction-
induced vibration. 
2. The vibration of a nonlinear system with both the mode-coupling instability, stick-
slip and separation can be very complicated. The critical friction coefficient is not only 
an important indicator for the stability bifurcation, but also determines the dynamic 
behaviour in cooperation with the static and kinetic friction coefficients when stick-
slip is considered.  
3. Both the vertical unstable vibration of the disc and separation can be generated by 
the excitations from the horizontal stick-slip motion of a rotating slider system on the 
disc, even in a low rotating speed range. The dynamic behaviour of the system 
considering separation is completely different from the case that contact is assumed to 
be maintained during the vibration. Coulomb friction can result in stable vibration, 
periodic vibration and quasi-periodic vibration which is a route to chaos. Furthermore, 
the vibration frequencies of the unstable system with stick-slip and separation are time 
varying. Especially, high frequencies can arise due to separation. 
4. Model reduction of complicated systems with dry friction which cover a theoretical 
multi-degree-of-freedom system with linear contact stiffness and a real pad-on-disc 
structure with a direct contact interface is carried out based on a mode synthesis 
method put forward by the student. Through comparison with predicted results of the 
full model and with the experimental results, the reduced-order model, even though a 
small number of modes of the corresponding substructures are used, is shown to be 
capable of predicting the friction-induced mode-coupling instability, accurate natural 
frequencies of the first several modes of the original systems, and importantly the 
unstable frequencies of the full model and the vibration frequencies measured in the 
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test, all at acceptable accuracy. These findings provide a promising foundation for 
nonlinear dynamic analysis of complicated frictional systems at low cost in the future. 
7.2 Original contributions 
 1. A nonlinear 2-degree-of-freedom slider-on-moving-belt frictional model is 
proposed based on the linear 2-degree-of-freedom model put forward by Hoffmann in 
which a cubic nonlinear contact spring is introduced, loss of contact (separation) at the 
slider-belt interface is allowed and importantly reattachment of the slider to the belt 
after separation is also considered. Through complex eigenvalue analysis, the complex 
effects of the nonlinear contact stiffness and the pre-load on the stability of the system 
are identified which can be exploited in control of friction-induced vibration. The roles 
of separation, the nonlinear contact stiffness and the pre-load in the unstable friction-
induced vibration are revealed through transient dynamic analysis. It is found that 
ignoring separation may underestimate the vibration magnitude, and produce incorrect 
vibration frequencies and importantly incorrect contributions of other parameters to 
the system, and thus considering separation is very important in the study of friction 
induced vibration. By introducing the non-smooth Coulomb’s law of friction at the 
frictional interface of the nonlinear system, the combined effects of two kinds of non-
smoothness (stick-slip, and separation and reattachment) and a cubic nonlinear contact 
stiffness in the dynamic behaviour of the 2-DoF system are examined, in which both 
the mode-coupling instability and stick-slip instability may occur. The complexity of 
the nonlinear/non-smooth friction-induced vibration is revealed. 
2. Separation, reattachment and the subsequent impact that may occur due to 
nonstationary friction-induced vibration are taken into account in a rotating elastic 
slider-on-disc model. Theoretical formulations of the model considering stick-slip, and 
separation and reattachment, and an algorithm for calculating the non-smooth and 
discontinuous vibration of the frictional system are developed. Numerical simulations 
show that unstable transverse vibration of the disc can be excited by the horizontal 
stick-slip of the slider at a very low rotating speed, which is accompanied by 
intermittent separation between the disc and slider for very short time durations. By 
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comparing the Poincare maps of the cases of considering and ignoring separation, the 
important role of separation and the roles of the key parameters of the system on the 
nonlinear vibration considering separation are demonstrated. Moreover, the time-
varying nature of the vibration frequencies of the disc-slider model with non-smooth 
dry friction is revealed by the time-frequency analysis. It is found that separation 
between the slider and the disc is responsible for high-frequency vibration of the 
system. 
3. A model reduction strategy for complicated frictional systems are put forward, 
which is particularly useful in cases when the mass and stiffness matrices of the 
components (substructures) are not available or only a small amount of modal 
information of the substructures are provided. Firstly, the correctness of the reduction 
method and the feasibility of the reduced model in the stability analysis is verified on 
a theoretical multi-degree-of-freedom frictional system. Moreover, the reduction of a 
real pad-on-disc structure is carried out with experiment validation. It is found that the 
reduced model with 80 modes of each substructure can already correctly predict the 
mode-coupling instability of the full FE model (having over 900000 DoFs) of the real 
structure, and predict fairly well unstable frequencies that correspond to the unstable 
frequencies calculated by Abaqus CEA and the vibration frequencies measured in the 
test, which demonstrates that the work load can be largely reduced by the reduced 
model with a good enough accuracy. This work indicates that the proposed model 
reduction method can be promisingly applied to the study of nonlinear/non-smooth 
friction-induced vibration of complicated frictional systems or real structures. 
7.3 Outlook  
Six lines of work may be interesting and worth implementing for some scopes of future 
work: 
1. To consider the follower force characteristic of the friction force in the work of the 
elastic plate excited by a moving slider system considering separation to carry out 
further explorations in terms of the complicated effects of friction on the friction-
induced vibration. The frictional follower force changes direction while the disc is bent, 
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which results in a transverse component [129], and the contact force on the surface of 
the disc and slider, which is P when the follower force effect is not considered, 
becomes: 
contact r
0
wF P F
r 
    
in which r
0
wF
r 

  the transverse component of the friction follower force. Then, with 
the new formulations, this work can be implemented. 
2. To use a more complex and realistic friction law, for example the rate/state-
dependent friction models, which has been reviewed in Section 2.4.2.  
3. To implement the model reduction idea that has been validated on the FE model of 
a real structure (Chapter 6) involving nonlinear factors such as stick-slip, separation 
and contact nonlinearities. The improvements on the current reduction strategy to 
achieve higher precision would be explored. For considering non-smooth effects like 
stick-slip with Coulomb’s law of friction, the friction forces on the contact points of 
the substructures are written as the following form during the corresponding motion 
state. 
 
   
   
s c d p p c d p pd d
r
d c d p p c d p pd d
     stick motion
       slip motion
w w w w
w w w w


               
n C Φ q Φ q Κ Φ q Φ q
f
n C Φ q Φ q Κ Φ q Φ q
 
 
 
in which the specific definitions of the symbols can refer to Chapter 6.  
Then with considering loss of contact in the system with multiple contacts, the contact 
state of the system is very complex. Therefore, the aim of this work is to reduce the 
computational work load of the dynamic analysis of the complicated system, and then 
to reveal nonlinear/non-smooth effects in the friction-induced vibration of a real 
structure.  
4. To carry out the reduction of a complicated finite element model of a real test 
structure with an improved reduction technique. A laboratory test-rig and a 
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corresponding finite element model have been build up. The testing results will 
provide supports for future model reduction work on a real frictional structure. This 
new work is a collaboration with some colleagues in the Tribology Research Institute 
of Southwest Jiaotong University, China. Tests are still going on at the partners' site. 
A joint paper will be written later.  
In Chapter 5, a slider is dragged around a stationary disc and its dynamic behaviour is 
studied. There are similar applications in engineering in which a disc is spinning past 
a stationary structure. One example is computer hard disc drives. For a spinning disc, 
the centrifugal force need to be involved in the theoretical formulations of the system 
[266]. Thus the gyroscopic effect can be examined [267]. So one future research topic 
is the study of the friction-induced vibration of a spinning disc with the action of a 
stationary slider considering gyroscopic effect, stick-slip and loss of contact.  
6. Friction is well known to possess uncertain properties. Uncertainty analysis of 
friction-induced vibration is a well concerned and challenging research topic. Some 
work has been in the student’s research group, for example [268]. Introducing 
uncertainties and carrying out stochastic simulations on the base of the frictional 
system in the thesis with stochastic parameters [106] like friction coefficients or the 
rotating speed, are one of the future research topics.   
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